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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.
Green growth means fostering economic growth and development while ensuring that natural
assets continue to provide the resources and environmental services on which our well-being relies. To do
this it must catalyse investment and innovation which will underpin sustained growth and give rise to new
economic opportunities.
2.
A return to “business as usual” would be unwise and ultimately unsustainable, involving risks
that could impose human costs and constraints on economic growth and development. It could result in
increased water scarcity, resource bottlenecks, air and water pollution, climate change and biodiversity loss
which would be irreversible; thus the need for strategies to achieve greener growth.
Sources of green growth
3.
Green growth has the potential to address economic and environmental challenges and open up
new sources of growth through the following channels:
•

Productivity. Incentives for greater efficiency in the use of resources and natural assets:
enhancing productivity, reducing waste and energy consumption and making resources available
to highest value use.

•

Innovation. Opportunities for innovation, spurred by policies and framework conditions that
allow for new ways of addressing environmental problems.

•

New markets. Creation of new markets by stimulating demand for green technologies, goods,
and services; creating potential for new job opportunities.

•

Confidence. Boosting investor confidence through greater predictability and stability around
how governments are going to deal with major environmental issues.

•

Stability. More balanced macroeconomic conditions, reduced resource price volatility and
supporting fiscal consolidation through, for instance, reviewing the composition and efficiency of
public spending and increasing revenues through the pricing of pollution.

4.

It can also reduce risks of negative shocks to growth from:
•

Resource bottlenecks which make investment more costly, such as the need for
capital-intensive infrastructure when water supplies become scarce or their quality decreases
(e.g. desalinisation equipment). In this regard, the loss of natural capital can exceed the gains
generated by economic activity, undermining the ability to sustain future growth.

•

Imbalances in natural systems also raise the risk of more profound, abrupt, highly damaging, and
potentially irreversible, effects – as has happened to some fish stocks and as could happen with
damage to biodiversity under unabated climate change. Attempts to identify potential thresholds
5
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suggest that in some cases – climate change, global nitrogen cycles and biodiversity loss – these
have already been exceeded.
A framework for green growth
5.
There is no “one-size-fits-all” prescription for implementing strategies for green growth.
Greening the growth path of an economy depends on policy and institutional settings, level of
development, resource endowments and particular environmental pressure points. Advanced, emerging,
and developing countries will face different challenges and opportunities, as will countries with differing
economic and political circumstances.
6.
There are, on the other hand, common considerations that need to be addressed in all settings.
Most importantly, good economic policy lies at the heart of any strategy for green growth. A flexible,
dynamic economy is likely to be best for growth and to enable the transition to a greener growth path.
Greening growth will require much more efficient use of resources to minimise environmental pressures.
Efficient resource use and management is a core goal of economic policy and many fiscal and regulatory
interventions that are not normally associated with a ‘green’ agenda will be involved. And in every case,
policy action requires looking across a very wide range of policies, not just traditionally ‘green’ policies.
7.
A green growth strategy is centred on mutually reinforcing aspects of economic and
environmental policy. It takes into account the full value of natural capital as a factor of production and its
role in growth. It focuses on cost-effective ways of attenuating environmental pressures to affect a
transition towards new patterns of growth that will avoid crossing critical local, regional and global
environmental thresholds.
8.
Innovation will play a key role. Existing production technology and consumer behaviour can only
be expected to produce positive outcomes up to a point; a frontier, beyond which depleting natural capital
has negative consequences for overall growth. We do not know precisely where this frontier lies in all
cases but we do know that the ability of reproducible capital to substitute for (depleted) natural capital is
limited in the absence of innovation. By pushing the frontier outward, innovation can help to decouple
growth from natural capital depletion.
9.
A green growth strategy also recognises that focusing on GDP as a measure of economic
progress overlooks the contribution of natural assets to wealth, health and well-being. It therefore targets a
range of measures of progress, encompassing the quality and composition of growth, and how this affects
people’s wealth and welfare. In this and many other respects, green growth is an essential component of
sustainable development (Box 1).
10.
The economic costs arising from the emission of some pollutants and the over-exploitation of
some resources are relatively well-known. Clear benefits will arise once the right policies are implemented.
In some cases, the size and timing of payoffs from maintaining ecosystem services– the benefits humans
derive from nature – are subject to uncertainty because interactions between ecosystem services, climate
change and biodiversity are complex. Nonetheless, action taken now to insure against unfavourable,
irreversible or even catastrophic outcomes can avoid significant economic costs in the future.
11.
Economic policy decisions need to incorporate a longer time horizon. Patterns of growth and
technological change build on one another creating path dependency and technological and institutional
lock-in. Environmental impacts are also cumulative and sometimes irreversible. These create strong links
between decisions today and economic opportunities in the future.
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Box 1. Green growth and sustainable development
Sustainable development provides important context for green growth. The OECD Green Growth Strategy
leverages off the substantial body of analysis and policy effort that flowed from the Rio Conference twenty years ago. It
develops a clear and focused agenda for delivering on a number of the aspirations for sustainable development
conceived in Rio.
Green growth is not a replacement for sustainable development, but rather should be considered a subset of it. It
is narrower in scope, entailing an operational policy agenda that can help achieve concrete, measurable progress at the
interface between the economy and the environment. It focuses on fostering the necessary conditions for innovation,
investment and competition that can give rise to new sources of economic growth – consistent with resilient
ecosystems.
Green growth strategies need to pay specific attention to many of the social issues and equity concerns that can
arise as a direct result of greening the economy – both at the national and international level. This is essential for
successful implementation of green growth policies. Strategies should be implemented in parallel with initiatives
centring on the broader social pillar of sustainable development.
The Green Growth Strategy develops an actionable policy framework that is designed to be flexible enough to be
tailored to differing national circumstances and stages of development. In partnership with initiatives by other
international organisations, including UNEP, UNESCAP and the World Bank, the OECD’s green growth work has been
planned to contribute to the objectives of Rio+20.

12.
Matching green growth policies and poverty reduction objectives will be important for adapting
this framework to emerging and developing countries. There are important complementarities between
green growth and poverty reduction, which can be capitalised to help drive progress towards the
Millennium Development Goals. These include, for example, bringing more efficient infrastructure to
people (e.g. in water and transport), alleviating poor health associated with environmental degradation and
introducing efficient technologies that can reduce costs and increase productivity, while easing
environmental pressure. Given the centrality of natural assets in low-income countries, green growth
policies can reduce vulnerability to environmental risks and increase the livelihood security of the poor.
The essentials of green growth strategies
13.
Green growth strategies need to encourage greener behaviour by firms and consumers, facilitate
smooth and just reallocation of jobs, capital and technology towards greener activities and provide
adequate incentives and support to green innovation. Misguided government policies, market constraints
and distortions all lead to or arise from market failures, which mean there is often a gap between private
returns from economic activity and the overall benefits that accrue to society. Green growth policies aim to
close that gap and raise returns to “green” investment and innovation. They also aim to minimise the
distributional consequences of change for the least advantaged groups of society and manage any negative
economic impacts on firms while retaining incentives for improved economic performance.
14.
Implementing a green growth strategy will involve a mix of instruments which draw from two
broad sets of policies. The first set includes framework conditions that mutually reinforce economic growth
and the conservation of natural capital. Included in this are core fiscal and regulatory settings, such as tax
and competition policy, which, if well designed and executed, maximise the efficient allocation of
resources. This is the familiar agenda of economic policy with the added realisation that it can be as good
for the environment as for the economy. To these settings should be added innovation policies1 that place a
1

These include sound innovation policies elaborated in the OECD Innovation Strategy.
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premium on the inventiveness that is needed if we are to use natural capital much more sparingly and
efficiently.
15.
The second set encompasses policies targeted at incentivising efficient use of natural resources
and making pollution more expensive. They include a mix of price-based and other policy instruments.
Annex 1 to this Report details the broad policy toolkit for green growth that these two sets embrace.
16.
While national circumstances will differ, putting a price on pollution or on the over-exploitation
of scarce natural resources – through mechanisms such as taxes or tradable permit systems – should be a
central element of the policy mix. Pricing mechanisms tend to minimise the costs of achieving a given
objective and provide incentives for further efficiency gains and innovation. Importantly, increased use of
environmentally related taxes can play a role in growth-oriented tax reform; by helping to shifting (part of)
the tax burden away from more distortive corporate and personal income taxes and social contributions.
Taxes on energy and CO2 can also be a natural part of a wider fiscal consolidation package, offering an
attractive alternative to higher taxes on labour or business income or deep cuts in public expenditure.
17.
Not every situation lends itself to market instruments. In certain cases, well-designed regulation,
active technology-support policies and voluntary approaches may be more appropriate or an important
complement to market instruments. In addition, the responsiveness of businesses and consumers to price
signals can, in many situations, be strengthened through information-based measures that highlight the
consequences of environmental damage caused by specific activities and the availability of cleaner
alternatives.
18.
Changing the payoffs in the economy is only part of the solution. Societies become dependent on
institutions and technologies with which they are familiar. Social and economic inertia can be so strong
that even quite large changes in pay-offs will not change behaviour. A strong capability to innovate is
essential to establish the capacity for breakthroughs and new patterns of production and consumption.
Innovation can generate new sources of growth that better reflect the full value of natural capital to society
and reduce the cost of addressing environmental risks. Green growth strategies need to address the
following challenges for green innovation:
•

Many environmental externalities are under-priced or not priced at all. The consequences of such
externalities may not be well understood. For example, a carbon price can help to incentivise
innovation to tackle climate change, but current levels of carbon prices are low, leaving a
considerable gap.

•

Path dependency and dominance of existing technologies and systems can make it very difficult
for some new technologies to compete, establish a place in the market and scale up, which is why
temporary support may be needed in certain cases. Innovation support instruments must be
carefully designed to foster the emergence and uptake of efficient technologies while minimising
the risk of technology lock-in, lack of competition or crowding out of private investment.

•

Barriers to trade and investment can place a serious break on the development and diffusion of
green technologies globally. Reducing these barriers while providing effective protection and
enforcement of intellectual property rights (IPRs) are essential to encourage the development and
diffusion of technologies and the facilitation of foreign direct investment and licensing.

19.
Greening growth will also require policies to establish network infrastructure which is suitable
for next generation technologies, especially in areas such as energy, water, transport and communications
networks. Green infrastructure investments can help avoid costly lock-in of inefficient patterns of growth.
They can lift economic growth and bring social and health benefits. In developing economies, there will be
8
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opportunities for leap-frogging to new forms of infrastructure development. Leveraging public and private
financing – through e.g. public-private partnerships, a mixture of tariffs and taxes, facilitating investment
by major institutional partners through reforming regulatory barriers and sound long-term policy signals,
and development assistance – will be necessary given the large-scale investments required in most
countries.
20.
Ultimately, what matters for the success of a green growth strategy is a well-defined framework
for action and a consistent set of economic and environmental policy criteria. It will need to build on a high
degree of coordination among ministries and levels of government as well as stakeholders outside
government, to identify a policy mix suitable to local conditions. In many cases, developing appropriate
institutional capacity will be an essential condition for integrating green growth into core economic
strategies and other government policies, and for ensuring a leading role for finance, economic and
environment agencies.
Ensuring a smooth labour market transition
21.
Greener growth will see new jobs created, including skilled jobs in emerging green innovative
activities. But some jobs will be at risk so there is a need to facilitate the re-allocation of workers from
contracting to expanding sectors, such as those that replace polluting activities with cleaner alternatives or
provide environmental services.
22.
Labour market policies should focus on preserving employment, not jobs. They need to ensure
that workers and firms are able to adjust quickly to changes brought about by the greening of the economy,
including by seizing new opportunities. By helping workers to move from jobs in contracting sectors to
jobs in expanding sectors, they can also help to assure a just sharing of adjustment costs occasioned by the
transition.2 New skills will be needed and this will require appropriate education policies. While many
existing skills will remain appropriate, skill mismatches and gaps may emerge. Training and re-training
programmes will be a key component of labour market policies.
23.
The scale of adjustment should not be overstated. For example, significant reductions of
greenhouse gas emissions can be achieved with only limited effects on the pace of employment growth.
Indeed labour market performance can improve if revenues from carbon pricing are used to promote labour
demand. Furthermore, this does not take into account the positive impact on employment as a result of
strategies fostering sources of green growth.
Addressing distributional aspects
24.
Accounting for the distributional impacts of greening growth will be crucial for its public
acceptability. There is a widespread perception that the distributional effects of some policy instruments
will inevitably be regressive. This is not necessarily the case, but unless these concerns are addressed the
acceptability of some key policies may be called into question.
25.
For example, the phasing out of fossil fuel subsidies will have positive impacts on the
environment and the economy in the aggregate but may entail adverse consequences for some nations or
population groups in the short-term. The loss caused by higher fuel prices will be immediately obvious and
significant for some, but the economic, social and environmental gains will take longer to materialise and
be more diffuse. Targeted compensatory measures will need to be introduced, particularly in emerging
markets where some populations are most vulnerable to transitional costs associated with greening growth.

2

Lessons from the OECD Reassessed Job Strategy can be useful to that effect.
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International co-operation for green growth
26.
Creating a global architecture that is conducive to green growth will require enhanced
international co-operation. Strengthening arrangements for managing global public goods, especially in
biodiversity and climate, hold the key to addressing coordination and incentive problems. The agreements
reached at Cancun on climate change give reason to be optimistic that progress can be made but ongoing
efforts are needed. Financial flows in particular need to become both an engine for growth and
development as well as an incentive to maintain the quality of the global commons.
27.
Official Development Assistance (ODA) can continue to play an important role to create
enabling conditions for green growth, targeting areas where incentives for private investment are limited
and flows are scarce, including essential infrastructure and human and institutional capacity building.
Increased co-operation in science and technology will need to be underscored by more concerted
approaches to accelerate technology development and diffusion and build research capacity in developing
countries.
28.
Increased efforts to boost global trade and investment flows could help underpin sustained
growth and diffusion of green technologies. There is also a need to ensure that the development prospects
of low-income countries are not undermined through the potential spill-over effects of domestic trade and
investment measures. Some countries have expressed concern that trade and investment could be affected
if the green growth policy agenda were captured by protectionist interests.
29.
While investment protectionism associated with green growth policies has not been found to be a
major problem to date, continued vigilance should be encouraged. The OECD-hosted Freedom of
Investment Roundtable will continue to monitor investment measures to ensure that they are not used as
disguised protectionism. Its recent communication on “Harnessing Freedom of Investment for Green
Growth” aiming at making governments’ environmental and investment policy goals mutually supportive
is reproduced in Annex 2.
Monitoring progress towards green growth
30.
Monitoring progress towards green growth should draw on groups of indicators which describe
and track changes in: (i) productivity in the use of environmental assets and natural resources; (ii) the
natural asset base; (iii) the environmental dimensions of quality of life; (iv) policy responses and economic
opportunities. For each of these groups, a list of indicators has been proposed in a companion Report
Towards Green Growth: Monitoring progress - OECD Indicators. This is work in progress and will be
further elaborated as data become available and as concepts evolve.
31.
Work to date suggests that environmental and resource productivity has been rising. While there
are significant differences between countries, growth of GDP and other measures of output tend to outstrip
growth of environmental inputs into the production system. However, improved environmental
productivity has not been accompanied by absolute decreases in environmental pressure or the sustainable
use of some natural assets.
32.
Indicators that measure the ‘green economy’ need to be interpreted carefully. Judged simply by
the size of industries involved in the production of environmental goods and services, today’s ‘green
economy’ is relatively small. However, economic opportunities, entrepreneurship and innovation in
conjunction with green growth can arise in all sectors so an assessment based on green industries
understates the economic importance of environmentally-related activities.
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Next steps of the Green Growth Strategy
33.
To succeed, national green growth strategies will need to be mainstreamed into government
policies. The OECD can contribute to this in a number of ways. The framework and policy insights of the
Synthesis Report can be tailored to account for country-specific circumstances, and provide guidance for
continued analysis in the form of country reviews. Such work can offer opportunities for an in-depth
appraisal of the way in which policies are working together (or not) to drive greener growth. The
development and refinement of the green growth toolkits that accompany this Strategy can further support
policy implementation at the national level.
34.
Experience gained through both country reviews and general policy assessment could lead to the
development of an analytical tool that would identify country-specific policy priorities on the basis of a
cross-country analysis and understanding of what is good practice. This would benefit from continued
work on green growth indicators and measurement issues. Indeed, an important measurement agenda arises
from confronting indicators with available and internationally comparable data. The OECD will be
advancing the measurement agenda in the years ahead so as to improve the possibilities for tracking the
transition to green growth in OECD and other economies.
35.
Further analytical work on the costs and benefits of various policy instruments also needs to be
carried out. Moreover, work on issue-specific and sector-specific studies will yield more concrete insights
into the implications of greening growth in a number of areas. Early priorities include food and agriculture,
the energy sector, water, biodiversity and development co-operation, as well as policies governing cities
and rural area development.
36.
Finally, future OECD work on green growth will be based on a deepened collaboration with other
international organisations, including UN agencies, the World Bank and the Global Green Growth
Institute, as well as a range of stakeholders, to facilitate the exchange of experience and best practices, and
to help promote international arrangements that are conducive to greener growth in both developed and
developing countries.
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I. THE NEED FOR GREEN GROWTH STRATEGIES

The world faces twin challenges: expanding economic opportunities for a growing global population; and
addressing environmental pressures that, if left unaddressed, could undermine our ability to seize these
opportunities.
Green growth strategies are needed because:
• The impacts of economic activity on environmental systems are creating imbalances which are putting
economic growth and development at risk. Increased efforts to address climate change and biodiversity
loss are needed to address these risks.
• Natural capital, encompassing natural resource stocks, land and ecosystems, is often undervalued and
mismanaged. This imposes costs to the economy and human wellbeing.
• The absence of coherent strategies to deal with these issues creates uncertainty, inhibits investment and
innovation, and can thus slow economic growth and development.
This underscores a need for better ways of measuring economic progress: measures to be used alongside GDP
which more fully account for the role of natural capital in economic growth, human health and wellbeing.
While different country situations will demand different responses, clear and predictable policy signals to
investors and consumers will deliver benefits from greening growth in the form of:
• Economic gains from eliminating inefficiency in the use and management of natural capital;
• New sources of growth and jobs from innovation and the emergence of green markets and activities.

12
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1.
The gains from growth, while distributed unevenly around the world, have been dramatic. Over
the past 150 years life expectancy increased by around thirty years in most regions, including some of the
least developed parts of the world. OECD countries experienced a three-fold increase in both the amount of
time and money spent on leisure since the late nineteenth century, while health status and education and
labour market opportunities also grew.3
2.
Many of the economic, technological, social, and institutional changes that helped to drive
growth in the twentieth century are yet to be delivered to a vast number of people. There is therefore
considerable potential for further growth and improvements in living standards. The question is whether
this potential can be realised.
3.
The growth dynamic that has yielded these improvements in living standards has entailed
substantial costs to the physical environment on which human wellbeing ultimately depends. It is
increasingly apparent that the way in which we use natural resources could place higher living standards
and even conventionally measured growth at risk.
4.
In the 20th century the world population grew 4 times, economic output 22 times and fossil fuel
consumption 14 times (UNEP, 2011a). The resilience of a wide range of environmental systems is now
being tested by the requirements of a rapidly growing global population and increased levels of economic
activity. This includes meeting the energy and food needs of 9 billion people in 2050. Water supplies are
coming under increasing pressure and, without new policy action a further 1 billion people are expected to
live in severe water-stressed areas by 2030 (Figure 1).
5.
Thus the world faces twin challenges: expanding economic opportunities for a growing global
population; and addressing environmental pressures that, if left unaddressed, could undermine our ability
to seize these opportunities. Green growth is where these two challenges meet and about exploiting the
opportunities which lie within. It is about fostering economic growth and development while ensuring that
natural assets continue to provide the resources and environmental services4 on which our well-being
relies. It is also about fostering investment and innovation which will underpin sustained growth and give
rise to new economic opportunities.
6.
Greening the growth path of an economy depends on policy and institutional settings, level of
development, resource endowments and particular environmental pressure points. There is no
“one-size-fits-all” prescription for implementing a green growth strategy. Advanced, emerging, and
developing countries will face different challenges and opportunities in greening growth, as will countries
with differing economic and political circumstances. There are, on the other hand, common considerations
that need to be applied in all settings. And in every case, policy action requires looking across a very wide
range of policies, not just explicitly ‘green’ (i.e. environmental) policies.

3
4

Data from Maddison (2011), United Nations (1999), Kling and Shulz (2009) and Fogel (2004).
For the purpose of this Report, ‘environmental services’ are defined as all services or functions provided by
natural assets, and which contribute directly and indirectly to human well-being. This includes the
provision of water, energy, raw materials, land and ecosystem inputs to produce goods and services, the
regulatory capacity of the environment, and its roles in supporting life and biodiversity, and in providing
amenities and cultural benefits. Environmental services are also referred to as ‘ecosystem services’.
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Figure 1. Key environmental challenges
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7.
Underpinning this strategy is a framework for growth which is adapted to account for some of
the shortcomings in conventional growth frameworks (see Box 2). The starting point is that boosting
growth means improving the quantity and quality of factors of production, and putting them to more
productive use. These sources of growth remain the same whether or not we take account of environmental
considerations. But the strategy explicitly recognises the dual role played by natural capital in both
contributing to production of marketable goods and directly providing valuable ecosystem services to
individuals and society at large.
8.
The overarching goal of the framework is to establish incentives or institutions that increase
well-being by: improving resource management and boosting productivity; enticing economic activity to
take place where it is of best advantage to society over the long-term; leading to new ways of meeting
these first two objectives, i.e. innovation. This requires drawing on mutually reinforcing aspects of
environmental and economic policy. At the same time, some fundamental differences between these two
policy domains need to be bridged. In markets the interaction of large numbers of producers and
consumers and competition are an immensely powerful force for uncovering and creating value, driving
productive efficiency, and rewarding creativity. However, when it comes to market decisions relating to
the use of natural capital (and to some extent government decisions), these are influenced by payoffs which
do not fully reflect the value of the entire asset base of the economy. Properly valuing natural capital is
therefore an essential part of any green growth strategy. Properly valuing non-market benefits and costs,
such as those related to health and life expectancy, will also be important when assessing policy options.
9.
This framework will need to account for major social impacts of natural asset losses. Hence it
will also involve achieving smooth and just adjustment in labour markets by ensuring that workers have
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the means to find opportunity in change. More generally, the success of a green growth strategy will rest
on addressing political obstacles and distributional concerns about the costs of change.
10.
Poverty reduction objectives will also need to be addressed in adapting this framework to
emerging and developing countries, with the aim of identifying synergies with green growth objectives.
The greening of growth can contribute to poverty reduction by bringing more efficient infrastructure to
people (e.g. in energy and transport) and by underpinning sustained long-term growth. It can contribute by
alleviation of poor health associated with environmental pollution. And given the centrality of natural
assets in providing incomes and economic opportunities to the world’s poorest people, it can minimise the
risks of a legacy of costly environmental degradation as development proceeds.
Reframing growth
11.
The central feature of a green growth framework (Box 2) is recognition of natural capital as a
factor of production and its role in enhancing well-being. Simple as this statement is, it has important
implications for economic policy and the way we evaluate economic growth. A number of these can be
highlighted by reflecting on shortcomings in the way that growth is usually judged. GDP remains an
essential metric for understanding economic performance. However, it does not necessarily reflect changes
in capital stocks, or wealth, which are key determinants of both current and future growth and welfare
gains. If production is based on the liquidation of assets, then it can be increasing while wealth is declining.
Indeed, in recent years, wealth in a number of economies from across the developmental spectrum has been
declining even as output has increased (see Figure 2). This could undermine future growth potential.
Figure 2. Rising GDP and declining wealth in some countries
1990-2005
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The wealth estimates incorporate stocks of manufactured, human, social and natural capital. Measured natural capital in these
data include agricultural land, protected areas, forests, minerals, and energy but exclude a range of assets which are difficult to
measure and value including water resources.

Source: Based on data from World Bank (2010), The Changing Wealth of Nations: Measuring Sustainable Development in the New
Millennium.

12.
Ideally, strategies for growth should take account of all types of capital: natural (e.g. ecosystems),
human (e.g. education and skills), physical (e.g. machinery and equipment), and the intangible assets
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which are so crucial to human progress like ideas and innovation. Accounting for growth in this way can
produce quite different results compared to growth more conventionally defined.5
13.

Perceived trade-offs between economic growth and environmental protection are attenuated

when new measures that better capture well-being are used alongside GDP to measure progress.
For many years GDP has been taken as a reasonable indicator of such material well-being and even as a
proxy for the quality of life more broadly. But there is now an important debate about whether this is still a
useful approximation.6
14.
Natural capital, encompassing natural resource stocks, land and ecosystems, is often undervalued
and mismanaged. Even where outputs derived from its exploitation are priced in markets, the scarcity of
natural resource stocks may not be fully reflected in the value of goods and services arising from their
exploitation. Identifying and addressing where this is the case presents opportunities for improvements in
efficiency that constitute net gains for society.
15.
Undervaluing natural capital also has implications beyond economic inefficiency because, much
like human capital, it contributes to both growth and the quality of growth with respect to human welfare.
These contributions, such as the benefits of clean air to human health, are not fully taken into account
when the value of natural capital and the services it provides are not fully priced in markets (Box 3).7
16.
The need to reframe growth is becoming increasingly important due to imbalances being created
by the impacts of economic activity on environmental systems. In many cases, substituting physical for
natural capital is becoming increasingly costly. Limited substitution possibilities between natural and
physical capital and the fact that the quality of natural capital can change abruptly also introduces the
potential for bottlenecks which can choke off growth. Current commodity price strength, including food
prices, is perhaps a case in point at the global level.
17.
Furthermore, changes in natural ecosystems can occur quickly and drastically (as has happened to
some fish stocks) leading to (unexpected) growth reversals. Attention to the natural asset base brings into
sharp relief some of the risks to growth from mismanaging natural capital and undermining the
productivity of natural systems, especially systemic risks exemplified by climate change and biodiversity
loss.
18.
The absence of coherent strategies to deal with these dynamic issues can place a further drag on
growth because of uncertainty about future regulatory conditions that inhibit private sector initiatives and
investments in greener growth opportunities. Such effects are likely to be especially pronounced in the
current economic climate.
19.
In addition, economic and policy decisions have long-lived consequences due to the slowly
evolving nature of the physical capital stock. Indeed current patterns of growth, consumer habits,
technology and infrastructure all reflect an accumulation of past innovations and also past incentives that
misguide behaviour, partly reflecting inappropriate government policies. Inefficiencies referred to earlier
are to some extent hard-wired into the way economies function. This “path dependency” may continue to
5

For instance, Jones and Klenow (2010) show that adding health, leisure and inequality to the definition of
well-being can lead to significant differences in the ranking of world countries and in growth rates of this
more comprehensive measure than GDP.

6

See for instance Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi (2009).

7

Furthermore, environmental improvement which raises health status can increase labour force productivity
and lift the rate of growth.
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exacerbate systemic environmental risks and economic inefficiencies even after more basic valuation and
incentive problems have been addressed.
20.
In this regard, a key element of any green growth strategy is to set incentives that will boost
innovation along a growth trajectory which diverts from inefficient patterns of the past. In this context,
sound economic policy, robust competition and private sector innovation remain central drivers of growth
and necessary conditions for unleashing new economic opportunities. Similarly, labour market conditions
and educational opportunities need to be supportive of emergent industries and structural change.
21.
In sum, strategies for greening growth focus on a broader concept of progress than just GDP
growth and aim to provide clear and stable policy signals to investors and consumers so as to:
•

Achieve economic gains from eliminating sources of inefficiency in the use of natural capital.

•

Encourage innovation which can deliver high rates of balanced growth.

•

Foster new economic opportunities from the emergence of new green markets and activities.

•

Ensure that eliminating inefficiencies, fostering innovation and seizing new growth opportunities
avoid the risk of bottlenecks and systemic crises.

The next two subsections explore these dimensions in more detail.
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Box 2. A framework for thinking about green growth
Economic growth is conventionally thought of as the process through which workers, machinery and equipment,
materials and new ideas and technologies contribute to producing goods and services that are increasingly valuable for
individuals and society. A framework for thinking about green growth builds on this with four additional elements:
•

Capturing the importance of changes in the comprehensive wealth of an economy. That means attention to all
types of capital: natural (e.g. ecosystems), human (e.g. education and skills), physical (e.g. machinery and
equipment), and the intangible assets which are so crucial to human progress like ideas and innovation. This
captures some important aspects of growth including the nature of tradeoffs which arise at the frontier of
production possibilities. For example, substituting environmental assets in production or consumption is not
necessarily a smooth process: critical thresholds can be crossed after which assets that are renewable cease to
be so (e.g. fisheries or soil) or assets that are non renewable are depleted to a point that substitution with other
inputs or goods and services becomes impossible (e.g. climate or biodiversity), potentially short-circuiting growth
in well-being. This introduces uncertainties about thresholds, irreversible outcomes and discontinuities that
complicate policy design.

•

Incorporating the dual role played by natural capital in this process. Natural capital contributes to production by
providing crucial inputs, some of which are renewable and others which are not. It also influences individual and
social welfare in various ways, through the effect that the environment has on health, through amenity value and
through provision of ecosystem services.

•

Acknowledging that investment in natural capital is an area in which public policy intervention is most needed
because market incentives are weak or non-existent. This is largely because the contribution of natural capital to
production is often not priced and the contribution of natural capital to individual welfare is not appropriately
valued. The lack of proper valuation and market incentives or signals can affect behaviour and truncate the
foresight of households and firms in ways that set the economy on trajectories that are unsustainable (or
conversely that miss growth opportunities) or that are not necessarily maximising well-being. This means that in
many cases, better management of natural capital (e.g. via proper valuation of pollution) will be consistent with
higher GDP and a lower environmental impact of economic activities. A clear example is when an inefficient
energy mix (involving excessive use of fossil fuels) is improved upon by eliminating harmful fossil fuel subsidies.

•

Recognition that innovation is needed to attenuate tradeoffs that arise between investing in (depleting) natural
capital and raising consumption or investing in other forms of capital. Indeed, once resource productivity is raised
and inefficiency eliminated a “frontier” is reached along which these tradeoffs become more pronounced. Through
innovation, the frontier at which tradeoffs start to bind can be pushed outwards; essentially greening growth.

Integrating these elements into policy is at the heart of green growth. In terms of wellbeing, policy decisions need
to reflect the relative value to households of services from natural capital relative to other goods, and thus the tradeoffs
that occur at the frontier. Tradeoffs need to be evaluated and re-evaluated over time to weigh the impacts of a decline
in natural capital for current and future generations. These tradeoffs vary geographically depending on available
technologies, the natural resource base and on households’ and societal preferences; hence, policies have to be
adapted to different circumstances.
From a production perspective, an assessment needs to be made of the extent to which natural capital can be
depleted and replaced by other forms of capital. Different considerations will apply for different environmental assets
(e.g. renewables and non-renewables); there is no single rule for determining whether assets should be preserved or
not.
Most importantly, policies that aim to push out the frontier of economic growth need to grapple with existing
incentives to innovate which are heavily biased towards improving the efficiency of currently dominant production
techniques (e.g. in energy and transport) due to the tendency of innovation to build on previous innovations and
existing technologies. Overcoming this kind of “path dependency”, which contributes to inhibit the development of green
technology (other factors are learning-by-doing effects and economies of scale) through appropriate innovation policies
is therefore crucial for green growth.
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Green growth dividends
22.
Servicing higher living standards for 9 billion, increasingly urban, and increasingly wealthy,
people will mean massive expansion in the markets for goods and in investment demand, especially for
buildings and network infrastructure. On the current trajectory, global agricultural production will need to
increase by over 50% by 2030 to feed the rising number of people with changing dietary preferences and
world primary energy use is expected to rise by over 54% (OECD, 2008a).
23.
Under “business as usual”, we would certainly see increased pollution, negative impacts on
human health, and constraints on the improvement of living standards due to increasing prices of essential
commodities like food and energy, though not at a rate that would be sufficient to spur greener behaviour
without targeted policy intervention. In reality, business is never “as usual”. Markets, societies, and
policies are constantly changing. The rapid economic progress of the last 150 years saw periods of major
technological and social change that some regarded as major risks, but that on balance turned out to be
opportunities. We can reasonably expect that such changes will occur again, and again will generate
opportunities.
Fostering new markets and activities
24.
Aware of environmental and economic challenges, governments have already implemented
policies or promulgated strategies to affect a shift towards cleaner production, to promote greener business
practices and green innovation. But it must be kept in mind that achieving higher living standards depends
not only on doing things differently, but also on doing them better. This depends much less on where
resources flow through a “green” economy but rather how efficiently those resources are used by
businesses.
25.
Greener business practices will have important economic pay-offs in terms of resource
efficiency. Many of these are in the energy sector or related to energy use. The International Energy
Agency (IEA), for example, estimates that the 17% (USD 46 trillion) increase in energy investment
required globally between 2010 and 2050 to deliver low-carbon energy systems would yield cumulative
fuel savings equal to USD 112 trillion (IEA, 2010a). Energy conservation is one of the first steps that some
companies have taken to reduce their GHG emissions (OECD, 2010a), as it often leads to cost reductions.
By using less energy, for instance, Dow Chemicals saved some USD 9 billion over 15 years (Dow, 2010)
and DuPont some USD 5 billion since 1990 (DuPont, 2010).
26.
More generally, a number of companies seek competitiveness gains through clean technology
investment. Realising that environmental performance will be a major competitive factor in the future,
leading companies are increasingly finding innovative ways of mainstreaming sustainability considerations
into their core business. For instance, in a survey of 300 top executives from large global corporations by
Ernst & Young (2009), more than 75% of respondents project their annual clean energy technology
spending to rise over the next five years.
27.
New and improved technologies in energy production, such as solar power, biomass,
micro-hydro power and biofuels, linked with new approaches to electricity generation and distribution,
could reduce the costs and improve the technical feasibility of energy supply in poor developing countries
and allow non-oil producing countries to become more energy self sufficient. They would also bring a
range of benefits, including reduced dependence on fossil fuels, reduced poverty and lower energy bills for
firms and households.
28.
Environmental action also generates new business opportunities. For instance, firms see the
search for environmental performance as an opportunity to gain advantage over less technologically
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advanced rivals and to capture market shares. In natural resource sectors alone, commercial opportunities
related to environmental sustainability could be between USD 2.1 and 6.3 trillion by 2050 - assuming that
sufficient changes are made to ensure that standards of living can be sustained within the limits of available
natural resources and without further harm to biodiversity, climate and other ecosystems (WBCSD, 2010).
29.
Business opportunities have also emerged from the sustainable use of biodiversity and
ecosystem services including the global market for certified organic food which exceeds USD 30 billion.
Valuable new biodiversity related asset classes have also emerged; in the United States for example,
wetland banking credits range in value from USD 7 000 – 850 000 per hectare and have attracted
substantial entrepreneurial investment (TEEB, 2010a). There is arguably greater scope for economic
growth in this sector.
30.
New business models are also emerging. Energy-saving companies, for example, provide
energy-saving solutions to other firms and public buildings. These firms are paid from the savings
achieved, not by an up-front payment, facilitating the uptake of costly technologies. Other emerging
business models include product service systems where the value proposition shifts more to the services
delivered by products rather than the products themselves, such as car sharing schemes (EPA, 2009).
Raising resource efficiency to sustain growth
31.
Mismanagement of natural assets leads to high economic costs for society. Examples of the cost
of mismanagement are perhaps most stark in the case of resources with undefined or unenforced property
rights, and incentives to “free-ride”. Over-exploitation of fish stocks and groundwater are cases in which
depletion frequently exceeds the natural rate of regeneration, involving significant associated costs of
overuse:
•

The World Bank (2007) has estimated that in China the cost of excessive use of groundwater was
in the range of 0.3% of GDP, with those costs falling largely on the agricultural sector.

•

In Mexico’s coastal aquifer of Hermosillo, annual withdrawals three to four times the recharge
rate resulted in a 30 meter drop in water tables and saltwater intrusion at the rate of 1 kilometre
per year, causing large agribusiness firms to relocate to other regions. (World Bank, 2008).

•

According to the USDA (2007), declining groundwater supplies were largely responsible for the
loss of an estimated 1.435 million acres of irrigated cultivated cropland in the State of Texas
between 1982 and 1997.

32.
More generally, there is growing evidence of the costs of losses in ecosystem function
(OECD, 2008b; TEEB, 2010a). Existing loss of biodiversity and degradation of ecosystems has already
had dramatic consequences for business. Soil erosion in Europe is estimated to cost EUR 53 per hectare
per annum (EEA, 2005). In Ghana, it is estimated that soil erosion will cost around 5% of total agricultural
GDP over the 10 years from 2006 to 2015 (Diao and Sarpong, 2007). Similar and some even larger
impacts are reported for other countries (OECD, 2009a).
33.
Loss of ecosystem services has strong negative effects on welfare and human capital. Impairment
of human health through environmental degradation reduces well-being but not necessarily GDP (or only
to the extent that impaired health reduces available labour resources and productivity) (Box 3). The
negative impacts of uncontrolled pollution are large and often felt strongest in the developing world and
amongst the most vulnerable. Water pollution has been estimated to be responsible for 1.7 million deaths
annually, concentrated (90%) amongst children under 5 years old. Air pollution is estimated to lead to a
loss of 6.4 million years of life each year (Cohen et al. 2004). On the other side of the coin, benefits can be
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considerable. In the United States the measurable public health benefits from the Clean Air Act in 2010 are
estimated to be USD 1.3 trillion and outweigh related costs by a factor of 30 to 1 (USEPA, 2010). Annual
economic losses caused by introduced agricultural pests in the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australian, South Africa, India and Brazil exceed USD 100 billion (TEEB, 2010a).
34.
While clean-up after the fact is sometimes an option, preventing losses to ecosystem function is
often significantly more cost-effective than remediation. In the United States and the European Union, for
example, estimates of the costs of cleaning up contaminated soils and oil spills run into the billions
(OECD, 2008b). And many developing countries may not have the means to pay for remediation.
Moreover, while some environmental impacts may be potentially “reversible” – allowing for the
restoration of environmental conditions to their prior state – there are many areas in which this is not the
case – once degraded, environmental and economic values are lost permanently. Clear-cutting of primary
forests and groundwater contamination are two examples.
35.
A mixture of market and regulatory failures contribute to imperfect management of many natural
assets. For instance, ecosystem services are often overlooked because they come at a limited cost or zero
cost to producers even though the value of these services is in fact large, albeit difficult to measure (see
Box 3). For example, it has been estimated that the worldwide economic value of pollination services
provided by insect pollinators (mainly bees), was EUR 153 billion in 2005 for the main crops that feed the
world (Gallai et al, 2009). Accounting for the value of natural capital can help to avoid patterns of
development that lock-in high costs or resource bottle-necks; such as urban development in metropolitan
Mexico City which has locked-in demand for fresh water from distant lowland sources which has to be
pumped at high cost.
36.
Indeed, beyond the estimated costs, mismanagement of natural capital can lead to declining
productive potential and bottlenecks that can choke off growth. Moreover, the dampening effect that
inefficient resource use can have on growth is exacerbated by imperfections in markets associated with
natural resources, such as transport and energy where the presence of natural monopolies, state control, or
subsidies can worsen environmental damage and support inefficient economic activity. Better management
of natural capital will help avoid some of the economic costs that arise from excessive demands on the
environment, thereby improving growth prospects.
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Box 3. Valuing non-market benefits
In the presence of externalities and/or incomplete property rights the economic ‘value’ of natural capital will not be
fully reflected in the prices faced by agents in the market, and as a result the natural capital base will be over-exploited.
In order to make choices about the optimal extent and rate of exploitation of resources, it is necessary to attach a value
to changes in environmental conditions.
In economics, relative preferences are the principal source of value. For goods and services exchanged on
markets, value is reflected in people’s “willingness-to-pay” – the amount of money an individual is willing to pay for a
good or service - or “willingness-to-accept” – the amount of money an individual is willing to accept as a compensation
for foregoing a good or service. Where environmental assets are used directly, this source of value is generally well
captured by markets. However, the value of environmental assets is not only in direct use, but also indirect (or nonconsumptive) use and in “non-use”. These latter values are the subject of much research and debate.
Direct use includes the acquisition of materials, energy or space for human activities; e.g. the value of timber from
a forest or energy in an oil field. Indirect use, where the physical characteristics of an asset do not change, includes
recreational use of a body of water and ecosystem services from waste assimilation, carbon sequestration, fish habitat,
and flood control. Use values include the actual or planned use of the good or service in question (that is, as a source
of water for irrigation purposes) or possible use (that is, a spawning ground for development of fisheries in the future).
Non-use values incorporate those values which people attach to a good or service even though he or she does not
have (or foresee) any actual, planned or possible, use for the good or service for him or herself. These include
“existence” values which arise from a sense that the good or service should not cease to be (i.e. perhaps because the
wetland supports the existence of a threatened species).
The notion of possible use is particularly important in the context of environmental irreversibilities. For example,
once a wetland is converted to commercial property use, alternative possible uses are lost forever. The option is
foreclosed – hence the term, option value.
For any given change in environmental conditions, direct use, indirect use and non-use values can, be
aggregated into a ‘total economic value’ (TEV) for society; albeit not without some practical difficulties and ambiguity,
especially in terms of quantifying non-use and option values. Nonetheless all these sources of value remain important
and are not fully counted by markets.
Non-market benefits also include improvements in health and life expectancy from pollution reduction. For
example, Bollen et al. (2009) find that air pollution would be dramatically reduced following the reduction of GHG
emissions by 50 %, resulting in substantial gains in life expectancy relative to a business-as-usual scenario. Using an
index of economic progress (welfare) that combines the changes in GDP per capita and the value of living longer,
Murtin and de Serres (2011) find that, on average, the estimated gains in life expectancy would halve the welfare loss
associated with climate change mitigation cost (Figure 3). In China and India, this loss would be reduced by
respectively 20% and 32%, and in developed economies such as Australia, Canada, Japan and New-Zealand, by more
than 80%. In the United-States, large gains in life expectancy would overcome the monetary cost of climate change
mitigation by a significant margin.
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Figure 3. Health benefits from climate mitigation
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37.
Appropriately valuing natural resources and ecosystem services is important for growth in all
countries, because increased global trade, capital flows and the movement of people mean that issues
manifesting themselves locally, such as waste management, can have international roots and vice versa.
For instance, the capacity for domestic policies to have adverse effects internationally was highlighted by
the role of biofuel support policies which, in conjunction with a number of other factors including bad
weather and export restrictions, helped contribute to a rapid rise in world food prices between 2005 and
2008, which in turn created food crises in many parts of the developing world. More recently, commodity
export restrictions have contributed to driving up food prices. Similarly, mismanagement of waterways can
affect water quality and supply in other countries.
38.
The relative importance of efficient use of natural capital is, however, much higher in some
countries than others. In low-income countries, natural capital constitutes 25% of total per capita wealth, as
compared to 12% in middle-income countries and 2% in OECD countries (World Bank, 2010).
Agriculture, which is dependent on fertile soil and availability of water, is Africa’s largest economic sector
generating over USD 100 billion annually and representing 15 percent of the continent’s total GDP
(McKinsey, 2010).
39.
In resource-dependent countries, leveraging natural resources is also an important contributor to
GDP. However, long-term growth prospects rest on reinvestment of some portion of the rents from natural
asset depletion into physical capital such as infrastructure or into human capital through education or
health care – essentially so that resource-led output growth is not undermining the overall asset base of the
economy.
40.
In areas where property rights can be attributed and enforced, activities that maintain the natural
capital stock can be just as commercially attractive as those that damage the environment without the
beneficiaries paying for the harm. In many places, however, the development of commercial activities to
promote the preservation of forests and natural habitats may not be sufficiently attractive without properly
pricing the negative externalities caused by logging and farming. Moreover, weak institutional
arrangements and ineffective governance of natural resources often prevents maintenance of capital values.
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41.
Where property rights are enforced, markets have a capacity to react spontaneously to the
gradual build-up of economic and environmental tensions that reduce resource productivity, such as
resource scarcity and pollutants. But this will only happen where these pressures are reflected in prices or
consumer demand and can be foreseen. Therefore the “appropriate response to substantial market failure is
not to abandon markets but to act directly to fix it through taxes, other forms of price correction, or
regulation” (Stern, 2009).
42.
Translating better management of natural capital into growth will require economy-wide
strategies encompassing not just green policies, as conventionally recognised, but also growth policies. The
business environment needs to be conducive to adjustment and growth. Businesses are well aware of
looming environmental challenges. Uncertainty about how governments will deal with these challenges
will dampen investment both in cleaner production and investment more generally. There is also a risk that
if policy proceeds in an ad hoc way, picking one or two problems to address through one or two policy
responses, then it will be ineffective in addressing some of the major environmental risks.
43.
Strategies are required to prevent resource efficiency improvements from leading to greater
resource consumption, more pollution and worse overall environmental outcomes. For instance, this could
occur due to so-called “rebound effects’ where improvements in resource efficiency reduce the relative
price of resources and people use more of them (e.g. more efficient heating resulting in warmer homes
rather than lower energy use).
Systemic risks and imbalances
44.
For a large number of countries, especially in the OECD, natural capital does not at a first glance
appear to be a large part of the overall capital base of the economy and therefore is not a major contributor
to growth. But this can be misleading because natural systems are complex and interdependent. Like
institutions and networks, the value of natural systems is greater than the sum of the parts and their
contribution to growth is essential.

45.
Life adapts to varying amounts of water and nutrients in natural systems, and to the varying rates
at which these essential materials are cycled. Leveraging one part of the system – speeding up the rate of
natural flows or cycles – affects other parts of the system and imbalances can emerge. This raises risks to
future growth as economic activity depletes and erodes natural assets at rates in excess of regeneration,
threatening to undermine the regenerative balance or productive capacity of environmental systems. While
an analogy with economic systems is necessarily incomplete, the crisis of 2007 and 2008 did illustrate that
when systemic imbalances emerge, whether through excessive leverage and risk taking or some other
means, they may be large and unexpected and they may not resolve themselves in an orderly fashion.
46.
In natural systems, responses to stressors such as pollutants are non-linear. Fertiliser use, for
example, can increase nitrogen levels in waterways to a point at which abrupt, non-linear changes occur in
structure and function of ecosystems, e.g. excessive algae in surface waters and/or the loss of biodiversity
including fish stocks. Bio-magnification of hazardous substances in the food chain can lead to
concentrations in top predators (e.g. tuna) that are thousands of times those in the surrounding environment
(e.g. the ocean), with consequent risks to human health of consumers.
47.
Thresholds might manifest on a much larger scale. In the case of climate change, there may be a
“tipping point” at which the thermohaline circulation of the oceans is disrupted, with significant negative
implications for climate regulation in the northern hemisphere and the global economy. Other risks of
tipping points could arise from deglaciation and ocean acidification. That said, it is important to recognise
that there is not always broad-based consensus on where exactly critical limits lie from a scientific
viewpoint. Rockström (2009) proposes a number of planetary boundaries based on the lower bound of
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estimated critical limits, and concludes that these boundaries have been crossed on climate change,
biodiversity and the nitrogen cycle (Table 1).
Table 1. Planetary boundaries
Earth-system
process

Parameters

Proposed
boundary

Current
status

Pre-industrial
value

i) Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration
(parts per million by volume)

350

387

280

ii) Change in radiative forcing (watts per
metre squared)

1

1.5

0

Rate of biodiversity
loss

Extinction rate (number of species per million
species per year)

10

>100

0.1–1

Nitrogen cycle (part
of a boundary with
the phosphorus
cycle)
Phosphorus cycle
(part of a boundary
with the nitrogen
cycle)
Stratospheric ozone
depletion
Ocean acidification

Amount of N2 removed from the atmosphere
for human use (millions of tonnes per year)

35

121

0

Quantity of P flowing into the oceans (millions of
tonnes per year)

11

8.5–9.5

~1

Concentration of ozone (Dobson unit)

276

283

290

Global mean saturation state of aragonite in
surface sea water

2.75

2.90

3.44

Global freshwater
use

Consumption of freshwater by humans (km3 per
year)

4 000

2,600

415

Change in land use

Percentage of global land cover converted to
cropland
Overall particulate concentration in the
atmosphere, on a regional basis

15

11. 7

Low

Climate change

Atmospheric aerosol
loading
Chemical pollution

For example, amount emitted to, or
concentration of persistent organic pollutants,
plastics, endocrine disrupters, heavy metals and
nuclear waste in, the global environment, or the
effects on ecosystem and functioning of Earth
system thereof

To be
determined
To be
determined

Note: Boundaries for processes in bold have been crossed. A detailed description of the boundaries and the analysis behind them
can be found in: www.stockholmresilience.org/download/18.1fe8f33123572b59ab800012568/pb_longversion_170909.pdf
Source: Rockström, J. et al. (2009), “A safe operating space for humanity”, Nature, Vol. 461, 24 September 2009.

48.
The uncertainty about when non-linear changes arise, the costs associated with them, and the
irreversibility of such changes fundamentally alters the usual calculus of trade-offs.
49.
There are two related aspects of greenhouse gas emissions that lead to irreversibility. On the one
hand, the build up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is in large part irreversible due to the long
lifetime of many greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Once emitted, they can contribute to the stock of
pollutants for over a century. On the other hand, some of the environmental damages that arise from a
given stock of pollutants can be irreversible. While uncertainty exists about the precise timing and
magnitude of damages, once they become fully known it will be largely impossible to avoid them.
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50.
Irreversibility or inertia also exists in the capacity of markets to adapt to a changing climate.
Many important infrastructural assets which are carbon intensive are also very long lived. This raises the
risk of being locked into growth with high environmental impact from which it will be very costly to
change.
51.
Business-as-usual growth in global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions implies an increase of
about 70% between now and 2050 with continued growth thereafter (OECD, 2009b). While the Cancun
Agreements laid down a shared long-term vision which recognises a need to keep increases in global
average temperature below 2° C and provided the foundations for meaningful long-term global action,
uncertainty about the level of ambition and domestic political constraints remains a challenge. To meet this
target, carbon productivity globally needs to increase ten-fold. To achieve that while maintaining standards
of living implies large-scale innovation and structural economic change.
52.
The costs of breaching the 2° C threshold may be large. This includes substantial destruction of
physical capital through more intense and frequent storms, droughts and floods, for example from a rise in
sea level and storm surge in heavily populated coastal areas (Nicholls et al., 2008). The estimated costs of
these impacts vary widely by location and region, but may be as much as the equivalent of 14.4% of per
capita consumption when all market and non-market impacts are taken into account (Stern, 2006).
53.
Biodiversity loss is also an instructive case of extreme uncertainty or indeed ignorance. Without
more ambitious policy, a considerable number of today’s known animal and plant species are likely to
become extinct. Biodiversity loss is expected to continue, with particularly significant losses expected in
Asia and Africa, and the loss of species as yet un-catalogued is, by definition, unknowable.
54.
In the longer term, continued loss of biodiversity is likely to limit the Earth’s capacity to provide
the ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration, water purification, protection from extreme
meteorological events, and the provision of common genetic material that support economic growth and
human well-being.
55.
The management of systemic risks will be viewed differently depending on whether the focus is
on a single industry, the stewardship of an economy at large, or even the global economy. From an
economy-wide perspective, there are clear downsides to acting too slowly. Priorities will vary depending
on local environmental and developmental context. In low income countries, local health and
environmental problems may take precedence over other issues such as the amenity value of local
biodiversity or perhaps even damage from climate change.
56.
Tensions exist between when to act and where to act and there is doubtless a trade-off between
taking on adjustment today and taking it on tomorrow: act too slowly and the costs of inaction are high; too
fast and the costs of action are high. There may be uncertainty about the optimal means and timing of
interventions, since many of the investments undertaken are ‘sunk’, embodied in long-live capital stocks
and infrastructure. Taking rapid action in the short term to shift to low-carbon economies implies a degree
of irreversibility and opportunity cost, to the extent that there is, at least hypothetically, some value in
waiting for further information about the severity of the impacts or availability of new abatement
technologies. These considerations, however, must be weighed against the potential for extreme non-linear,
possibly catastrophic, changes to natural and human systems. Policies can influence the trade-offs (Jamet
and Corfee-Morlot, 2009). With respect to climate change, adaptation will limit damages, and the risk of
irreversible, catastrophic damage justifies action through the use of cost-effective policies even if the
marginal costs exceed the margin benefits of action.
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II. POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR GREEN GROWTH

Policies for greening growth will differ across countries, according to local environmental and economic
conditions, institutional settings and stages of development. However, in all cases they need to: (i) Integrate the
natural resource base into the same dynamics and decisions that drive growth; (ii) Develop ways of creating
economic payoffs which more fully reflect the value of the natural resource base of the economy; and (iii) Focus
on mutually reinforcing aspects of economic and environmental policy.
This includes changing payoffs through:
• Pricing pollution and natural resource use through mechanisms such as taxes or tradable permits.
These are amongst the most cost-effective policy instruments. They incentivise efficiency gains and
innovation. Crucially, they also generate revenue to help finance education, health care, infrastructure
development or poverty alleviation. Time-limited subsidies can also be a useful tool for changing price
signals; however they tend to be accompanied by higher costs.
• Removing perverse subsidies which encourage pollution or over-extraction of resources and place a
drain on the public purse.
• Ensuring that regulatory standards focus on outcomes. Regulations that address pollution or energy
efficiency can be important complements and effective substitutes for price-based policy. Informationbased measures may also be needed to influence consumer and household behaviour and increase the
effectiveness of other policy.
Changing the payoffs in the economy is only part of the solution. Policy will also need to address inertia, the
risks of technology lock-in, and the roles of innovation, infrastructure and institutions in enabling change:
• Innovation. Government plays an important role in fostering green innovation. It can lend support by
funding relevant research, supplying finance tailored to differing stages of technology development and
using demand-side instruments such as standards, regulations and public procurement. Ensuring wide
diffusion and international transfer of green technologies and practices is important. This requires
reducing barriers to trade and foreign direct investment, effective protection and enforcement of
intellectual property rights, and efforts aimed at the least developed countries.
• Infrastructure investment programmes in sectors such as water, energy, and transport. Well-planned
programmes can help drive development, reduce water and air pollution, curb unsustainable land use
change, and enable the deployment of next generation technologies. Financing these programmes
needs to focus on leveraging private sector investment.

• Institutional and governance capacity to implement wide-ranging policy reform is an essential

condition for greening growth. Governments need to integrate green growth objectives into broader
economic policymaking, development planning and poverty reduction strategies.
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57.
The pursuit of green growth will require a mix of measures that can collectively bolster growth,
while guiding economic activity into modes of production and consumption with lower environmental
impact. The key to this will be finding ways of integrating efficient natural resource use and other
environmental considerations into every day economic decisions. In many cases, this will not entail new
policies and a number of measures that will be needed are already in use.
58.
Finding the right policy framework for growth has always been a challenge and integrating green
growth does not make it less so. However, the experience of OECD countries, confirmed also by the
experience of many emerging economies, suggests that while there is no single recipe for success, there are
certainly some important ingredients. These include improving the quality of human capital through
education and labour market policy, capital deepening assisted by sound macroeconomic policy, and more
effective institutions that allow competition, innovation and entrepreneurship to flourish while protecting
the social fabric and the rule of law.
59.
Green growth strategies need to harness the creative power of markets and the insights from
economic policy to integrate the natural resource base into the same dynamics and decisions that drive
growth. A central element will be to develop ways of creating economic payoffs which more fully reflect
the value of the natural resource base of the economy.
60.
This Section begins with a discussion of the main design dimensions for policy which are
consistent with meeting the above objectives. Key policy instruments are then discussed. These form part
of the policy toolkit for green growth (Annex 1), albeit one which will vary according to different country
circumstances. This includes discussion around options for reforming market prices through pricing
instruments or retargeting government payments to encourage environmentally sound growth. It also
touches on regulatory initiatives and other reforms necessary to support sustained long-term growth and
innovation.
61.
Changing the payoffs in the economy can, however, only be part of the solution given the inertia
in economies and mismatches between private payoffs to economic decisions and social value. This has
left an extraordinary challenge in changing the infrastructure of economies to avoid locking economic
growth into a pathway that turns out to be regrettable. Infrastructure is an important ingredient in growth
and arises out of a complex array of policy signals. Getting this part of the policy mix right will be crucial
for greening growth. Similarly, consumers are to some extent locked into norms and habits of consumption
and policy needs to reflect on ways of enabling consumer change. Innovation needs to be marshalled to
help provide ways around old patterns of production and consumption and generate new sources of growth
that better reflect the full value of economic activity to society. While better pricing of resource use and
pollution, and smarter regulations, can help provide incentives for these shifts, more will be needed to
overcome the inertia. Finally, new institutions and governance arrangements may be required to bring all
these dimensions together in a coherent way and to overcome inertia in policy making practices.
Policy design8
62.
Realising the value of the natural resource base in a way that is conducive to growth will entail
modifying the payoffs to certain economic activities, adopting measures to overcome obstacles to green
growth and implementing policies which directly improve environmental and economic outcomes from
activity in natural resource sectors. The tools to do this will need to be drawn from a wide range of

8

These elements of policy design and the following discussion on strengths and weaknesses of different
policy instruments is drawn from De Serres, Murtin and Nicoletti (2010).
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instruments (Table 2 contains examples of environmental policy instruments) and encompass a number of
reforms.
63.
Across the range of issues to be addressed, policy initiatives should be designed in terms of:
cost-effectiveness, adoption and compliance incentives, and ability to cope with uncertainty and provide a
clear and credible signal to investors. Other important criteria include effectiveness in stimulating
innovation and the diffusion of green technologies, and the extent to which instruments can be designed
and implemented in a way that facilitates international coordination.
64.

It is also important to consider the extent to which policy is:
•
•
•
•

Robust, meaning that it is based on sound science and cost-benefit analysis;
Effective, ensuring that it is focussed on attaining environmental objectives;
Transparent, to provide stakeholders a voice, enable market certainty, reinforce credibility, and
help engender public trust; and
Adaptable, with regular review and adjustment.
Table 2. Environmental policy instruments

Policy instruments

Examples / Common applications

Cap-and-trade permit systems

- GHG emission reductions (EU-ETS)
- Air pollution (SO2, NOx, VOC)
- Fishing quotas and nutrient and water trading
- Clean Development Mechanism
- Lead content of gasoline
- Biodiversity offsets/banking (e.g. REDD)
- Water effluents
- Water abstraction or consumption
- Fuels and coal
- Motor vehicles
- Fertilisers
- Waste fees and levies
- Forest management and conservation
- Purchase of environmental-friendly energy equipment
- Beverage and chemical containers
- Lead acid batteries
- Limits on CO2 emissions of a passenger vehicle
- Energy efficiency standards for various manufactured goods.

Baseline-and-credit permit systems

Taxes or charges on pollution or resource use
Taxes or charges on a proxy (input or output)

Subsidies
Deposit-refund systems
Performance standards
Technology standards

- Minimum percentage of a low-carbon source in the overall fuel mix
of passenger vehicle
- Specific housing building codes for energy-saving purposes

Active technology support policies

- Feed-in tariffs for electricity generated by renewable sources
- Renewable energy portfolio standard (green certificate)
- Targeted public procurement
- Loan guarantees and tax credits

Voluntary approaches

- Negotiated agreements to encourage energy efficiency in energyintensive industries
- Publicly-available inventories of various pollutants
- Labelling schemes
- Local municipal land use planning
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65.
The relative strengths and weaknesses of the different instruments with respect to those criteria,
indicates that the best choice of instruments will vary by environmental issue as well as across country- or
region-specific circumstances. Indeed, given the presence of several interacting market failures, the most
appropriate green growth policy response will, in most cases, require a combination of instruments.
66.
This combination will differ depending on a country’s stage of development, its particular
environmental concerns, political economy considerations, the importance of different natural assets to a
country’s growth prospects and social preferences. Market conditions will also need to be taken into
account in policy design. For instance, intergenerational transfers that could improve the wellbeing of both
current and future generations may fail to take place in countries with less-developed financial markets.
67.
The introduction of green technologies in their early stages of development may have to be
supported by specific measures to avoid path dependency built around “dirty" technologies. Furthermore,
the design and implementation of policies often raises governance issues that differ across countries.
Difficulties in monitoring environmental performance and compliance, collecting green taxes or setting up
new markets may influence the choice of policy instruments in countries with large informal economies
and where there is weak capacity in environmental policy design or implementation.
68.
Distributional effects may play an equally important role in policy development. Politically
successful measures will likely strike a balance between the above considerations and equity concerns by
correcting for any adverse distributional impacts. For example, as discussed below, low-income
households could receive various compensation mechanisms or cash payments.
Market instruments
69.
For most countries, instruments that directly impact price signals are a necessary, though not
always sufficient, condition for greening growth. The main strengths of market-based instruments is that, if
well-designed, they modify price signals so that they internalise externalities (e.g. pollution) and that all
factors of production, including natural capital, are properly valued. They can thus set the right incentives
for broadly based actions that reduce environmental damage with the least resource cost, and also promote
and guide ‘green’ innovation (see Toolkit: Table A4 for relative strengths and weaknesses of market-based
instruments).
Taxes and permits
70.
It is often said that “prices are not everything” with respect to environmental policies, suggesting
that market-based instruments are widely used. In reality they are not. The use of market-based instruments
to directly modify prices does not imply a single policy but an array of policy instruments of varying
degrees of complexity. At their most simple, prices on large point source pollutants, such as large industrial
installations, or on large scale resource use such as mining or water abstraction, are relatively simple to
administer. At the other end of the spectrum are policies which target small, dispersed or hard-to-monitor
activities. Capacity to deploy price-based instruments across this spectrum depends crucially on the
country-specific institutional capacity and economic structure, as well as technological possibilities (i.e.
monitoring). However, in the context of any policy package, market instruments to affect prices have a key
role to play in most countries.
71.
Pricing of environmental damage can be achieved through tradable permits or taxes. Properly
designed and implemented they can be more or less equivalent. Tradable permit systems may stand a better
chance of being defended by stakeholders once in place (though the authorities need to ensure that they do
not impair competition by favouring existing firms and that they do not lead to speculation and fraud which
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significantly reduce their potential environmental benefits). They can involve steep start-up costs and price
volatility in the early phases. Taxes are generally less complex to implement, but both taxes and permit
systems entail potentially high monitoring and enforcement costs if applied directly to a pollution source
whose emissions need to be measured with precision. While permit systems tend to work well when the
control of emissions relates to relatively large emitters, taxation is likely to be more appropriate for small
and diffuse sources of pollution such as households, farmers and small businesses.
72.
A recent OECD study documents how Sweden’s charge on NOx emissions led plants to introduce
a variety of abatement measures depending on what was most fit – and least costly – in each context
(OECD, 2010b). New technical solutions also emerged, and a large number of patents were taken out by
Swedish companies. If, instead, Sweden had mandated the use of particular technologies, it would not have
given room for the development of new and better ways of cutting NOx emissions – the scope for green
growth would have been limited. In this sense, a tax on pollution works more with the logic of business: it
gives a cost-advantage for businesses that bring down their pollution vis-à-vis competitors that do not do
so. It also creates a market for entrepreneurs to develop and sell new smarter technologies for reducing
pollution.
73.
Economic efficiency requires that taxation targets the externality, implying that priority should be
given to taxing pollution emissions directly. More commonly, taxes are applied on an input or output of a
production process causing environmental degradation. These tend to be concentrated in the transport
sector. Currently, around 90% of total revenues from environmental taxes are accounted for by taxes on
motor vehicle fuels and motor vehicles in OECD on average (OECD, 2010c). Other examples include
charges for water usage or waste collection and taxes on packages, pesticides and, more rarely, on
fertilisers.
Box 4. Green budget reform in action: the case of Germany
Many countries have implemented environmentally-related taxes (OECD, 2010b). In some countries, the
cumulative implementation of different economic instruments for environmental management has amounted to
important incentive and revenue effects. For instance, between 1999 and 2005, Germany introduced a set of
environmental fiscal reform measures that, although not originally planned as such, amounted to possibly the largest
integrated green budget reform in any country in the world. By 2005, Germany had altered financial incentives worth
EUR 40-50 billion, or 2% of GDP, by (Goerres, 2006):
•

Increasing most existing energy taxes, created a new electricity tax and introduced road tolls for trucks,
generating EUR 22 billion

•

Establishing CO2 emissions trading for industrial and power generation plants covering some 57%
Germany’s emissions (creating potential price effects of EUR 5-15 billion)

•

Establishing a mandatory deposit regime for beverage packaging (creating financial incentives worth
EUR 2-4 billion)

•

Reducing some environmentally-harmful subsidies (such as tax relief for commuters) for EUR 4 billion

•

Introducing subsidies for renewable energy and energy technologies for EUR 6 billion (to a large extent
off-budget via power companies)

of

Source: OECD (2010), Taxation, Innovation and the Environment, and OECD (2011), “Draft Policy Guidance on Capacity
Development for Environment” (forthcoming).

74.
Importantly, market-based instruments can also play a role in growth-oriented tax reform.
Depending on how far revenues from environmentally related taxes are in effect used to compensate losers,
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there is the potential to shift (part of) the burden away from more distortive corporate and personal income
taxes and social contributions. Such a shift in the composition of taxes can promote economic growth,
particularly if cuts are made in the elements of income taxes that are most distortive to investment,
productivity growth and labour supply. For example, a permanent one-percentage point reduction of the
average tax burden on labour is estimated to increase the employment rate by about 0.4 percentage points
in the typical country over the long run (OECD, 2006a). Environmentally-related taxes are likely to be
passed on into higher prices to some degree, so they may involve a reduction in real wages, in effect
attenuating the scale of the reduction in the tax burden that may be attainable in practice (see OECD,
2010d). Much depends on the existing tax structure and how an income tax cut is implemented. However,
most tax systems have room to improve incentives in income taxes and in ways that do not make the
distribution of income less equal.
75.
The use of environmentally related taxes and emission trading systems has widened over recent
decades with a growing number of countries using taxes and charges in areas like waste disposal and on
specific pollutants, such as emissions to air of NOx and SOx (Box 4). Meanwhile, the revenue from taxes
on energy, which are the most widespread form of environmentally-related tax (Figure 4), has tended to
decline as a share of GDP, partly because growing global energy demand has pushed up pre-tax prices and
encouraged increased fuel efficiency – an illustration of the impact of economic incentives.
Figure 4. Composition of environmentally related tax revenues by country
As a percentage of GDP in 2009
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1. In Mexico, fluctuations of consumer prices on motor vehicle fuels are smoothed out. Since 2009, the Government is implementing
a phase-out policy of inefficient fossil fuel subsidies. For Greece, a 2008 figure is used for motor vehicle taxes.
Source: OECD/EEA database on instruments for environmental policy.

76.
In terms of the revenue-raising potential of environmentally related taxes, the biggest potential,
by far, is from taxes related to energy and greenhouse gas emissions. Model simulations indicate that at a
price of USD 50 per tonne of CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas emissions (well below the level that many
modelling exercises suggest might eventually be needed), revenues equalling 1-3% of GDP could be raised
in 2020, depending on the circumstances in each country (Table 3).
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Table 3. Potential fiscal revenue from a CO2 tax or emission trading
Revenue as % of GDP in 2020 following a gradual introduction covering all GHG emissions
Price on emissions
per tonne of CO2equiv.

Australia and
New Zealand

Canada

USD 10

0.8

0.5

USD 25

1.9

1.2

USD 50

3.3

USD 100

5.7

EU27 and
EFTA

Japan and
Korea

United
States

0.2

0.4

0.7

0.5

1.0

2.1

1.1

1.0

1.7

3.6

2.3

1.7

2.9

Note: The simulation is based on scenarios in which all regions shown in the table act in tandem. The price on emissions shown in
the table would be added on top of existing taxes, etc., except for the EU ETS which is included in the numbers.
Source: Simulations based on the OECD ENV-Linkages model.

77.
While revenues from environmentally related taxes can only deliver a fraction of the fiscal
consolidation needed in many countries, taxes on energy and CO2 can be a natural part of a wider
consolidation package (Figure 5). They are relatively easy to implement, and they may be an attractive
alternative to higher taxes on labour or business income (given competitiveness concerns) or deep cuts in
public expenditure (having regard to effects on human capital and social equity). Alternatively, fiscal
consolidation can be based on other measures and followed by revenue-neutral green tax shifts at a later
stage.
78.
Following the economic crisis, a number of countries have used higher environmentally related
taxes as part of their fiscal consolidation strategies. Ireland is a clear case where higher fuel taxes, the
introduction of a CO2 tax of EUR 15 per tonne (set to double to EUR 30 per tonne by 2014), and charges
for water use comprise key elements in recent budgets. Given that many of the countries needing large
fiscal consolidation collect relatively little revenue from taxes on energy, CO2 and other pollutants, this
may lead to convergence and less difference in environmental taxation across countries. For global
environmental externalities such as climate change, convergence towards minimum prices on greenhouse
gas emissions in all countries would be an ideal outcome that would resolve competitiveness concerns.
Also, convergence towards more homogenous taxation of energy and CO2 within regions of the world,
such as among European countries, would mitigate concerns about competitiveness compared to today’s
more fragmented use of such market-based policies.
79.
Charges for water supplied to farms have also been increasing in most OECD countries. Where
countries have raised water charges, the available evidence indicates that it has improved water use
efficiency. However, these charges and related policy measures rarely address the scarcity value of water
nor do they reflect full cost recovery, especially with respect to capital costs of water supply infrastructure
(OECD, 2010e).
80.
In developing countries, there is also growing use of environmental levies, driven by the
prospects of raising revenue and keeping it within the sector agencies. Such levies are often seen by
environmental and natural resource agencies as a way to generate funding given low national budgetary
allocations.9 There are risks to this kind of earmarking. Public finance should provide for separation
between revenue and expenditure initiatives. There are also environmental management and governance
9

See, for example, OECD (2005a) and OECD (2011a).
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risks associated with the use of internally generated revenues in environment and natural resource agencies
(Lawson and Bird, 2008).
Figure 5. Fiscal consolidation and revenue from taxes on energy, CO2 and other pollutants
As a percentage of GDP, 2008
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The consolidation needs shown on the vertical axis are measured in terms of the required change in the underlying primary
balance. They were estimated in the OECD Economic Outlook, No. 88, Figure 4.1, November 2010. Two other debt targets
were also assessed: bringing government debt down to pre-crisis levels or to 60% of GDP, and both of these targets would
imply larger consolidation than simply stabilising debt. The figures on the horizontal axis are the sum of the categories 'energy'
and 'other' in Figure 4. All OECD countries are included for which data are available.

Source: OECD (2010), Economic Outlook No 88, and OECD (2010), Taxation, Innovation and the Environment.

81.
Implementing fiscal reforms for green growth can be a challenge in countries with a large
informal economy i.e. limited tax collection capacity. In the forestry sector of Tanzania, it was estimated
that USD 58 million was lost annually due to the under-collection of natural forest product royalties. A
similar problem was detected in Tanzania’s fishing sector with only 30% accruing to local government
being collected (Schlegelmilch, 2010).
82.
Despite these challenges, fiscal reforms present major potential for green growth, particularly
when applied to natural resource management. For instance, water pollution charges in Chile brought
USD 15 million to its environmental authorities between 1997 and 2000, and fishery access agreements in
Guinea Bissau raise approximately 30% of government revenues (World Bank, 2005). Pricing of natural
resources can be seen as an immediate win-win option to promote sustainable management of resources
and increased fiscal revenue to the government.
Subsidies
83.
Subsidies are a commonly used tool for shaping incentives. They can be an effective policy
option when pricing instruments are too difficult or costly to enforce. Used in a targeted manner they can
help shift the balance of incentives towards more environmentally-sound products and practices or to
support new and immature technologies. Subsidies have also been common e.g. in the area of energy
efficiency to enable low-income groups to gain from the economic benefits of conservation. These
programs typically lower the up-front capital cost of investing in energy efficiency improvements, by
offering grants, tax credits, or low-interest loans. For example, the U.S. Low-Income Weatherization
Program was designed to help achieve energy conservation, while simultaneously aiding low-income
residents with their energy bills.
84.
However, subsidies involve complications around targeting, and how to find or redirect limited
public funds. The demands that they place on governments in terms of administrative capacity and
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information requirements are considerable. Moreover, to be efficient, resistance to specific pleas from the
affected sectors is necessary. Subsidies can have far-reaching and unintended consequences, but these are
not always easily detected or visible to the public. This is the case for tax expenditures, which are often
used to support fossil fuels in OECD countries, and of transfer payments and subsidies in agriculture.10 As
such, they require careful consideration in the context of green growth, including to ensure compliance
with WTO obligations. At the same time, existing subsidies which run counter to the objectives of green
growth policies need to be eliminated.
85.
A range of subsidy programmes could be reviewed in this regard. Removing or reforming
subsidies would, in many cases, increase the efficiency of economies and alleviate their potentially
distortive effects on competition. This would help to free up public funds and boost green growth.
86.
The IEA estimates that subsidies to fossil fuel consumption in 37 developing and emerging
economies amounted to USD 557 billion in 2008 and USD 312 billion in 2009 (IEA, 2010b). There is
significant scope for reducing the heavy burden that these subsidies place on government budgets, while
also better targeting support to those who most need it. OECD analysis suggests that most countries or
regions would record real income gains from unilaterally removing their subsidies to fossil fuel
consumption, as a result of a more efficient allocation of resources across sectors (IEA, OPEC, OECD,
World Bank, 2010). These real income gains could be as much as 4% in some countries (Figure 6). At the
same time, global GHG emissions would be reduced by 10% in 2050 compared with business-as-usual
(Figure 7).11
Figure 6. Impact of unilateral removal of fossil fuel subsidies on real income
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10

The OECD is developing measurement methods to help enhance transparency around support for fossil
fuels, and is starting to collect data on subsidies and tax expenditures that encourage fossil fuel use or
production in OECD countries. Where data do exist, they reveal that the tax expenditures range from minor
relief to selected consumers or industries to broad relief to all taxpayers. The special rules and tax
advantages that give rise to these indirect subsidies can be relatively subtle and complex, making them less
apparent than direct subsidies to fossil-fuel prices.

11

This issue is on the current agenda of the G20 countries, who on 25 September 2009 stated they “commit
to rationalise and phase out over the medium term inefficient fossil fuel subsidies that encourage wasteful
consumption” (G20, 2009). A key challenge in this effort will be finding effective alternative mechanisms
(e.g. means-tested social safety net programmes) for assisting low-income consumers that benefit from
existing subsidies, particularly in developing countries where traditional tax and transfer institutions are
less reliable.
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87.
Savings from subsidy reform could offer a budgetary opportunity to boost support to green
growth but this will depend on the local context. Subsidies on fossil fuels, for example, both encourage
pollution and constrain the ability of governments to engage in programmes to boost long run growth
through, for example, improved health and education. Subsidy reform may be most appropriately used as
an opportunity to resolve these issues.
Figure 7. GHG emissions with fossil fuel subsidy removals
% deviation from baseline
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88.
In natural resource sectors subsidies for large-scale harvesters are generally undesirable as they
encourage wasteful use of resources. Moreover, they tend to negatively affect the economic opportunities
of smaller scale harvesters or SMEs and adversely affect the livelihood of the poor. In the fishing sector
subsidies are supporting continued investment in non-performing capital assets (Arnason, Kelleher and
Willmann, 2008). In the agricultural sector, transfers account for nearly 1% of total GDP in the OECD.
While this share has fallen over the last twenty-five years, it varies significantly across countries. In view
of rising global food demand these payments potentially constrain green growth if they distort signals
which would otherwise improve global agricultural productivity.
89.
At the same time, targeted subsidies can support environmentally beneficial practices in the
primary sector. There has, for example, been a decrease in the share of agricultural support that is linked to
commodity production12 and an increase in support measures conditional upon meeting environmental,
food safety and animal welfare requirements; or support based on the generation of ecosystem services
(e.g., water purification, conservation of crop genetic diversity, provision of habitat for grassland birds).
Thus the relationship between transfers and green growth in this sector is complex. Not all government
transfers are harmful to growth and the environment; not all environmentally motivated subsidies are
actually good for the environment; and the absence of transfers is no guarantee that environmental
performance will be achieved.
90.
De facto subsidies can also be a source of environmental harm. In the case of forestry, for
example, log export bans or support for investment in processing capacity (with the intention of
stimulating value-adding processing) can act as subsidies for domestic wood industries, even if timber
extraction itself is not subsidised. The wood industry benefits from artificially low price of logs, increasing
12

Such as market price support and associated trade barriers, direct production support, or input subsidies.
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their incentive to over-harvest the woods. Economic analysis and case studies of Malaysia, Ghana and
Indonesia have suggested that the main effect of logging bans has been to encourage overcapacity and
maintain inefficiency in the wood-processing industry, both of which increase the pressure on forests
(Porter, 2002).
91.
In each case, as discussed in Section 3, the distributional effects of subsidy reform and
environmental fiscal reform need to be examined carefully. Low income households can be vulnerable to
these reforms as the percentage of their expenditure on water and energy is much higher compared to rich
households; although the extent to which costs are born by the rich or the poor differs at country and
regional levels. In the case of Indonesia’s fossil fuel subsidy reform, for example, a targeted monthly
payment was distributed to poor households to avoid unsustainable impacts on livelihoods (Beaton and
Lontoh, 2010) (Box 5).

Box 5. Fossil fuel subsidy reform in Indonesia
The Indonesian government joined the G20 pledge to phase out subsidies for fossil fuels, and a complete
removal has been announced for 2014. In addition, the government plans a gradual reduction of total subsidies by
15% on average per year from 2011 to 2014.
Subsidies on energy consumption, and to a lesser extent on production, were introduced in Indonesia in order to
make energy affordable for people on low incomes. However, they entail significant economic and environmental
costs; they put pressure on the public budget and benefit mostly rich households.
Over-consumption of cheap energy increases Indonesia’s dependency on energy imports. Subsidies can also
reduce investment in new infrastructure and production processes, and prevent resources being used to achieve social
outcomes. They can discourage competition and innovation, "lock-in" inefficient technologies, and make public
spending more vulnerable to global energy movements. Fuel consumption tends to increase with income levels, and
so the benefits of cheaper energy are mainly felt by high-income groups, while the cost is spread across the whole
population. In 2008, the Co-ordinating Ministry of Economic Affairs advised that the top 40% of families receive 70% of
the subsidies, while the bottom 40% benefit from only 15% of the subsidies.
The removal of energy subsidies would reduce energy use and lower GHG emissions, while leading to an
improvement in the quality of life through better health outcomes. It is also expected to have significant general
equilibrium effects, including on energy prices, consumption and trade. Efficiency gains are likely to benefit the
economy as a whole. These impacts depend to a large extent on whether the subsidy removal is compensated through
an increase in spending or through tax cuts.
The resulting spare resources could be efficiently used through direct income support, for instance targeted cash
transfers to protect low-income households from attendant energy price rises. These transfers have been found to be
more effective than subsidy policy in helping to boost incomes of the poorest segments of the population. Increasing
subsidised energy prices would also facilitate the financing of additional spending on health, education and
infrastructure (de Mello, 2010; Pisu, 2010), which are crucial to raising living standards in the longer term.
Source: Mourougane, A. (2010), “Phasing Out Energy Subsidies in Indonesia”, OECD Economics Department Working Papers, No.
808.

Regulations and the regulatory environment
92.
Regulatory policies affect the direction of growth so they are crucial elements of the green
growth policy framework. As with the reform of subsidies, regulatory initiatives present an opportunity to
both incentivise green growth and to improve existing arrangements. They are also needed to complement
and support market-based instruments.
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93.
Particular areas where regulatory settings enable or impede green growth include: i) specific
regulatory initiatives to encourage improved resource use, such as energy efficiency, and to reduce
pollutants, such as emissions performance standards, ii) product market competition, iii) rules governing
trade and foreign direct investment (FDI), iv) regulations enabling or impeding private sector voluntary
initiatives, and v) procedural oversight to promote policy coherence and regulatory certainty.
94.
Regulatory instruments, such as performance and technology standards, are often used when
markets do not provide price signals to individuals or organisations that reflect the costs of behaviour (see
Toolkit: Table A5 for relative strengths and weaknesses of non-market instruments). This can be the case
where pollution, for example, cannot be adequately monitored at the source – at least not at a reasonable
cost – and there is no good proxy that could be subject to taxation. Emission of NOx from motor vehicles is
an example. In such a case, the imposition of performance standards can prove to be a good substitute for
price-based instruments, provided that the enforcement of standards can be reliably verified. The efficiency
of performance standards can be further enhanced if obligations are ‘tradable’, allowing individual firms
and households to trade-off the benefits and costs according to their particular circumstances. The case of
tradable “white” (energy efficiency) certificate schemes introduced in Italy and elsewhere is one such
example.
95.
In general, such instruments should, to the extent possible, be designed around enhancing firm
performance, in terms of resource efficiency or pollutant intensity.13 Regulations which mandate the use of
a particular technology have major drawbacks in terms of efficiency because they are inflexible and
provide low incentives to innovate. However, technology standards can be the best option in specific
circumstances, notably when the administrative costs of performance standards are too high and/or when
abatement costs are relatively homogeneous across agents.
96.
Overall, regulatory instruments have drawbacks relative to pricing instruments because they fail
to provide an intrinsic mechanism for ensuring that environmental targets be attained at the least economic
cost. Indeed, by concentrating action on the supply-side, non-market instruments need to over-compensate
for the absence of shifts in demand.
97.
Studies confirm that shifting from regulatory to price-based instruments can yield significant
efficiency gains. In the United States, for example, a shift from standards-based regulation to permit
trading for sulphur dioxide in the late 1990s was estimated to yield compliance cost savings of between
USD 153 million to USD 358 million per year due to the flexibility it gave firms to respond to
requirements to reduce emissions (Anthoff and Hahn, 2010).
98.
That said, well-designed regulation can deliver strong net benefits and may be preferred by firms
and other stakeholders in the policy process, even where prices are a technically superior alternative.
Regulatory approaches may simply be more feasible in jurisdictions where constituencies are strongly
against tax increases. This is important to the extent that large scale changes to production in sectors like
energy may require significant prices increases which are politically unsustainable. In this regard, it is
essential that policy options are subject to careful consultation with the private sector and civil society.
99.
The regulatory environment also needs to be conducive to voluntary private sector initiatives. A
case in point is the conditions needed to support payments for ecosystem services (PES); where the user or
beneficiary of an ecosystem service makes a direct payment to an individual or community whose land use
decisions have an impact on the ecosystem service provision. Such schemes currently tend to be dependent

13

Inflexible regulatory standards may of course be the only option applicable when a complete ban on certain
activities is necessary.
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on government regulation as a service purchaser or in some intermediary role (Bumbudsanpharoke, 2010).
They often hinge on the existence of secure land tenure and title.14
100.
Regulatory conditions also need to provide sufficient flexibility to take advantage of the benefits
of voluntary approaches from the private sector. Indeed, voluntary approaches have a useful
complementary role to play within a green growth policy mix. In recent decades voluntary
non-governmental initiatives, often involving business, have contributed much to measurement protocols
for valuing environmental assets, gauging environmental and social impacts of investment, and life-cycle
resource use and pollutant intensity. Increased commercial use of rating and eco-labelling can supplement
other initiatives and policies to provide information about the environmental impact of products or
available clean goods or activities. Voluntary approaches are not, however, without complications. They
also cannot be relied upon to overcome fundamental market failures.15
101.
Improving competition through, for example, reforming product market regulations is important
for green growth. This is true for growth in general but is crucial for greening growth because competition
is often least robust in network industries which have large environmental impacts (the electricity sector)
or control strategic environmental services (such as water). Appropriate pro-competitive regulation which
ensures wide access to networks by competing providers would help facilitate green growth. Competition
facilitates more efficient resource use and, in conjunction with price instruments, leads to innovation.16
102.
In some cases, the greening of growth may be constrained by barriers to competition or
regulatory hurdles arise which were not previously apparent. For example, network regulations in most
countries with competition in electricity generation have been designed without intermittent renewable
energy generation in mind. Market rules can have the effect of excluding or adding unnecessary costs to
the provision of intermittent power. Bidding systems which are conducted on a day-ahead basis effectively
exclude wind power, for instance.17 Such regulations may need to be changed in order to allow broad
penetration of renewable generation in a competitive market system, while maintaining safe, stable and
reliable networks.
103.
Policy reform for improving competition also requires attention to environmental regulation
which protects incumbent firms. Many environmental regulations impose more stringent requirements on
entrants than incumbents, discouraging both firm entry and exit. These sorts of preferences, while they can
be useful for facilitating the passage of environmental measures, have negative impacts on both
environmental quality and productivity growth. Even some market-based instruments can have adverse
14

Other issues include small farm holdings and thus high transactions costs. These reasons and a frequent
lack of access to credit also help explain why there is limited participation by the poor in PES programmes.
While the development of PES is desirable, the impact on poverty is reduced because of a variety of
obstacles.

15

For wide-ranging analysis of the effectiveness of voluntary agreements in OECD countries, refer to OECD
(2003a).

16

Conversely, a lack of competitive pressure is often found to be reflected in weaker investment (Alesina
et al., 2005), weaker efficiency gains (Nickell, Nicolitsas and Dryden, 1997; Nicoletti and Scarpetta, 2003)
and, at least over a range, weaker innovation (Aghion and Howitt, 2005; Griffith, Harrison and Simpson,
2006). In this regard it is an important condition for green growth in both OECD and major emerging
economies (see also Conway, Dougherty and Radziwill (2010)).

17

Wind-based energy can be much better predicted 3 hours before it is produced than a day before it is
produced. Therefore, if bidding rules for system operators involve day-ahead bidding (as opposed to shortadvance bidding) wind will be disadvantaged. In contrast, other generators who need to plan human
resources in advance may face difficulties from short-notice bidding that is ongoing during a day. For more
on these and related issues in energy networks see e.g. OECD (2010g).
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impacts on entry and exit. For instance, when emission permits are given to incumbents for free, the
question arises of how to allocate permits to new entrants (new-built installations) or to firms that plan to
extend the capacity of existing installations. 18 Emission permits should be treated just like any other asset,
i.e. they should not lose their value once a firm closes down. Conversely, new entrants and firms extending
their capacity should not be rewarded by free permit allocation, as this would be tantamount to an entry
subsidy.
104.
Regulations governing trade and foreign direct investment (FDI) are also important as openness
to trade and FDI can boost growth and make it greener at the same time.19 Numerous tariff and non-tariff
barriers remain in place around the world inhibiting the free flow of environmental goods (Steenblik and
Kim, 2009). In addition, in some developing and emerging economies, high import tariffs on energyconsuming goods, like air conditioners and refrigerators, are also combining with subsidised electricity
prices to encourage consumers to favour appliances that are cheap to buy but relatively inefficient to
operate.20 In the case of FDI, although the research is not unanimous, the weight of evidence indicates that
inward FDI in developing countries is almost always at least as environmentally sensitive as domestic
investment, and in most cases superior, sometimes substantially.21
105.
A government’s regulatory policy framework, including requirements for regulatory impact
assessments (RIA), also has important influence on policy coherence by preventing the passage of
regulations which are conducive to environmental harm. Research reveals that the ex ante analyses of
regulatory initiatives, incorporating cost benefit analysis and an assessment of environmental impacts
remain under-utilised (OECD, 2009c). This creates the potential for thwarting growth through unnecessary
red tape, ineffective policy choices or unnecessarily costly regulatory initiatives.
106.
RIA can, in general, make transparent any trade-offs in the comparison of alternative regulatory
proposals, ensuring that appropriate weight is given to environmental aspects. Environmental regulations,
while typically introducing costs of compliance for firms, can produce public benefits far in excess of these
costs. However, standard methodologies may not always suffice in accounting for intangible
environmental values and quantifying expected policy benefits (Box 6).
107.
These are important dimensions of policy for green growth and greater attention should be paid
to them in regulatory analysis. Useful approaches to dealing with these have been adopted in the United
States where an interagency group has established a consistent framework for the evaluation of benefits
from reduced CO2 emissions (also called social cost of carbon (SCC)). In the United Kingdom all impact
assessments for new policy across government capture the absolute level of carbon emissions generated
(in both the traded and non-traded sector), as well as a number of other environmental costs and benefits.

18

The first possibility is to require new entrants to buy the additional permits entirely within the market (as in
the United States SO2 emission trading scheme). The second possibility is to hold a reserve of permits that
are allocated to new entrants for free (as in the EU-ETS). Conversely, the question is how to deal with the
emission permits of firms that close down or significantly reduce their capacity. In this case, firms may still
receive and sell their permits for a certain period. Under the United States SO2 emission trading scheme,
for example, this period is 30 years. Alternatively, they may be obliged to give away their permits to the
government, as is the case in most European countries (see OECD (2011b)).

19

For a discussion on the drivers of growth including the implications of openness to trade and FDI in OECD
and major emerging economies see Bouis, Duval and Murtin (2011).

20

The extent of environmental impacts and gains from trade can be further reviewed in work by the OECD
Joint Working Party on Trade and the Environment, for example.

21

See discussion in OECD (2011c).
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108.
Information on the value and quality of many natural assets is limited. Measuring the
contribution of ecosystems to societal wellbeing and economic growth would be a valuable way to improve
regulatory decisions and integrating ecosystem services into economic policy. The United Kingdom has,
for example, embarked on an ambitious National Ecosystem Assessment to assess how terrestrial,
freshwater and marine ecosystems across the country have changed in the past and how they might
continue to change in the future. The Assessment will help to quantify the state and value of the natural
environment and the services it provides to society. It will assess policy and management options to ensure
the integrity of natural systems in the future, and help raise awareness of their central importance to human
well-being and economic prosperity.
Box 6. Accounting for uncertainty and long-term impacts
The standard arithmetic for regulatory cost benefit analysis changes when systemic environmental risks are
taken into account. This is because the nature of environmental impacts is uncertain and potentially irreversible. Long
time frames involved mean standard time-accounting techniques (i.e. discounting) are inappropriate (OECD, 2006b).
The presence of uncertainty in conjunction with irreversibility changes the calculus of trade-offs because of the
value in waiting to act until more information is available. That value increases significantly in the face of irreversibility.
Examples of irreversibility include: the extraction of groundwater; oil spills and loss of some local ecosystem functions
and biodiversity; bio-accumulative health impacts associated with water pollution; overfishing and commercial
extinction of a fish stock; and large-scale deglaciation (OECD, 2008b).
The value of the option to wait can be such that it dominates all other policy considerations. It does, however,
operate along multiple dimensions depending on the nature of the issue at stake. On the one hand if, for example,
there is uncertainty about the irreversible effects on biodiversity and ecosystem services from clear-felling old-growth
forest then there is value in delaying exploitation of the resource until more information is available. When the
magnitude of effects are potentially large and irreversible, such as in the case of deglaciation of the West Antarctic Ice
Shelf due to climate change, there can be large (sunk) benefits from acting now to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and the risk of catastrophic change instead of waiting until the effects become clear and realising that nothing can be
done about it (a feature of stock pollutants like greenhouse gases) (Pindyck, 2007; Weitzman, 2009). On the other
hand, where there are sunk costs associated with investing in pollution abatement and pollutants are of the flow variety
(such as particulate matter automotive emissions) there will be value in waiting until new abatement technologies
become available. There would, however, be an important relationship between abatement policy and the invention of
new abatement technologies which would need to be accounted for.
When evaluating impacts extending over long periods, it is necessary to express the costs of inaction borne far in
the future in a manner which is commensurable with costs borne today. This implies adding a discount rate to future
impacts or returns. The choice of the discount rate has a big impact on project or policy evaluation. In the face of
uncertainty concerning future interest rates and the future path of the economy, a discount rate which declines through
time may be appropriate (Weitzman, 2001; CGP, 2005). Depending on the degree of uncertainty involved, this value
may converge on a low discount rate. It is also the case that “different discount rates should be used for different types
of assets and services, factoring in their nature as public goods or private assets, and also whether they are capable of
being manufactured or not (i.e. social discount rates for public goods and natural assets versus market discount rates
for private goods and manufactured assets)” (Hepburn, 2007; TEEB, 2010b). In the case of climate change, other
issues than choice of discount rate will dominate any cost-benefit analysis, notably the presence of deep structural
22
uncertainty and potentially unlimited exposure to damages (Weitzman, 2009).

Enabling changes in consumer behaviour
109.
Pricing the use of environmental resources has proven to be a powerful tool for influencing
consumer and household decisions. For example, recent work based on a survey of 10 000 households
22

Importantly, Weitzman (2009) concludes: “…the economic consequences of fat-tailed structural
uncertainty (along with unsureness about high-temperature damages) can readily outweigh the effects of
discounting in climate-change policy analysis.”
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across ten OECD countries indicates that households charged for water consume approximately 20% less
water than those who are not (OECD, 2011d). In addition, households which are subject to unit pricing are
more likely to install water-efficient and energy-efficient equipment at home (Figure 8). Similarly, fuel
costs have a negative effect on car use and waste charges increase recycling volumes and encourage waste
prevention.
110.
However, behavioural studies indicate that consumers often focus on short-term costs, without
fully considering longer-term factors. This suggests that efforts to highlight cost implications of consumer
choices over the product life cycle may be needed to influence choices for consumer durables. Measures,
for example, that encourage consumers to consider the savings that an energy efficient washer would
achieve over time, compared to a lower priced model, could result in a shift in demand towards the
“greener” product.
Figure 8. Unit pricing and investment in conservation measures
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111.
While economic instruments are powerful tools, recent research suggests that “softer”
instruments need to be given close attention in developing more comprehensive strategies for influencing
consumer and household behaviour. Access to comprehensible and trustworthy information is central to
strengthening markets for environmentally friendly products, particularly for goods and services where
environmental attributes are less ‘visible’. The manner in which information is presented and the way that
choices are framed can influence consumer decisions. For example, individuals are seen as being more
likely to respond to eco-labels if the environmental benefits co-exist with more direct personal benefits for
the consumer, such as a reduced energy bills resulting from energy-saving behaviour (OECD, 2010h;
2010i; 2011d).
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112.
In response to growing consumer concern about environmental degradation and climate change,
firms are expanding the use of “self-declared” claims as a corporate marketing tool (OECD, 2010h). Some
of the claims, however, are general, while others are not well-defined. The scepticism and confusion that
can result can diminish the value and effectiveness of green claims to consumers, thereby, undermining
efforts to strengthen markets for green products. To be effective, claims therefore need to be clear,
well-defined, substantiated and properly monitored through the development of environmental claims
guides, standards and codes (OECD, 2010h; 2010j). This can generally be achieved under advertising laws
that allow authorities to move against such claims (ICPEN, 2010).
113.
Third party certification (OECD, 2010i) can also improve consumer confidence in the
environmental attributes of products. Governments have been active on this front, as in the United States
“Energy Star” programme and Germany’s “Blue Angel” initiative. Governments can further address
information issues by providing consumers with comparative information themselves, or by encouraging
firms to do so, mandatorily or on a voluntary basis. This can help consumers reduce their search costs by
making it easier for them to compare products.23
114.
In addition, many markets in which household consumption patterns are particularly
environmentally-sensitive are subject to important secondary market failures and barriers. In such cases, it
can be efficient for policy makers to introduce complementary policy measures when market barriers and
failures discourage particular investments. For instance, the benefits of investing in insulation or efficient
boilers are likely to be much less for tenants than owner- occupiers.
115.
Moreover, many choices made by households with respect to environmentally-sensitive goods
are undertaken against a backdrop in which the public sector plays an important role, whether as service
provider or regulator. While encouraging household demand for environmental quality through prices and
information is important, the role of the public sector in affecting the supply of environment-related public
services to households can be an important complement. Measures such as the provision of collection
services for recyclable materials, public transportation, or ‘green’ electricity supply clearly matter (OECD,
2011e).
116.
Non-economic factors can be important in changing consumer behaviour. Education can play an
important role in forming attitudes to environmental issues from early childhood on, and actions to raise
awareness are fundamental in changing consumer behaviour. Research in the United Kingdom, for
example, indicates that the behaviour of others influences people; that learning the personal benefits of
taking action to support sustainable consumption is very important; and that a sense of making a difference
matters (OECD 2009d; 2010i; 2010h).
117.
Empirical evidence indicates that consumers and households could be more motivated to reduce
energy consumption when their performance is measured against their neighbours, than they would by
more general information describing the environmental harm caused by excessive energy consumption
(Houde and Todd, 2010). In addition, the OECD’s household survey shows that other variables, such as a
more general sense of civic duty (rather than just specific concern for environmental issues) can be
important in, for example, explaining support for recycling programmes (OECD, 2011d). In some cases,
however, consumers are unresponsive to price changes because of a lack of affordable alternatives.

23

In France, the General Directorate for Fair Trading, Consumer Affairs and Fraud Control has launched a
website comparing the rates and other characteristics of all the electricity and gas contracts offered on the
French market (OECD, 2010i). In Slovenia, the National Energy Regulator introduced an online tool which
enables consumers to calculate and monitor their monthly electricity consumption and check the accuracy
of their monthly bills (OECD, 2010i).
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Innovation
118.
The core of transforming an economy is innovation. Innovation and the resulting creative
destruction mean new ideas, new entrepreneurs and new business models. It contributes to the
establishment of new markets, leads to the creation of new jobs and is a key ingredient of any effort to
improve people’s quality of life.
119.
Innovation today is as much about firms and organisations finding new ways of doing things or
ways to use novel technologies as about breakthroughs that occur in the lab. Technological breakthroughs
and their diffusion in the market are of course extremely important, but so too are the organisational and
systemic changes that need to accompany them. For example, green innovation aimed at transport systems
and cities will involve major organisational and institutional changes. Technologies are often only effective
in enhancing performance when accompanied by complementary investments, e.g. in skills (OECD, 2004).
120.
Without innovation, it will be very difficult and very costly to address major environmental
issues. Assessments of the cost of climate mitigation, for example, suggest that if two carbon-free
renewable technologies in the electricity and non-electricity sectors can be made competitive,24 then
mitigation costs in 2050 would be halved – from about 4% of world GDP to under 2% – compared with a
scenario without such technologies. Innovation is therefore crucial in enabling green and growth to go
hand in hand.
121.
The beauty of innovation is that, for the most part, it is a positive-sum game where the gains of
one country do not need to come at the cost of another. This makes the diffusion of new ideas or
technologies generally as important as the inventions behind them. Innovations need to be taken up as
widely as possible for shared prosperity and to reduce the costs of addressing environmental risks,
especially those from which we all gain from collective action such as climate change.
122.
On the supply-side, many of the enabling conditions for innovation are the same whether one is
concerned with green innovation or innovation more generally. The fundamental drivers and barriers are
similar, as confirmed by empirical work at the OECD which found that green innovation thrives in a sound
environment for overall innovation. However, the rate and pattern of ‘green’ innovation is also heavily
influenced by other factors, notably the environmental policy framework. As discussed in the OECD
Innovation Strategy (OECD, 2010k), a number of framework policies for innovation are important.
123.
A policy environment based on core “framework conditions” – sound macroeconomic policy,
competition, openness to international trade and investment, tax and financial systems – is also a
fundamental building block of any effective (green) growth strategy and allows innovation to thrive.
124.
Firms are essential for translating good ideas into jobs and wealth, and require good and stable
framework conditions. Large firms are important as they possess the scale, scope and experience to
commercialise and diffuse new products and technologies at a global scale. New innovative firms are also
important as they often exploit opportunities that have been neglected by more established companies.
Many regulatory systems impose more stringent abatement requirements on entrants, discouraging both
entry and exit, thus inadvertently slowing the rate of innovation (OECD, 2010k). Small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME) account for the bulk of all firms, but they often face challenges in the later stage of the
innovation chain, specifically in financing and getting products to market, and often have weaker
capabilities for innovation than large firms. Policy can help to improve their access to finance and
information, foster their participation in knowledge networks, and support the development of skills.
24

Such a “backstop technology” refers to a technology or process that is capable of meeting the demand
requirements and has a virtually infinite resource base. The concept was introduced by Nordhaus (1973).
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125.
Access to finance is one of the key constraints for business-led innovation, which is inherently
risky and may require a long-term horizon. As the financial system has a central role in fostering green
innovation, restoring its health should be a priority. Well-functioning venture capital markets and the
securitisation of innovation-related assets (e.g. intellectual property) are key sources of finance for many
innovative start-ups and need to be developed further. When public funds are deployed, they should be
channelled through existing market-based systems, and shaped with a clear market approach.
126.
Labour market policies need to be flexible enough to facilitate the movement of workers and
resources from declining to innovative firms. Too much rigidity in labour markets has been shown to
reduce innovation for a given level of R&D (Cotis, De Serres and Duval, 2010). Having the right people is
also important and requires relevant education as well as the development of skills to complement formal
education.
127.
Governments play an important role in investing in research, in particular in basic research, and
in fostering an efficient knowledge infrastructure, for example broadband networks, which needs to be
combined with regulatory frameworks that support access and competition. Moreover, adequate and
effective protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights are key to providing incentives to
innovation and the diffusion of knowledge.
Green innovation
128.
Green technology development is accelerating in some areas. The number of patented inventions
in renewable energy (+24%), electric and hybrid vehicles (+20%), and energy efficiency in building and
lighting (+11%) increased more rapidly than total patents (+6%) between 1999 and 2008. Most of the
green technology development is concentrated in a relatively small number of countries and there is a
considerable specialisation across countries. For selected climate mitigation technologies, Japan’s patent
applications in 2008, for example, were relatively more concentrated in innovation related to energyefficient buildings and lighting, as well as electric and hybrid vehicles, while the United States was
particularly prominent in the area of renewable energy (Figure 9).
Figure 9. Patenting in climate change mitigation technologies
Patent applications at the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), number in 2008
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129.
While some data are available on green technologies, much less information is available on the
related non-technological changes and innovation, such as in the introduction of new business models,
work patterns, city planning or transportation arrangements, that will also be instrumental in driving green
growth. There is some evidence that the scope of green innovation is broadening, however. For example,
manufacturing firms have moved from end-of-pipe solutions to approaches that minimise material and
energy flows by changing products and production methods and reusing waste as a new resource for
production (OECD, 2010l). Advances are also being made through better management practices and
integrated strategies that are contributing to a range of new business models (OECD, 2011e).
130.
Innovation with an environmental or “green” flavour faces additional barriers which exacerbate
existing ones. When firms and households do not have to pay for environmental services or the costs of
pollution, the demand for green innovation is constrained and there are fewer incentives for companies to
invest in innovation.
131.
Boosting green innovation therefore benefits from clear and stable market signals, e.g. carbon
pricing or other market instruments addressing the externalities associated with environmental challenges.
Such signals will enhance the incentives for firms to adopt and develop green innovations, and help to
indicate the commitment of governments to move towards greener growth. They will also enhance
efficiency in allocating resources by establishing markets for green innovation, and will lower the costs of
addressing environmental challenges. Taxes and other pricing instruments are included in Japan’s recent
“New Growth Strategy”.
132.
Recent experiences suggest that carbon pricing contributes primarily to incremental rather than
disruptive innovation, however. This tends to increase efficiency but may also lead to growing
consumption, as has been the case in personal transport. Given the other market failures that green
innovation is facing, complementary policies are needed.
133.
A key question in this context is: how and where governments should focus their efforts. In terms
of how, there are three key ways that governments can lend their support to green innovation. One is in
funding relevant research, whether public or private. Energy and environmental R&D, for example,
account for a very small share of GDP relative to their centrality to economic life (Figure 10).
Figure 10.
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134.
Another way to support green innovation is to target barriers to its early-stage commercial
development. Access to finance is especially difficult for firms engaged in green innovation, due to the
relative immaturity of the market, and thus greater perceived commercial risk. While, markets are likely to
price this risk more accurately as markets mature (OECD, 2011f), this may take time.
135.
A third way to strengthen green innovation is to use demand-side innovation policies. Standards,
well-designed regulations and public procurement, for example, can encourage green innovation in markets
where price signals alone are not fully effective. For instance, following the introduction of the German
packaging ordinance in 1989, there was a take-off of patents of biodegradable packaging (OECD, 2010f).
These three approaches are further elaborated below.
Strengthening research and development
136.
Investment in basic and long-term research underpins much of the innovation process and
provides the foundation for future innovation. Such research has a long time horizon and often has no
immediate commercial applications, which implies it is unlikely to be undertaken by the private sector. It
can help address fundamental scientific challenges and help foster technologies that are considered too
risky, uncertain or long-gestating for the private sector.
137.
Some studies have argued for large investments in relevant public research along the lines of the
Apollo moon project, which involved large public investments in research. However, unlike this project,
green innovations will need to be applied throughout the economy, and mostly in the private sector.
Driving down the costs of new green technologies is often key to its uptake and diffusion in the market
(Box 7).
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Box 7. Fostering a green revolution – the experience from ICT
If green innovation is to lead to a substantial acceleration in economic growth and the creation of new firms, jobs
and industries, green technologies and innovation will need to become widespread throughout society. One recent
example of this process is the rapid diffusion of ICT over the past decades, which is typically regarded as having led to
a new technological revolution, contributing to productivity and employment growth. The example of this technology
may prove instructive in better understanding the possible impacts of green technologies on the economy, and the
conditions under which technologies become effective in substantially enhancing economic performance. A few
elements from the experience with ICT may be particularly relevant for the current debate:

• First, one major factor in the strong growth resulting from ICT was (and remains) the rapid decline in the real

price of information and communications technologies. The US producer price index for electronic computer
manufacturing, for example, fell by about 14% annually between January 1991 and January 2011. This rapid
price decline enabled ICT to be applied across the economy, at very low costs, which subsequently contributed
to improvements in performance across the economy. Green technologies have not yet experienced such a
massive price decline and their future impact will rely in part on the extent to which prices can be brought down.

• Second, the experience with ICT suggests that much of the impacts and job creation resulting from new
technology are not in the production or manufacturing of the technology, but in its application throughout the
economy. While some countries benefitted from having an ICT-producing sector, most gained from ICT through
its application throughout the economy, notably in the services sector. If this experience provides any guidance
for a possible green revolution, it suggests that growth will result more from the application and diffusion of
green technologies, including the associated services, than from the production of the technology, which tends
to be highly concentrated.

• Third, the impacts of ICT were heavily dependent on complementary changes in work practices, skills and

organisations, which in turn rely heavily on the flexibility of labour and product markets. If this provides any
guidance to the current context, it suggests that green innovation is more likely to have positive impacts in
economies that have well-functioning product and labour markets.

• Fourth, the experience with ICT also suggests that the ultimate applications and uses of technologies are

virtually impossible to predict, as are the areas of growth and decline. Only some of the firms that started the ICT
revolution are still successful firms today, and many new firms, applications and business models have emerged
over the past decades, many in areas that were not predicted only a few years ago. This includes a wide range
of applications in green innovation.

138.
To further complicate matters, research that yields innovation in a particular sector can come
from areas of research that are not obvious (Igami and Saka, 2007). For example, a mapping of scientific
fields that influence innovation in green technologies, as measured by patenting, shows that chemistry and
material sciences are at least as important as research on energy and the environment (Figure 11).
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Figure 11.
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139.
This finding is important as it relates to spending decisions. While government spending on
energy and environmental R&D have not kept pace with the growing urgency of environmental challenges,
this do not necessarily imply that more investment is needed in these areas alone. Much transformative
innovation results from spill-over effects from other sectors, as demonstrated by the impacts of ICT on the
transport and energy sectors.
140.
Encouraging the development of more generic or general purpose technologies, such as materials
technologies, nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, green chemistry and ICT, is therefore just as important as
spending on energy or environmental R&D (OECD, 2011e). Moreover, addressing the complex research
challenges increasingly requires approaches that involve multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary funding,
rather than funding along scientific disciplines. Social sciences will also play an important role; for
example, understanding consumer behaviour will be important to develop effective approaches to changing
consumption patterns. Advanced management practices (e.g. environmental accounting) can also result in
improved environmental performance (Johnstone, 2007).
141.
Some public investments in research should be channelled to specific areas, e.g. through
mission-oriented programmes in areas where research can resolve known challenges. For example, IEA
analysis of the investment in energy R&D needed to deliver low-carbon growth suggests that a substantial
global gap exists between required and current R&D expenditure in certain fields (IEA, 2010a). However,
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exploratory research focused on potentially radical innovations - characterised by high risk and uncertainty
- should also be included in the funding mix, although it will only deliver results in the long run.
142.
Given the significant potential for research and innovation to reduce the costs of meeting
environmental goals, governments should increase their public investment in relevant research. However,
this may also involve providing greater direction to existing research budgets, e.g. in prioritising thematic
and mission-oriented research programmes aimed at addressing these challenges. Moreover, increased
funding will only be effective in strengthening green innovation if the links between science and business
are well established; in many countries, this still requires policy action.
143.
There is also a question on how to focus national efforts. Few countries have the scale or
capabilities to engage in every area of research that could contribute to green growth. Governments should
typically focus their efforts on areas where their research system has a strong capability or where there is a
need to develop or adapt technologies to their own needs and circumstances. At the same time,
international competition is essential to drive down the costs of green innovation.
Supporting innovation and deployment
144.
Investing in relevant research is only one approach towards green innovation. Another way is to
address specific barriers and market failures to green innovation. Such barriers include the relative
immaturity of the market for green innovation, as well as the dominance of existing designs in energy and
transport markets, which can create entry barriers for new technologies due to, for example, the high fixed
costs of developing new infrastructures. In particular, when projects face high technology risks and are
capital intensive, they are very hard to fund with either project or debt financing or venture capital and can
fall into a funding “Valley of Death”.
145.
Where governments should direct their support is a difficult issue to grapple with. In picking
where support should go there is always a risk of promoting activities that may have occurred anyway.
Similarly, there is a risk that more appropriate technologies or practices will emerge that should have been
supported but policy has locked the economy into a less desirable pathway. On the other hand, too little
support can preclude the achievement of environmental objectives. In many cases, such as driving lowcarbon growth or decarbonising energy systems, large scale system-wide changes need to happen in a
relatively short space of time. This presents both costs to the environment and potentially costs to growth.
146.
This commends a portfolio of public investment where funding approaches need to be tailored to
the different stages of technology development. Government funding is most relevant for early-stage
technology development, while private finance tends to assume a larger share of later-stage technology
deployment and commercialisation. The case for government action differs according to the key stages of
the innovation cycle (IEA, 2010a):
1.

For promising but not yet mature technologies: at this stage, government will need to support
research and large-scale demonstration and begin to assess infrastructure and regulatory needs.

2.

For technologies that are technically proven, but require additional financial support: in this case,
government may wish to provide incentives (e.g. feed-in tariffs) to create a market, combined
with regulatory frameworks/standards.

3.

For technologies that are close to competitive today: governments can provide technology-neutral
incentives that are removed upon achievement of market competitiveness.

4.

For technologies that are competitive today: governments play a role in building public
acceptance/adoption by identifying and addressing market and informational barriers.
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147.
In general, policies for innovation and deployment need to encourage experimentation to bring
about new options that can help strengthen environmental performance at the lowest cost. This should
involve a vigorous process of national and global competition among alternative technologies and
innovations, to bring about those options that have the best performance. Governments should level the
playing field between alternative options, but should in general avoid supporting specific technologies and
solutions over others, emphasising competition and technology neutrality.
148.
However, such policies may not always be enough, as green innovation faces additional barriers
in some markets, e.g. barriers to entry in the electricity sector. In practice, many governments therefore
provide targeted support for specific technology fields. As noted above, provision of such support can be
risky because of the lack of information on the maturity of specific technologies, and their likely future
commercial potential. The design of government policy is therefore essential, as further discussed below.
149.
The case of renewable energy is instructive. Denmark’s experience with feed-in-tariffs (FITs)25 in
stimulating the wind power industry between the mid-1980s and the late 1990s is often cited as an
example. The Danish government guaranteed a relatively high internal rate of return, which provided a
strong incentive for investment in wind power. In 1990, the capacity of installed onshore wind power in the
country amounted already to 343MW, 76 % of the total capacity installed in Western Europe. This stable
and sizable home market provided the Danish wind industry with the necessary testing ground for their
technologies. Once a certain level of technical maturity had been achieved within the domestic market,
Danish companies moved to the global market (Lewis and Wiser, 2007). However, Denmark’s success
with FITs has not been repeated widely.
150.
In the case of Germany’s Renewable Energy Sources Act (2000), FITs were implemented with a
view toward encouraging innovation across a diverse portfolio of renewable energy sources. FITs were
differentiated according to perceived maturity, with the rates declining over time to reflect shifts along the
learning curve, and to maintain the diversity of the portfolio. While the ‘predictability’ of the rates was
seen as being essential, there have been periodic revisions to reflect changing economic conditions (Lipp,
2007).
151.
In some cases, other instruments may be more promising than feed-in-tariffs as they are focused
on performance rather than specific technologies. For example, renewable energy certificates, that include
requirements on the percentage of electricity that must be generated by renewable sources, give more
broad-based incentives to innovation in alternative energy than FITs (Johnstone, Haščič, and Popp, 2010).
However, such measures are unlikely to have a significant impact on less mature technologies since
investors will focus on those areas which are ‘closer to market’.
152.
Providing support for more ‘radical’ innovations in a manner which is not excessively
prescriptive is a significant policy challenge. Technology prizes have a role to play in certain areas, as they
reward the achievement of a specific goal (Newell and Wilson, 2005). Directing investment to enabling
technologies will also help address problems associated with providing targeted support to specific
technologies. OECD analysis shows that a boost in public funding of renewable energy R&D would be
more ‘productive’ if it was allocated to enabling technologies such as energy storage or grid management,
rather than to specific generating technologies (e.g. wind, ocean, solar) (Johnstone and Haščič, 2011).

25

Generally, feed-in tariffs refer to the regulatory, minimum guaranteed price that is paid to a private,
independent producer that generates electricity using renewable energy. Occasionally, FITs mean the full
price per kWh received by the producers, including the premium above or additional to the market price,
but excluding tax rebates or other subsidies paid by the government (Sijm, 2002).
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153.
While policies to support specific green technologies may be needed to overcome barriers to
commercialisation, the design of such policies is essential to avoid capture by vested interests and ensure
that they are efficient in meeting public policy objectives. Focusing policies on performance rather than
specific technologies or cost recovery is essential. Other important elements of good design include
independence of the agencies making funding decisions, use of peer review and competitive procedures
with clear criteria for project selection. Support for commercialisation should also be temporary and
accompanied by clear sunset clauses and transparent phase-out schedules. As noted before, support policies
also require a good understanding of the state of development of green technologies; support for
commercialisation should not be provided before technologies reach a sufficiently mature state.
154.
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) face additional problems in adopting green
innovations, as they often have weak innovation capabilities. Policy can help to improve access to finance,
enable small and medium-sized enterprises to participate in knowledge networks, strengthen the skills that
can lead to innovation, and reduce the regulatory burden on firms. Opening (green) public procurement to
SMEs may also help in strengthening green innovation in such firms, and is the objective of programmes
such as the United States Small Business Innovation Research programme.
Demand-side policies
155.
Demand-side instruments, such as public procurement, can help foster markets for new products
and services, for example through demonstration effects, and counter gaps in the supply of finance at the
early stages. They can also help accelerate the emergence of technologies for which there is an urgent
time-bound societal need and that are subject to specific barriers, such as network effects and market
dominance. One example is the electric car, where public procurement could potentially play a role in
strengthening market acceptance and boosting the development of the necessary network. Public
procurement also plays an important role in the greening of governments. As with direct support,
governments should generally ensure that their procurement policies are technology neutral and focused on
performance.
156.
Demand-side policies often imply a lead role for the public sector. However, the public sector is
not always best placed to support the innovation process, and new capacities may need to be developed.
For instance, as regards public procurement, the traditional focus on cost alone as well as the problem of
fragmentation of public demand (often between different levels of government) can limit potential scale
effects for innovative procurement. Furthermore, environmental goals must be balanced against the need
for competition, transparency and accountability in public procurement. OECD countries should adhere to
national competition and public procurement rules as well as related international standards and obligations
(e.g. the WTO Government Procurement Agreement).
157.
Standards play an important role for green innovation, in particular in network industries, in that
they can facilitate a critical mass of users. Developing a common set of well-designed specifications, such
as on the interoperability of smart grids and on connections between electric vehicles and the charging
infrastructure, supports market development and stimulates private investment by avoiding the emergence
of different technology formats. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
an agency of the United States Commerce Department, co-ordinates a Smart Grid Interoperability
Standards Project with the aim to identify and develop standards critical to achieving a reliable and robust
smart grid. The setting of standards is mainly the responsibility of industry bodies, although the
government often acts as facilitator or coordinator. If standardisation is introduced too early, it could shut
out better technologies. But if standardisation occurs too late, then the costs of transition to the new
standard could be high enough to slow or prevent diffusion.
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158.
Regulation can be regarded as another tool to spur innovation. For example, the Promotion of
Renewable Energies Heat Act (2009) in Germany stipulates that owners of newly-constructed buildings
must use renewable energies. Moreover, building owners who use particularly efficient innovative
technologies, or that have low emissions figures, will receive public support. The impact of regulation on
innovation is not straightforward a priori, however, and often depends on specific characteristics of the
market. The design of regulations is also important; they should be sufficiently stringent to encourage
innovation; stable enough to give investors confidence; flexible enough to foster genuinely novel solutions;
be closely targeted on the policy goal; and provide incentives for continuous innovation. Regulations can
play this role in certain markets, but are typically a second-best solution to market-based instruments.
Technology transfer and diffusion
159.
Ensuring a wide diffusion of green technologies will be as important as their invention, in
particular in addressing global environmental issues. The speed of deployment of, for example, existing
low-carbon technologies will partly determine the global costs of climate-change mitigation and
adaptation.
160.
International transfers of green technology occur primarily between developed countries
(Table 4). Recent data, however, indicate that transfers in green technologies from OECD to non-OECD
countries have been increasing over the last years. China alone accounts for three-quarters of the
climate-mitigation transfers from OECD to non-OECD countries. There is also significant potential for
North-South green technology transfers, as well as for South-South exchanges, particularly since these
countries may have developed inventions that are better tailored to the needs of developing countries
(Dechezleprêtre et al., 2011).
Table 4.

Distribution of exported climate-mitigation inventions
2000-2005
Destination

OECD

Non-OECD

OECD

73% (77%)

22% (16%)

Non-OECD

4% (6%)

1% (1%)

Origin

Note: Measured using patent data by origin of inventor and destination in which patent protection is sought. As a benchmark the total
flows for technology transfers are displayed in parentheses.
Source: Dechezlepretre et al. (2011) “Invention and Transfer of Climate Change Mitigation Technologies: A Global Analysis” in
Review of Environmental Economics and Policy, (forthcoming).

161.
Adoption of sound environmental policy plays an important role in driving international
technology diffusion, as it contributes to the creation of markets for eco-innovations and provides firms
with the incentives to acquire new technologies. Indeed, industrialised countries with more advanced
environmental regulations have attracted more technology transfer.
162.
However, the lack of strict environmental policy in developing countries is not the only
explanation for the lower rates of environmental technology transfer to these countries as there is a similar
pattern of low diffusion for all technologies. More general factors such as lack of financial resources,
openness to trade and foreign direct investment, the quality of the IPR system and local capacities
(e.g. human capital) also help to explain why technology diffusion is concentrated in developed countries.
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163.
Since technology transfers take place through market channels such as trade, FDI or licensing,
they occur more frequently in open economies. Numerous tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade in green
technologies remain in place, however, which inhibit their free flow (Steenblik and Kim, 2009). In some
developing and emerging economies, high import tariffs on energy-consuming goods, like air conditioners
and refrigerators, combine with subsidised electricity prices to encourage consumers to favour appliances
that are relatively inefficient to operate.
164.
Lowering barriers to trade in services is also important. Deployment of climate-change mitigation
and adaptation technologies often depend on the availability of specialised services, including those
imported from other countries, notably business services, construction, environmental and energy services.
Foreign investment is also important and responds to a healthy business environment that includes
adequate governance and economic institutions.
165.
Tension can arise between technology diffusion and maintaining appropriate incentives for
investment in innovation which is aggravated by the desirability of transferring clean technologies to
emerging countries before they proceed to invest massively in potentially dirty technologies. IPRs provide
an important incentive to invest in innovation by allowing firms to recover their investment costs.
166.
IPRs should be well protected and appropriately enforced which implies that IPR regimes should
be of high quality. Patent systems need to be properly designed to ensure that they provide strong
incentives for innovation but also foster the public benefits that flow from dissemination of knowledge into
the marketplace. Competition authorities play an important role in ensuring that patents are not used
anti-competitively.
167.
More generally, there is strong evidence that countries need absorptive capacities in order to
successfully adopt foreign technology (Haščič and Johnstone, 2011). The higher the level of domestic
human capital, the higher the level of technology transfer as well as the local spillovers from trade and
FDI. This illustrates the importance of long-term education and capacity building policies in promoting
technology transfer.
168.
To accelerate the diffusion of innovation, new mechanisms that enhance technology transfer to
developing countries are currently being developed e.g. voluntary patent pools and other collaborative
mechanisms for leveraging IP (Maskus, 2010). Some good practice already exists but significant scale-up is
required. Governments need to underpin such new mechanisms by supporting investments in the required
knowledge networking infrastructure, fostering the sharing of public-sector knowledge, and developing
guidance and soft rules to underpin these mechanisms.
169.
To diffuse green technologies to the least-developed countries, multilateral action might also be
considered to enhance access to green technologies for these countries. Experience in other areas, such as
medicines for infectious diseases, shows this can work if it is well designed and the private sector is
involved from the beginning. Enabling more systematically all countries and firms to build on the
knowledge resulting from basic research undertaken by public institutes would also help.
Policy considerations
170.
There is no single recipe to follow for driving green innovation. There is a diversity of possible
approaches depending on the context (See Toolkit: Table A7). This diversity commends special attention
to governance arrangements around the policies to foster green innovation. In particular, this requires
policies with a medium- and long-term perspective, and attention from policy makers at the highest level.
Governance also involves co-ordination of simultaneous policy actions and consideration of possible
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interactions with policies with other objectives. Simply developing additional policies will not improve
coherence; existing policies may have to be adjusted or phased out.
171.
Yet, policies for green growth and innovation often remain compartmentalised in different
departments and agencies, including at various geographical scales. This can create obstacles to
co-operation and lead to a proliferation of duplicative and wasteful innovation policies. The budget
process, as one of government’s main decision-making tools, can help lead to effective innovation policies.
172.
Policies to foster green innovation will benefit from continued evaluation and monitoring, to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of policies over time, and to take advantage of the development of
new scientific insights and new technologies and innovations. The required policy changes resulting from
evaluation will have to be balanced against the need for policy stability over time.
173.
Policy also needs to consider the timing of innovations, as this may precipitate an advantage of
one technology or innovation over another. For example, a technology having greater short-term
advantages over another technology may become too dominant and “lock out” other technologies. Even if
the long-term benefits of the “locked in” technology would result in lower overall social benefits, it may
succeed at the exclusion of other technologies. Moreover, if policy focuses exclusively on the deployment
of currently available technologies, this will reduce the market for future innovations, which will reduce
incentives to invest in R&D and efforts to develop such innovations. A related challenge, in particular in
addressing climate change is whether to focus on accelerating the deployment of existing technologies or
also support the development of new options for the future.
174.
There are no simple answers to these questions, and policy will need to do both, accelerate the
application of existing technologies, e.g. in strengthening energy efficiency, and develop new options for
the future. One approach that can help inform long-term investment decisions associated with the
introduction of new technologies and innovations involves the use of scenario studies, technology foresight
and road mapping. This can provide insights into the scope for technological progress and innovation in
different areas and may therefore help in guiding decisions.
175.
Fostering a diverse range of potential options for action, and delaying some of the most lumpy
and irreversible investments, may also help in preserving options for the deployment of new technologies
and innovations as they emerge. This is one additional reason for a strong policy effort focusing on
research, innovation and entrepreneurship, as these all contribute to the process of experimentation that
underpins the emergence and development of new options. In addition, having a strong focus on policies to
strengthen the market for green innovations, may also help in ensuring that policy does not get unduly
locked into poor supply-side decisions.
176.
Finally, green innovation is not only about new technologies. Non-technological innovation,
including changes in cities and transport systems, as well as organisational and behavioural changes, will
play an important role in accompanying the introduction of green technologies. Examples include the
introduction of environmental management systems, or of new business models, such as energy-saving
companies (OECD, 2010m). Governments should foster such innovation, and need to consider whether
their framework policies are sufficiently conducive to such innovation, e.g. in addressing regulatory
barriers in product markets that might limit the necessary structural change. Labour market policies are
also important, as they help firms and workers adjust to change.
Investing in infrastructure
177.
Shifting to a greener growth trajectory requires special attention to network infrastructure such
as energy, transport, water and communications networks. There is considerable potential for infrastructure
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investment to contribute to economic growth and prosperity because it enables trade specialisation,
competition, access to new resources, the diffusion of technology and new organisational practices
(OECD, 2009e). Well planned infrastructure development can reduce water and air pollution and curb
unsustainable land use change further enhancing development. Damage to infrastructure in the context of
climate change can be limited if climatic changes are accounted for in the initial design, location and
material selection.
178.
Infrastructure is a large or high growth sector in much of the world, with the highest rates of
growth occurring in the developing world. For many countries, especially those outside the OECD, there
are opportunities to leap-frog by introducing greener and more efficient infrastructures, and to improve the
climate resilience of infrastructures such as water supply facilities, roads and ports. Greening growth will
require both investment in new infrastructure as well as better planned and managed infrastructure.
Energy
179.
The energy sector poses a particular challenge in the context of green growth given the scale of
change that this sector requires and the extent to which many countries are locked into polluting and GHG
emitting energy sources in the near term.
180.
Fossil fuels in particular will continue to dominate energy supply for some time simply because
they are so energy dense – storing an enormous amount of energy by volume compared to other readily
available energy sources – and because our societies and infrastructure have evolved around them. Also,
innovation and change take time.26 At the same time, new sources of energy need to be deployed on a scale
equivalent to the industrial revolution. Without decisive action, energy-related emissions of CO2 will
double by 2050. Retrofitting these carbon-intensive systems could be very costly, so a range of measures
need to be taken today to avoid locking-in such infrastructure.

26

One estimate is that the energy contained in all fossil fuel burned in 1997 was equivalent to 400 hundred
years of primary productivity from photosynthesis (Dukes, 2003).
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Figure 12.
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181.
Energy efficiency, many types of renewable energy, carbon capture and storage, low emission
non-renewable energy sources, smart grids and new transport technologies could all contribute to curtailing
greenhouse gas emissions while promoting energy security. This will also deliver wider environmental and
social benefits (Figure 12).
182.
Forward-looking policies are needed to establish network infrastructure which is suitable for next
generation technologies. This is especially so for energy infrastructure where the increased use of
renewable energy introduces challenges for conventional infrastructure networks. Historically, electricity
was typically produced centrally by large generating units, often powered by fossil fuels, and transported in
one direction to customers who were able to consume as much as they liked at a single time-averaged retail
price.
183.
A variety of pressures are putting the traditional approach to electricity production and
distribution under close scrutiny, including: (a) the need to accommodate a large amount of inherently
intermittent renewable generating capacity; (b) the need to accommodate a large amount of small-scale,
distributed energy generation and storage facilities such as roof-top solar installations, or plug-in electric
vehicles; and (c) pressure to improve the utilisation of network resources by shifting consumption
decisions over time, e.g. to off-peak periods.
184.
In the past, (a) and (b) may have been met by simply building more network assets. However,
increasing costs of construction, especially in congested areas, and public pressure on electricity bills has
led to pressure to achieve smarter use of existing resources, through a cluster of innovations collectively
known as the “smart grid”. The smart grid depends on various information and communication
technologies (ICTs) to increase efficiency, provide transparency to customers and utilities and equip the
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energy sector with solutions to structural challenges due to more integration of renewable energy sources
and shift in electricity demand, for example from plug-in electric vehicles.
185.
Many of these technologies already exist and have been in place for many years in the control of
the high-voltage transmission network and the associated producers and consumers. The primary impact of
the smart grid concept will be in the extension of these technologies to better link power from distributed
generation to businesses and smaller consumers.
186.
Other solutions to improving network efficiency include increased integration of networks across
regions or countries. In Europe, for example, the efficiency of energy supply could be improved through
enhanced regional interconnection. This kind of investment has large incremental paybacks due to network
effects. Increased interconnection would permit wider distribution of renewable energy from its different
sources. It also dramatically increases scope for demand management on the network where differences in
time zones and climate give scope for demand smoothing thereby improving efficiency of generation and
network use (ECF, 2010). Similar opportunities exist in North America where most grid infrastructure is
regionalised.
187.
Demand management has many potential efficiency benefits, especially in terms of shifting
demand off-peak. An increase in demand responsiveness also significantly reduces the scope for the
exercise of market power to which wholesale electricity markets tend to be prone.
188.
Such transformation of the energy sector requires significant investments in developing and
deploying smart grid solutions. However, energy sector business models have traditionally depended on
volume sales and the sector has seen relatively low and falling R&D expenditures (private and public), as
already discussed above. Government action can be decisive in addressing the two issues:
• Diversification towards sustainable energy sector products, services and infrastructures can be
achieved through i) market mechanisms, e.g. increased transparency and easy access to
information, ii) financial incentives, e.g. contribution to investment costs or tax breaks for
infrastructure investments, iii) targeted regulation such as recent EU Directives mandating a
roll-out of smarter electricity meters that, among other benefits, provide improved information to
final customers (EU (2006) 2006/32/EC and EU (2009) 2009/72/EC).
• Innovation can result from higher R&D spending in the sector, but transformative solutions often
come as “spill-overs” from adjacent industries and are increasingly based on multi-disciplinary
research. Recent start-ups have developed new technologies and business models around solar
power (Ausra), electricity billing data (Opower) and electric vehicles (Better Place). Most have
gained significant attention from private investors and the public sector. Governments can put in
place frameworks that support entrepreneurship and capital acquisition of such start-ups. They can
also support cross-sector technology development and diffusion, and government agencies with
energy, telecommunications and related portfolios should join forces in the development and use of
technologies for energy and the environment.
189.
Governments should be aware of potential bottlenecks and risks as electricity grids become
smarter. Increased reliance on communication networks can test existing infrastructures regarding speed,
quality of service, security, reliability and equal treatment of competitors’ information. Privacy issues
around access to individual customers’ data need to be addressed in coordination with user associations,
consumer protection and law enforcement agencies, and other stakeholders.
190.
The defining characteristics of the energy sector in many developing countries include low access
to modern energy sources, 1.6 billion people still lack access to electricity, coupled with significant local
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environmental impacts arising from the use of traditional fuels. For instance, traditional cooking and
heating facilities (e.g. burning of biomass or coal) used by more than half the world’s population are
significant sources of indoor pollution, especially in poorly ventilated conditions, and the largest
environment cause of human mortality worldwide (WHO, 2009). Another example relates to
over-harvesting forest resources which reduced the availability of the biomass resource for fuel and other
purposes. Large scale biomass use also raises land use issues, particularly in instances where prime
agricultural land is used for energy crops rather than food, and where forested land is converted to
agricultural land for growing energy crops.
191.
There is a great potential for sustainable improvements in renewable energy use and energy
efficiency in developing countries as people rely primarily on solid fuels such as coal or wood for cooking.
In addition to deploying smart grid technologies, energy policies in these countries should include a focus
on developing off-grid renewable power and cooking/ heating technologies and on supporting energy
efficiency programmes through capacity development and knowledge sharing (Stern (2009) and IEA
(2010a)).
192.
Attention to local development dynamics is also vital. Increasing urban density and setting
congestion charges can reduce energy and resource use without reducing economic growth. Findings from
a general equilibrium model of OECD metropolitan regions demonstrate that urban density policies and
congestion charges can reduce the overall cost to the economy of meeting greenhouse gas emissions
reduction targets, compared to applying economy-wide policies, such as a carbon tax, alone (OECD,
2010n).27 In this model, carbon emissions are reduced relative to the baseline following the implementation
of densification policies28 and congestion charges, a form of road toll of the type already implemented in
London and Stockholm among others.29 Strategic use of ecological infrastructure can also provide benefits
in settled areas. Urban forests, grasslands, and wetlands enable water infiltration and transpiration,
avoiding construction and maintenance costs of built infrastructure for storm water management. They
provide climate regulating services, habitat for wildlife, and recreational opportunities, enhancing amenity
values.
Transport
193.
Green growth presents several challenges in relation to transport infrastructure. The first is
ensuring continued levels of transport system performance to support economic growth and development.
The embodied asset value of global paved-road and rail track capital stock in 2000 was estimated to be
approximately USD 6 000 billion and was projected to grow by 41% by 2030 (OECD, 2006c).30 Much of
27

More precisely, this modelling exercise has been carried out by employing the spatialised version of the
IMACLIM-R CGE framework (Crassous, Hourcade and Sassi, 2006). IMACLIM-R allows simulating the
interactions between changes in energy consumption, carbon emissions and economic growth, given a set
of policies and other exogenous factors. Special thanks are given to Fabio Grazi and Henri Waisman
(CIRED) for modelling work with IMACLIM-R and the urban module that incorporates the OECD
metropolitan database.

28

Densification indicates policies that increase the number of people per square kilometre in a given urban
area. These include restrictive policies, which actively pursue densification such as through green belt
policies, and enabling policies, which allow activity to be drawn to the core such as public transportation
systems or the elimination of distortions in the market such as taxes for deconcentration.

29

Such a road toll reduces average rather than marginal commuting costs by car (see Henderson (1974) for
the underlying economics of road pricing mechanisms).

30

These figures do not include other significant (e.g. tunnels, bridges and pipelines) or regionally important
(gravel and ice roads) surface transport infrastructure. Nor do these figures account for the significant
sunken investment in ports, causeways, levees, locks and airports.
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this growth is projected to take place outside the OECD area (Figure 13). Growth in OECD countries is
projected to be relatively low and these economies are characterised by a large stock of mature existing
infrastructure. Growth in demand in emerging economies is projected to be several orders of magnitude
higher and decisions made during this high growth phase will shape patterns of use for decades to come
(ITF, 2010a).
194.
A second challenge relates to the deployment of infrastructure in support of new, potentially
low-carbon transport technologies such as electric vehicles. Investment in high speed rail networks can
also promote growth and yield environmental benefits, but only under the right conditions; evaluating
when these conditions are met is critical.
Figure 13.
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195.
It is not clear what future energy and technology pathways will dominate the transport sector
over the longer term and yet infrastructure investments today will continue to shape transport activity and
demand well into the future. Transport infrastructure must allow networks to perform reliably over typical
facility life-spans of 50 years or more in order to facilitate growth and other policy objectives. Green
growth aspirations accentuate the need for governments to assess policies carefully, according to their
long‐term economic, environmental and social impacts.
196.
Robust economic appraisal and cost benefit analysis is crucial. Appraisal techniques for public
investments in transport are relatively mature but can be improved to take better account of uncertainty and
make more explicit the contribution of potential investments to strategic policy goals (ITF, 2011a).
Network infrastructure investment appraisal needs to be made on a life-cycle basis, covering maintenance
as well as investment costs, and encompass network resilience and facility robustness to changing climate,
as well as the costs of post-incident recovery.
197.
If deep cuts are to be made to greenhouse gas emissions from transport, it is necessary to reduce
the carbon‐intensity of travel. The emerging view is that the focus should be first to improve the fuel
efficiency of conventional engines and then gradually introduce alternative technologies (ITF, 2010b). At
the same time, transport will need to make a shift away from a sole reliance on fossil energy to a broader
range of fuel types and energy carriers. Electrification is likely to be a part of the shift (ITF, 2010c). Many
authorities have commenced or are planning for a significant deployment of subsidies in support of
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consumer purchase of electric vehicles, charging infrastructure and smart-grid electricity distribution
networks. Large-scale deployment of electric vehicles will require considerable public support until
electric vehicle, battery and charging infrastructure cost and efficiency improvements are realised31. There
is, however, a risk that public intervention in new energy distribution networks and technology may be
costly either because it is premature or because it backs a technology that fails to win market support.
198.
Electric cars generally represent a costly option for most consumers and society at present.
However, under certain conditions, electric vehicles are nearly competitive with their internal combustion
energy (ICE) counterparts. This is the case for urban delivery fleets and taxis where elevated daily travel
distances (and avoided fossil fuel costs), relatively low cost electricity and the possibility for single-point
fast charging systems already make up for the higher cost of electric vehicles. In these cases, the current
generation of electric vehicles already makes sense from both an owner perspective (over a three-year
payback period) and from a societal cost perspective. Subsidising a particular technology should always be
subject to careful scrutiny and this is even more important where the technology already makes economic
sense. Subsidies in support of charging infrastructure should also be weighed carefully. There is evidence
that more deployment of expensive fast-charging infrastructure may be superfluous and in any case not
necessary in the case of centrally managed electric vehicle fleets.32
199.
It must also be kept in mind that lifecycle emissions from electric cars can be larger than
comparable ICE models, depending on the carbon intensity of electricity generation. Furthermore, the
comparison between ICE and electric vehicles may also turn less to the advantage of the electric vehicle
over time in many regions since reducing the carbon intensity of electricity production may prove more
difficult than improving the fuel efficiency of the combustion energy (GFEI, 2011).
200.
High speed rail investments are another potential green growth project which figure prominently
in many government investment programmes (e.g. France, Spain, United Kingdom, United States, China.)
though some of the most ambitious plans have recently been scaled back (e.g. China). High speed rail can
compete effectively with transport by passenger car and, more significantly, air over distances up to 1000
km where traffic is sufficiently dense, i.e. between major centres of population. For example, it holds over
90% of the combined air and rail markets between Paris and Lyon and Paris and Avignon. In general,
where rail journey times can be brought close to three hours, high speed rail can be expected to take a
major share of origin‐destination aviation markets where demand is sufficiently high (approximately
9 million passengers per year) (Nash, 2009).
201.
The benefits of high speed rail investments arise principally from time savings in relation to
journeys by car or conventional rail, with benefits for both existing and new travellers, and relief of
congestion on the conventional rail network and at airports. Wider economic benefits, through the effect of
agglomeration, can arise but vary widely from case to case and unless the project radically transforms
31

Many governments are currently funding the creation of markets for electric vehicles. The subsidies
available per vehicle can be large, and depending on the vehicle purchased are currently over USD 7 000 in
Belgium, Canada (Quebec and Ontario), China, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United
States. The United Kingdom, for example, has made provisions for more than GBP 400 million
(EUR 472 million) to support research, infrastructure installation, and provide consumer incentives. As
part of its Integral Strategy to promote the electric vehicle, Spain will be investing EUR 215 million
in 2011 to support forward-looking investments by vehicle and parts' manufacturers. This public financing
is expected to mobilise EUR 1 738 million private investment.

32

Evidence from consumer trials indicate that expensive fast-charging infrastructure has been much
demanded before the trials but little used during the trials since consumers found that typical slow (and less
expensive) charging infrastructure was sufficient for their travel needs (Turrentine (2010) – personal
communication based on BMW Mini E field trial analysis).
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regional economic relations are generally a small part of overall benefits. In cases where anticipated
journey volumes are low it is not only difficult to justify the investment in economic terms, but it may also
be hard to defend the project from an environmental point of view as it will take too long for traffic to
offset the emissions caused by building the line. Under such circumstances it may be better to upgrade a
conventional line to increase capacity and accommodate somewhat higher speeds33 (ITF, 2010a).
202.
Environmental benefits are unlikely to be a significant part of the case for high‐speed rail when
all relevant factors are considered, but nor are they a strong argument against it provided that high load
factors can be achieved and the infrastructure itself can be accommodated without excessive environmental
damage to habitats, landscapes and neighbouring populations.
203.
As much as green growth calls for changes in ways infrastructure is developed and used, in
many respects the resolution of more conventional economic concerns are an equally important way
forward. For instance, managing congestion is central to sustainable transport infrastructure policies. This
issue is most prominent on the roads. Most studies of the external costs of road use find the cost of
congestion to be many times larger than the cost of CO2 emissions, even if the nature of the risks
associated with climate change makes the comparison difficult. This is not to say that the cost of climate
change is not large, rather there are also other pressing market failures in transport (Small and Van Dender,
2007).
204.
Green growth policies must address congestion not only because it hampers growth but also
because congested road networks lead to increased GHG emissions. There is compelling evidence
strengthening the case for using charges to bring congestion closer to efficient levels (ITF, 2010c).
Dynamic user charging can help deliver more reliable and faster journey times and provides an effective
mechanism for tempering increased travel demand that is often generated by new infrastructure.
205.
Congestion charges, or distance-based charging, potentially raise substantial amounts of revenue.
This is important since strong decarbonisation implies an erosion of fuel tax revenues which are a
significant, stable and cheap source of public funds (Van Dender and Crist, 2010). Charging systems,
however, are also relatively costly to operate – much more so than current revenue raising mechanisms in
transport – and this needs to be factored into transport planning and policy cost benefit analysis.
Water
206.
Water resource management is a key component of green growth from several perspectives. It
involves use of water for food production, industrial uses (e.g. cooling), drinking and sanitation, energy
production, and recreational activities. It requires a consideration of watershed services in addition to water
supply and sanitation. Currently 3 billion people have inadequate access to water. This is much more than
an issue of availability. Without adequate investment in infrastructure, regulatory bodies, monitoring and
information systems, lack of quality water services can be a significant constraint on growth. Properly
managed, it can facilitate economic growth at minimal stress to natural systems.
207.
However, ageing water infrastructure is increasingly a problem in developed countries. Some
estimates suggest that the United States will have to invest USD 23 billion annually for the next 20 years to
maintain water infrastructure at current service levels, while meeting health and environmental standards.
Countries like the United Kingdom and Japan will need to increase their water spending by 20 to 40% to
cope with urgent rehabilitation and upgrading of their water infrastructure.

33

Energy consumption increases with the square of the speed.
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208.
In developing countries, USD 18 billion will be needed annually to extend existing infrastructure
to achieve the water-related MDGs, roughly doubling current spending. An additional USD 54 billion per
year will be needed just to ensure continued services to the currently served population (this does not
include the additional needs generated by new infrastructure) (WHO, 2008).
209.
The appropriate application of sustainable cost recovery for water and sanitation services can
help meeting these infrastructure needs by providing revenues for government. The sources of finance for
investment in water infrastructure and for operating and maintaining systems arise from tariffs, taxes, and
transfers (official development assistance, ODA), otherwise known as the “3Ts”. The balance between
these three sources of finance varies significantly across OECD and non-OECD countries, and there is
considerable scope for altering the mix of finance to meet fiscal and accessibility objectives. Figure 14
shows the shares of the 3Ts for selected countries in 2009.
Figure 14.
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210.
Furthermore, investment in water infrastructure can reduce the strain on government health
budgets by reducing external costs from adverse health impacts resulting from poor water and sanitation
services. Almost 10% of the global burden of disease could be avoided through water and sanitation
interventions and could result in several million lives being saved. In addition, there are benefits from time
gains arising from not having to fetch water from long distances. Benefit-to-cost ratios have been reported
to be as high as 7 to 1 for basic water and sanitation services in developing countries.
211.
Wastewater treatment interventions that lead to improved water quality can also avoid significant
costs. For instance, in Normandy (France), it has been estimated that non-compliance with bathing water
norms resulting in closure of 40% of the coastal beaches would lead to a sudden drop of 14% of all visits.
This would correspond to a loss of EUR 350 million per year and the potential loss of 2 000 local jobs.
Losses on this scale are well worth avoiding.
Leveraging public and private sector finance
212.
In most countries, the principal challenge for infrastructure is generating adequate financing. IEA
estimates that providing universal access to electricity will require USD 33 billion per year up to 2030
(IEA, 2010a). In developing countries, the infrastructural deficit is particularly acute and investment
demand to build, maintain or upgrade is immense. Between 1998 and 2007, spending on African
infrastructure, for example, increased from USD 3 billion to USD 12 billion greatly exceeding average
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growth in infrastructure investment around the world. Many countries have announced even greater
increases in such investments. For example, South Africa will invest USD 44 billion in transport, water and
energy infrastructure between 2009 and 2011 – a 73 % increase in annual spending from 2007-2008 levels
(Cloete et al, 2010).
213.
In addition, it is estimated that adapting to and mitigating the effects of climate change over the
next 40 years to 2050 will be in the order of USD 46 trillion or around USD 1 trillion a year (IEA, 2010a).
While not all of this is infrastructure spending per se, much of it shares similar characteristics in terms of
being for capital intensive and long-lived projects. Investment of this scale will require substantial private
sources of financing.
214.
With their USD 28 trillion in assets, pension funds - along with other institutional investors - can
have an important role to play in this regard. Green infrastructure projects (such as non-carbon energy
production, carbon sequestration, reforestation, water treatment, waste recycling etc.) are - in theory at
least- interesting to pension funds as long-term investors looking for instruments which provide inflation
protection, a steady yield and which have a low correlation to the rest of their portfolio. However, in
practice, pension funds’ asset allocation to infrastructure in general is less than 1% in most countries.
Governments have a role to play in ensuring that attractive opportunities and instruments are available to
pension funds and institutional investors in order to be able to tap into this source of capital (IOPS, 2011;
Inderst, 2010).
215.
Clear and consistent policies over a long period of time are needed so that strategic and financial
players have the confidence to invest in green growth projects. Before private investors will commit large
amounts of capital to this sector there must be transparent, long-term and certain regulations governing
carbon emissions, renewable energy and energy efficiency. Governments and regulators should also revisit
regulation to make sure it is not inadvertently discouraging pension funds from investing in long-term
projects, which green projects will often require. As an example, recent changes in both pension regulatory
frameworks and accounting rules in the OECD area (the Pension Protection Act of 2006, FAB 158 in US
and IAS19) have put increasing pressure to reduce funding gaps in defined benefit plans (OECD, 2011g).
Such changes (including the move to market to market accounting) ironically may be forcing pension
funds into shorter-term assets and into matching their liabilities with government bonds (which require the
smallest solvency buffers).34
216.
To leverage financing from more diffuse or smaller sources requires structured instruments such
as green bonds and green funds. The market size for all green bond issuances to date is approximately
USD 11 billion (with USD 1.9 billion issued by the World Bank alone), a drop in the ocean (0.012%) of
the capital held in the global bond markets, estimated to be worth USD 91 trillion globally (OECD,
2011g). There is scope for scaled up issuances of green bonds (in the hundreds of billions per year) but if
this capital is to be raised through a thriving and liquid green bond market, transparent policies based on
long term, comprehensive and ambitious political commitment are needed. The recent United Kingdom
political commitment to a Green Investment Bank is a strong step in this direction; the Bank is expected to
be able to start issuing bonds by 2015 (HM Treasury, 2011).
217.
Infrastructure financing is often seen to be risky, largely as a result of regulatory risk.
Governments therefore also need to find ways to make infrastructure investment attractive by mitigating
these risks without removing incentives to manage risk. One tool for this is to use public-private
partnerships (PPP) in infrastructure provision where the presence of a commercial partner can help to
reduce the regulatory risk.
34

See for further reference; Yermo, J. and C. Severinson (2010) and Impavido et al. (2009).
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218.
PPPs are, however, no panacea. They need to be carefully managed and a number of conditions
have to be in place to make co-operation between the public and the private sector work. They include a
sound institutional and regulatory environment for infrastructure investment; administrative capacities to
develop and oversee projects; transparency; and appropriate contractual arrangements In particular,
contracts need to specify outputs rather than inputs. Therefore, in projects where it is hard to specify the
output – such as in areas of rapid technological progress – PPPs are likely to be less appropriate (OECD,
2007a).
219.
Other innovations can be used to mobilise market-based finance to fund infrastructure
development, depending on the kinds of financing barriers that exist. One example is the combining of
concessionary financing (either grants or loans with a grant element) with repayable finance in order to
support a single project or a comprehensive lending program.
220.
For countries with underdeveloped capital markets, ODA will be an important source of
investment capital. However, ODA is limited by pressures on government budgets in donor countries and it
is dwarfed by private capital flows in the aggregate global context (Gentry, 1999). In the last decade, FDI
has increased dramatically relative to ODA. More specifically in industries that contribute most to climate
change and in other polluting sectors FDI flows greatly exceed ODA and export credits specifically
targeted at these industries (Corfee-Morlot, Guay and Larsen, 2009).
221.
Beyond this global picture, in many poor developing countries ODA exceeds FDI and thus
remains an important source of finance for green investments. ODA targeted to environmental purposes
amounted to USD 26 billion in 2009, a 45 % increase from 2007. In addition, there is more than
USD 10 billion under operation in various climate funds, and developed countries committed to make
USD 30 billion available as “fast-start” finance in 2010- 2012 and USD 100 billion per year by 2020. 35
222.
However, there is still the need to build confidence in the delivery of these green funds over the
long-term and to ensure effective use. Experience suggests that the effective use of external funding would
require that the sources of finance are not fragmented and that financing goes through national budgetary
process of recipient countries in line with their own development plans.
223.
Official export credits could also generate new sources of funding and stimulate private
investment in developing countries. In recent years, the majority of the medium and long term official
export credits flows that go from OECD governments to developing countries have supported the transport
(36%) and industry (26%) sectors, followed by energy projects (11%). However, the proportion of flows
going to low-carbon projects remains a minor share of official export credits; for example, renewable
energies represent only USD 0.7 billion and less than 2% of the total. Latest steps taken by countries to
encourage environmental accountability in official export credits could contribute to the financing of green
investment plans. These include the liberalisation of special rules governing the provision of support for
renewable energy and water projects as well as recent negotiations to consider whether and how key
sectors and technologies could become eligible for favourable financial terms and conditions.
Institutions and governance
224.
Institutional and governance capacity to implement wide-ranging policy reform is an essential
condition for greening growth. Governments need to be able to integrate green growth objectives into
broader economic policymaking and development planning (Box 8). Developing such capacity is a key
structural issue and applies as much to many OECD countries as it does to developing countries. This issue
is not restricted to formal national level planning processes, such as national plans or poverty reduction
35

For regularly updated information on climate funds see www.climatefundsupdate.org/.
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strategies (PRSPs), but extends to public financial management (especially the budget process), developing
strategies for key economic sectors as well as how these feed through into sub-national development. It
concerns not only policy priorities but also the choice and design of programmes, public investments and
regulation of economic activity.
225.
For some countries, building capacity to improve the governance and oversight of natural assets
and to enforce policies will be the central feature of green growth. Often pressure on natural resources
appears to come from external pressures, such as export demand, but this is a result of relatively weak
governance and the prevalence of open-access to natural resources (Fischer, 2010).
226.
This is not necessarily a case for strengthening governance from the top-down. Policies that
respect both formal and informal resource user rights can strengthen resource governance institutions. In
this context, an essential element of managing shared natural resource is co-operation and collective action
by stakeholders.
227.
Capacity development for green growth policies should take a "country system approach" across
government. It will be all but impossible to achieve if finance and core economic ministries are not
playing a leading role. While the policy motivation for greener growth may lie in environmental concerns,
green growth policies are not exclusively environmental policies. They should be core economic policies
that have engaged central planning, finance and sectoral ministries as well as environment agencies in
their formulation. The role and capacity of non-governmental actors in the private sector and civil society
will also be important.
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Box 8. Green growth objectives and national development planning
The National Strategy for Green Growth and the Five-year Plan (2009-2013) of Korea provide a
comprehensive policy framework for green growth. The Strategy aims to: (1) promote eco-friendly new growth engines,
(2) enhance peoples' quality of life, and (3) contribute to the international efforts to fight climate change. To facilitate
the realisation of the new vision, the Presidential Commission on Green Growth was established in 2009 and ‘the
Framework Act on Low Carbon Green Growth’ was enacted in January 2010. Drawing on the planning practice that
was discontinued in the early 1990s, the Five-Year Plan (2009-2013) provides a blueprint for government actions for
implementation of the Strategy; containing specific budget earmarks and detailed tasks for line ministries and local
governing entities. Under the plan, the government will spend about 2% of the annual GDP on green growth programs
and projects (e.g. on green infrastructures and R&D of green technologies).
The National Development Plan of Ireland (2007-2013) sets out indicative financial allocations for the
investment priorities aimed at enhancing economic competitiveness and at providing a better quality of life. It brings
together different sectoral investment policies into one overall framework, in order to promote co-ordination and
alignment between sectoral policies, providing a financial framework within which government departments and
agencies can plan and deliver the implementation of public investment. The Plan emphasises the importance attached
to several horizontal themes, including environmental sustainability. The environment chapter covers transport, waste
management, climate change, environmental research, and sustainable energy. The NDP set out a strong financial
framework to enable Ireland to tackle environmental challenges over the period 2007-2013. In 2007, investment
programmes with a direct impact on promoting environmental sustainability exceeded EUR 1.3 billion.
th

The "Green Development" section of China's 12 Five Year Plan (FYP, 2011-2015) is a manifestation of the
country's aspiration to move towards a greener economy. The Plan is a strategic national roadmap, setting priorities
regarding China's future socioeconomic development, and providing guidelines and targets for policy making at
sectoral and sub-national level. The "Green Development" theme has identified six strategic pillars: climate change,
resource saving and management, circular economy, environmental protection, ecosystem protection and recovery,
water conservation and natural disaster prevention. These pillars entail several new binding targets, e.g. carbon
emission per unit GDP to be reduced by 17% by 2015, NOx and ammonia nitrogen emissions to be reduced by 10% by
th
2015, in addition to targets continued from 11 FYP, e.g. energy intensity, SO2 and COD pollution. Detailed policy
th
guidelines have also been provided in the 12 FYP, for instance, energy-efficiency technology demonstration and
diffusion programs have been emphasised as the engine of both energy saving and new growth opportunities.
The Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy of Rwanda (2008-2012) represents the
country’s second medium-term strategy towards the attainment of the long-term Rwanda Vision 2020 Objectives. The
EDPRS sets out medium-term objectives and indicative financial allocations. Environment is identified as a key
cross-cutting issue. In addition several sectors with a strong environmental and natural resource content have been
identified as critical for achieving Rwanda’s development objectives, given their links to productive (e.g. land) or to
health (e.g. water supply and sanitation). The Environment, Land and Forestry sector has been allocated for the period
2008-2012 a total of RWF 62 billion (Rwandan francs), representing 1.8% of total public expenditure, while its share of
total capital expenditure amount to 3.8%. In turn, the Water and Sanitation sector has been allocated a total of RWF
RWF 146 billion, representing 4.2% of total expenditure, with the share of capital expenditure amounting to 5.5%.
Source: People's Republic of China (2011), “The Twelfth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of The
People's Republic of China”, Government of Ireland (2008), “Ireland National Development Plan 2007-2013. Transforming Ireland A
Better Quality of Life for All”. Annual Report 2007, and Government of Rwanda (2008), Economic Development and Poverty
Reduction Strategy.

228.
Neither can green growth rely solely on institutions at the level of central government. Effective
governance across different levels of government will be key. Urban initiatives both affect and are affected
by economy-wide fiscal policies and national sectoral policies (particularly transportation, building, labour,
innovation and education policy). There are cases in which national-level policies can undermine regional
level green growth policies due to the lack of information on conflicting rules or practices. Similarly,
regional initiatives that focus on stand-alone or “flagship” projects without regard to where these projects
fit within national policy frameworks risk falling short of their promise.
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229.
Moreover, multi-level governance is of considerable practical importance for guiding investment
and innovation in a number of key areas such as water and sanitation systems. Affecting changes in a
cost-effective manner requires ongoing coordination across ministries, public agencies and between levels
of government involved in policymaking.
230.
Overlapping jurisdictional authorities can undermine the cost-effectiveness of policies if not
managed. If, for example, the stringency of a federal cap and trade scheme varied by state, the end result,
compared with a federal-only policy, would most likely be more emissions in lax states, the same total
national emissions, and less cost efficiency. This can be overcome, in certain circumstances, by essentially
“carving out” a more stringent state-level policy from the national policy, resulting in two distinct policies
that no longer overlap.
231.
State-level policies can, however, be beneficial in the presence of federal policy. First, states can
correct market failures not addressed by federal policy. For example, renters whose utilities are not
separately metered have little incentive to conserve electricity; this “agency” problem can be addressed
through local building codes. Second, states can serve as testing grounds for novel policies and inform
future federal policy development. Third, stringent state-level policy can lead by putting pressure on
federal policy makers. Finally, stringent state-level policies can pressure manufacturers to adopt the tighter
standards nationwide.
232.
Green growth strategies need to provide a degree of policy stability beyond electoral cycles. One
way to achieve this is to entrench policy strategies into the statutory or regulatory environment and
establish independent institutions. One example of this is the legislation of climate targets in the United
Kingdom and the independent Climate Committee established under the Climate Change Act to advise
government on policy and progress towards these targets. Institutions which are independent of executive
government and which have a clear regulatory mandate, much as central banks often do, are also important
for providing a degree of flexibility in policymaking. This can allow policy to be shifted as new
technologies or policy innovation emerges. It can also allow countries to adapt to positive and negative
shocks in global and domestic environmental and economic conditions without compromising long-term
goals or creating excess uncertainty about the future of policy.
233.
More generally, the independence of regulators is central to preventing the regulator from being
“captured” by industry or partisan political interests and enhances the stability and credibility of the
regulatory framework, in a context where accountability to the government, the legislature and consumers
should nonetheless be preserved. Independence facilitates information sharing between regulated firms and
regulators and empirical analysis also demonstrates that independence of the regulator is associated with
higher investment, presumably reflecting the effect of greater predictability and credibility (OECD, 2009e).
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III. PROMOTING THE TRANSITION TOWARDS GREEN GROWTH

Promoting a successful transition towards green growth means: (i) developing strategies for reform, (ii)
facilitating adjustment in the labour market; (iii) accounting for concerns about distributional impacts on firms and
households, especially those on low incomes, and (iv) promoting international co-operation.
Greening growth will see new green sectors and activities develop, in some cases displacing other activities.
Labour market, skills, and education policies can help in smoothing the transition by focussing on:
• Minimising skill bottlenecks and facilitating the acquisition of new skills required of workers in both new
jobs and existing jobs.
• Ensuring that workers and firms are able to seize new opportunities arising from changes accompanying
the greening of growth.
• Adapting other green growth policy, such as pollution pricing, in ways that can promote labour demand.
Managing the distributional consequences of policies is crucial to reform success in terms of generating support
and ensuring fair and positive outcomes:
• Affected groups in society need to be part of the policy making process in the first instance. This process
needs to be transparent and clearly articulate the justification for reform.
• Addressing the concerns of businesses, such as changes in competitiveness in the transition, ought to
be addressed through multilateral policy coordination. Compensatory schemes can be justified but they
come with their own costs.
• Negative impacts on poorer households need to be offset through well-targeted programmes, taking
account of settings across the entire tax and transfer system.
Creating a global architecture conducive to greener growth requires strengthened international co-operation for
addressing environmental challenges, and for ensuring that all countries benefit from green growth and that
domestic policy does not have negative consequences for others.
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234.
Reaching an agreement on the policies on which a green growth strategy should be based is only
part of the picture. There remains a broader challenge of governance and political economy. In other
words, it is necessary to understand how decisions are made, and in whose interest they are made – and
how reform is promoted or obstructed and why.
235.

Experience of reform in various domains can provide several general lessons (OECD, 2010t):

• Crises can promote change. The need for reform has to be identified clearly; otherwise
stakeholders are unlikely to push for change or to agree on the priorities of any new policy. Crises
are the most obvious sign that change is needed, but their influence on the desire to reform is not
clear cut. It can also be argued that it is easier to reform when things are going well, and the
transitional costs can be borne more easily. That said, waiting for an environmental crisis before
acting is not an option, especially regarding ecosystems, whose nonlinear behaviour means that a
slow, steady decline can abruptly accelerate beyond the point of no return.
• Reform is often accompanied by calls for increased transparency in the availability, impacts and
beneficiaries of government programmes. Voter opposition to subsidies seen as having
unacceptable economic costs and environmental effects makes subsidy reform less politically
damaging for governments. Identifying who benefits from subsidies, and highlighting their relative
“bargaining power”, can provide a higher degree of transparency and thus can be a particularly
powerful motivating force for change.
• International factors may influence domestic reform. For instance, foreign competition resulting
from trade liberalisation incites domestic firms to seek reform of policies that put them at a
disadvantage. International treaties or agreements can also lead to sectoral reforms, even in the
face of domestic opposition.
• Knowledge and influence are major factors in policy reform. Poor practices may suit the immediate
needs of a particular industry, but changing them can be hard because the industry knows the
issues best and is skilful at exercising political influence on government decisions. This is however
changing. The “information imbalance” is being redressed by knowledgeable, well-organised
stakeholders with different objectives and considerable expertise.
• Reform is a long-term process, before and after implementation. Building support is essential to the
success of the reform, and cannot be rushed, particularly where reform benefits specific groups
only, while the costs are borne by the whole community. Pressure to wind back reforms can be
significant, especially if particular interest groups have retained sufficient power or cohesiveness
to influence the future course of policy. Withstanding such pressure can require significant
political commitment and may need to be coupled with further measures to gain the support of
remaining disaffected groups. Successful reform is generally not a one-off event, but is actually a
process of continuous improvement over time that fine-tunes and adapts policies to evolving
circumstances.
236.
These issues can be seen in terms of international governance of a global commons that an
increasing number of people are seeking to exploit, while the international structures that could manage
this commons are inadequate. Governments administer the global commons, but they also defend their
national interests.
237.
Moreover, in designing and implementing green growth strategies governments need to find
satisfactory compromises not only among conflicting objectives of different strands of society, but also
within government itself. Green growth strategies cannot be implemented through a single type of policy,
but getting the mix right requires a rare degree of coordination among ministries who may not be used to
working together.
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238.
There are no tidy solutions to such political economy problems and implementation challenges,
making a degree of political courage important. Past reform efforts suggest that the ingredients needed to
make reform happen include (Llewellyn and De Serres (2011), (Box 9):
•

Strong leadership. Leaders need to gain the respect of constituencies, whether the public at large
or cabinet colleagues. When an electorate is being asked to make sacrifices for a brighter future,
trust and truth are important.

•

Strong institutions. The ability, credibility, cohesion, and firmness of purpose of the political
structure need to be emulated throughout the country’s institutions (legislative, operational and
informational). Treasuries and finance ministries in particular play pivotal roles.

•

Good economics is not necessarily bad politics. OECD case studies cast doubt on the oftenrepeated claim that voters tend to punish reforming governments in the next election.

•

Employ change agents at all levels. The communication process can be aided by “points of light”
– people across society, ranging from business people to journalists to NGOs – who complement
the top-down approach with more diverse, and more local, elaboration and support.

•

There is never a truly good time to implement reform. OECD and IMF econometric evidence
supports the view that the most promising time for reform is immediately after a recession or
election. In reality however, economies often have to live with the consequences that emerge
from sub-optimal policy sequencing.

239.
To better understand the nature of economic change, three aspects of economic adjustment and
policy reform associated with the transition to a greener model of growth, are considered: i) sectoral shifts
and labour market implications; ii) how to assess and address competitiveness concerns; iii) how to deal
with distributional impacts. Discussion also covers key issues that require increased co-operation and
special attention to policy coherence at the international level.
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Box 9. The political economy of congestion charges: lessons learned
Traffic congestion, particularly road traffic, has costs that a green growth strategy could address. A United
Kingdom Department for Transport white paper, Creating Growth, Cutting Carbon, (Department for Transport, 2011)
estimates that excess delay is costing urban economies GBP 11 billion per annum and that carbon emissions impose
a cost to society equivalent to up to GBP4 billion per annum, while health costs are up to GBP 25 billion.
Economic evidence reviewed by the International Transport Forum (ITF, 2010c) strengthens the case for using
charges to tackle congestion. Lessons on the political economy of introducing charges successfully in London,
Stockholm and Singapore and value pricing on some US highways may prove insightful for the development of green
growth policies in other sectors. Reasons for the withdrawal of plans for national congestion charging systems in the
UK and the Netherlands are equally relevant.
The main lessons can be summarised as follows:
•
Congestion charging systems are only justifiable where congestion is severe, and even in this case
significant efforts need to be put into ensuring that there is sufficient public awareness of the problem before charging
is implemented.
•
Congestion charges potentially raise substantial amounts of revenue, but the systems are costly to run as
well, typically accounting for 10 to 30% of revenues.
•
Revenue neutrality may appear to be a requirement for getting public and political support, but it reduces
policy flexibility, and London shows that transparency and accountability in revenue use is at least as important for
acceptance.
•
Do not confuse objectives. There are cheaper ways to raise revenues and to protect the environment.
Congestion charging is only applicable nationwide if congestion is a problem nationwide. If the primary objective is to
make road taxes fairer, e.g. by charging foreign trucks on the same basis as domestic vehicles, or replacing a national
tax that raises tax competition problems with neighbouring countries, more cost-effective alternatives are likely to be
available.
•
Do not phase in charges from a low base. This will fail to cut congestion, undermining support, and fuel
fears that real motive for the charge is revenue raising.
•
Ensuring acceptance may require giving up some of the benefits of a theoretically ideal system.
Less-than-ideal systems such as simple pricing cordons and value pricing schemes can still be satisfactory.
•
Rule-based systems for changing prices (e.g. maintaining pre-determined levels of speeds as in Singapore
and the dynamic pricing applied to the I-15 freeway in San Diego) appear to be more popular than those requiring
political discretion, i.e. periodic agreement by elected officials on charge levels/increases.
•
Ancillary benefits, including reduced environmental impacts, can in some cases have an impact on how
much to charge and should always be included in assessments, but they are not the principal goal of congestion
charging mechanisms. Focusing on reducing CO2 emissions when arguing for the introduction of congestion charges
risks rejection.
Source: ITF (2010), “Implementing Congestion Charges” and Department for Transport (2011), “Creating Growth, Cutting Carbon:
Making Sustainable Local Transport Happen”.

Labour market implications
240.
Greening growth will see new green sectors and activities develop and new skills required of
workers in both new jobs and existing jobs that are re-engineered to become more environmentally
friendly. Labour market and skills development policies can make an important contribution to greener
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growth. By minimising skill bottlenecks and preventing a rise in structural unemployment, these policies
can make the transition to green growth quicker and more beneficial. By helping workers to move from
contracting to expanding sectors, they can also assure a fairer sharing of adjustment costs arising from
economic changes accompanying the greening of growth.
The job creation potential of investing in green activities
241.
In the short run, the expansion of environmentally-friendly activities will create many jobs. The
potential synergies between policies to promote a transition to green growth and policies to promote
employment became clear during the recent global financial and economic crisis. Public investments in
green activities played a significant role in the stimulus packages introduced to boost demand and the
economic recovery. These investments offer a double dividend at a time of high unemployment, both
jumpstarting job creation and accelerating the transition.
242.
A number of governments have emphasised the sizeable impact on employment resulting from
some of their green stimulus measures (OECD, 2010c). For example, the United States Council of
Economic Advisers estimates that the approximately USD 90 billion of Recovery Act investments will
save or create about 720 000 job-years by the end of 2012. Projects in the renewable energy generation and
transmission, energy efficiency, and transit categories would create the most job-years. Approximately
two-thirds of the job-years represent work on clean-energy projects, either by workers employed directly
on the projects or by workers in the supply chain. Likewise, the KRW 50 trillion being invested as part of
Korea's “Green New Deal” are expected to create 960 000 jobs from 2009 to 2012, including jobs in an
environmentally-friendly transportation network, water management and river rehabilitation, clean energy,
green information technologies, and waste-to-energy. France's stimulus package totalled USD 33.1 billion,
21% of which was designated for green measures, with an estimated net job creation of about
80 000-110 000 in the 2009-2010 period.
243.
While synergies with short-run macro-stabilisation policy are welcome, the fundamental rationale
for developing green activities and jobs is to contribute to sustainable growth in the long-run. It follows
that policy packages that are intended to further both environmental and employment objectives need to be
considered over a longer time horizon. For instance, an increasing number of studies put forward the large
potential for job creation associated with the expansion of renewable energy generation and distribution.
The recent report by UNEP, ILO, IOE and ITUC suggests that by 2030, given the increasing interest in
energy alternatives, up to 20 million jobs could be created worldwide: 2.1 million jobs in wind energy
production, 6.3 million in solar photovoltaic and 12 million in biofuels-related agriculture and industry
(UNEP/ILO/IOE/ITUC, 2008). Likewise, the European Renewable Energy Council argues that the
EU target for the share of renewables in total energy consumption to attain 20% in 2020 could create more
than 2 million jobs (Renner, Ghani-Eneland and Chawla, 2009). The development of environment-related
jobs extends well beyond most advanced economies: large developing countries have also undertaken
large-scale initiatives (Box 10).
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Box 10. Developing green activities and jobs: large-scale initiatives in China
While the primary source of energy in China is coal, the development of renewable energy is a fundamental part
of China’s national strategy (ILO, 2011). Concerns about energy security, power capacity shortages, air pollution and
climate change have all motivated a decision to place greater emphasis on raising energy efficiency while
progressively switching to alternative technologies and fuels, including “clean coal” technologies, nuclear power, and
renewable energy. As a result, the Chinese government took a number of policy initiatives: a renewable energy law
was passed in 2005 and a plan was set in 2007, which put forward guiding principles, objectives, targets and
measures for the development of renewable energy in China up to 2020.
During the period 2006-08, 12 detailed regulations for promoting renewable energy development were passed.
And in 2008, total investment in renewable energy by China was ranked the highest in the world (Martinot and
Junfeng, 2007). In addition, China’s stimulus package included the largest green stimulus programme enacted by any
country, accounting for almost 40% of the total USD 586 billion package (OECD, 2010c). Although there are no
systematic surveys or other firm statistics indicating the number of people employed in the renewable sector, the
Energy Research Institute and the Chinese Renewable Energy Industries Association have estimated that close to
one million people in China are currently employed in the wind, solar PV, solar thermal, and biomass industries
(UNEP/ILO/IOE/ITUC, 2008).

244.
As Figure 15 shows, these various employment estimates are quite sensitive to the assumption
regarding the expansion of renewable energy markets. They also rely on a number of assumptions
regarding the employment content of the whole production, transformation and commercialisation process
of renewable energy sources. Most importantly, these estimates represent the potential for gross job
creation but do not take account of the fact that renewable energies will develop, to a considerable extent,
at the expense of more polluting energy sources. In other words, green growth will involve new
opportunities for workers, but also potential adjustment difficulties.
Figure 15.
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Source: UNEP/ILO/IOE/ITUC (2008), Green Jobs – Towards Decent Work in a Sustainable, Low-Carbon World.

245.
In many cases, jobs potentially at risk are easier to identify than the new jobs that will be created.
This is typically the case during periods of structural change. While green activities are still at a relatively
early stage of their development and it is difficult to predict the large future sources of employment, data
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on major polluting sectors can provide a clue as to labour market impacts. Historical data on sectoral CO2
emissions, for example, illustrate which are the most CO2 intensive sectors and assessing their importance
as employers.
246.
Figure 16 suggests that the potential adjustment associated with greening growth is likely to be
concentrated on a small portion of the total workforce. Indeed, while the most intensely-polluting
industries account for a large share of total CO2 emissions, they account for only a small share of total
employment. In 2004, on average across OECD countries for which data are available, 82% of CO2
emissions in the non-agricultural sector were generated by these industries, whereas they employed less
than 8% of the total workforce.
Figure 16.

Sectoral employment and CO2 emission intensity

Unweighted average across 27 OECD countries, 2004¹
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Sectors are ranked by increasing CO2 emissions intensity, defined as the ratio of CO2 emissions to valued added. At the level of
disaggregation shown in the chart, seven sectors stand out as being the most polluting industries: three transport sectors, two
energy producing sectors and two manufacturing sectors.

Source: EU-LFS, GTAP database, KLEMS database.

247.
A number of detailed studies of the restructuring of the energy sector towards a cleaner
energy-mix have concluded that net employment gains will result for energy-related activities.36 This is
because the renewable energy sector generates more jobs per megawatt of power installed, per unit of
energy produced, and per dollar of investment, than the fossil fuel-based energy sector. Based on an
in-depth analysis of 13 independent reports on the direct economic and employment impacts of the clean
energy industry in Europe and the United States, Kammen, Kapadia and Fripp (2004) argue that increasing
the share of renewable energy in the United States to 20% of consumption levels by 2020 could create
36

Considerable work has been done on the employment impact of mitigation actions in the energy sector.
See work by Kammen, Kapadia and Fripp (2004), Pearce and Stilwel (2008), and IEA (2009).
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more than 200 000 jobs (against less than 90 000 jobs in a scenario without renewables). Therefore, the
winners would clearly outnumber the losers. In a similar vein, a study supported by the European
Commission suggests that, summing up employment gains and losses in energy-related activities, nearly
1.4 million jobs could be created in Europe under the current policy –i.e. the 20% target for renewable
energy by 2020 (Whiteley, M. et al., 2004)
248.
Overall, the bulk of studies examining the direct employment impact of greening the economy
conclude that a shift away from conventional energy sources could lead to substantial net employment
gains. As both the direct and induced labour requirements for the various energy technologies are
reasonably well known, these studies provide reliable estimates of the employment content of a given
energy-mix across the entire supply chain of production. 37 However, these are only the “first-round” net
employment impacts. In most cases, these studies do not fully account for the “second-round” effects of a
change in energy-mix: for instance, they usually do not model the policy drivers of this change and
therefore, they do not fully capture the full macroeconomic impact of environmental policies. Kammen,
Kapadia and Fripp (2004) indeed suggest that the balance between winners and losers from green growth
depends on the state of the overall energy economy. When demand for energy is rising, as it is at present,
there is more room for new energy suppliers to benefit. “A recession, or economic or policy drivers of a
shift from one technology to another – such as a shift away from coal that could result from a carbon tax –
changes the equation dramatically.”
The overall long-term employment effect
249.
The overall employment impact of green growth policies is likely to be limited in the long run.
The impact of these policies and of eco-innovation is likely to spread well beyond the sectors directly
affected via indirect channels and can thus have pervasive effects across the entire labour market. Carbon
pricing, for example, can create various structural adjustment pressures that interact with each other in
complex ways, and a general equilibrium approach is required to capture all of the direct and indirect
channels through which these policies will reshape labour markets.
250.
By causing important changes in relative prices, carbon pricing will affect the composition of
both final and intermediate demand and hence composition of labour demand. In particular, the relative
price of energy and energy-intensive goods and services will increase. Eco-innovation is also likely to have
important relative price effects, while also directly affecting labour input and job skill requirements in
sectors making use of the new technologies. As a result, new jobs will be created while many existing jobs
will need to be “greened” even as others will have to be reallocated from downsizing to expanding sectors
or firms.
251.
Barriers to industrial restructuring, such as poorly designed product market regulations or labour
market institutions, could hinder the reallocation process and, ultimately, reduce the pace of employment
growth. On the other hand, carbon pricing raises public revenue, which can be used to reduce other taxes.
Revenue-neutral mitigation policies are sometimes advocated on the basis that they can generate a “doubledividend”: the first dividend in terms of more effective environmental protection and the second reflecting
the efficiency gains arising from the reduction in distortive taxes, such as labour taxes.
252.
A growing number of economic modelling teams have developed and applied computable
general equilibrium (CGE) models to analyse the economic impacts of climate change policies, including
the impacts on labour markets. These models incorporate detailed specifications of the cleanest and most
polluting technologies and industries into standard, multi-sectored CGEs, with the most ambitious models
37

For example, the task of installing wind turbines is a direct job, whereas manufacturing the steel that is
used to build the wind turbine is an induced job.
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encompassing all regions in the global economy and international trade and investment flows. Because
labour market policies and institutions vary widely across countries and interact in complex ways with
policies in other markets, it remains a challenge to introduce a thorough representation of labour market in
environmental CGE models that are already complex and not easily-tractable tools. Consequently, for the
sake of simplicity, labour market imperfections are most often introduced through more or less ad-hoc
forms of labour market rigidities. In order to clarify some of these implications for a transition toward
green growth for labour markets, illustrative simulation exercises have been conducted looking at the
implications of climate policies using the cross-country multi-sector general equilibrium OECD
ENV-linkages model.38
253.
The illustrative policy scenario applied in the modelling is an emission trading scheme (ETS)
which, over the period 2013-2050, progressively reduces greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the OECD
area as a whole by 50% in 2050 as compared to their 1990 levels.39 The target is less stringent for nonOECD countries: emissions are reduced by 25% in 2050 as compared to what would be observed in these
countries in the absence of mitigation efforts, under the so-called business-as-usual (BAU) scenario.
Moreover, these countries do not participate in the OECD cap-and-trade scheme and, hence, undertake
their emissions reductions independently.40 This scenario does not account for any inefficiency in BAU or
the welfare gains from avoiding damages from climate change.
254.
Overall, the simulations indicate that this mitigation policy has a limited impact on economic
growth and job creation. When permit revenues are redistributed in the form of uniform lump-sum
transfers, carbon pricing tends to reduce slightly the pace of economic growth (Figure 17, Panel A).
Mitigation costs increase with the degree of labour market imperfection, as structural distortions, reinforce
the deadweight losses associated with a given carbon price. Yet, even in the worst-case scenario, under
very strong labour market imperfections, economic growth is only slightly affected by the introduction of
carbon permits: on average in the OECD area, real GDP increases by almost 41% over the period
2013-2030, as compared to 44% in the absence of mitigation actions. The resulting slowdown in job
creation is more pronounced, but still not large.
255.
Interestingly, the mitigation policy actually boosts employment growth when permit revenues are
used to reduce taxation on labour (Figure 17, Panel C). For an intermediate degree of labour market
rigidities, OECD employment would increase by 7.5% over the period 2013-2030, against 6.5% in absence
of mitigation actions, and this, without any loss of purchasing power for workers.

38

The OECD ENV-Linkages model is a recursive dynamic general equilibrium model, documented in detail
in Burniaux, Chateau and Dellink (2010). It has been used extensively for several OECD publications,
notably the Environmental Outlook to 2030 (OECD, 2008a) and The Economics of Climate Change
Mitigation (OECD, 2009b). While in the core version of the ENV-Linkages model, aggregate employment
is treated as an exogenous variable, the model has been enhanced so that the employment impact of climate
change policies can be analysed (see OECD (2011h) and Chateau and Saint-Martin (2011)).

39

For Mexico, it is assumed that emissions are reduced by 50% in 2050 as compared to 2005 levels.

40

This mitigation scenario is purely illustrative and not intended as a policy recommendation.
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Figure 17.

Economic impact of mitigation policies, OECD average

A. GHG emission intensity ¹

B. ETS revenues recycled into uniform lump-sum transfers for
different degrees of labour market imperfection (2013 = 100)
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256.
These estimates illustrate how certain policy mixes can improve both environmental and labour
market performance. They also show that both the quality of labour market institutions and the
redistribution of permit revenues need to be jointly addressed in order to reap the full potential benefit of
climate change policies in terms of job creation.
257.
These conclusions are in line with many other studies analysing the employment impact of
mitigation actions within the framework of a CGE model. For instance, a study by the European
Commission estimates that the pace of employment growth in Europe could slow down slightly, should
participating countries meet the EU’s objectives on climate change and renewable energy for 2020 – 20%
reduction of GHG emissions relative to 1990 levels and a target of 20% renewable energy by 2020
(Commission of European Communities, 2008). For selected European countries, Boeters and van
Leeuwen (2010) show that a 20% reduction in energy use could slightly reduce unemployment, provided
that energy taxes are used to reduce labour taxes. Babiker and Eckaus (2006) and Montgomery et al.
(2009) obtain the same qualitative results for the United States, while also showing how labour market
imperfections could increase mitigation costs.
258.
In essence, green growth policies represent a timing issue: they require costs and economic
adjustments in the short run to avoid larger costs and irreversible damage later. CGE models allow
evaluating the transition costs, but over a longer time horizon, certain employment gains induced by
mitigation policies (or job losses avoided) are not captured. Indeed, as innovation is intrinsically difficult to
predict, the potential effects of environmental policies in stimulating the innovation of new green
technologies is not fully captured. Likewise, most CGE models (including the ENV-linkages model) do not
account for the potential economic damages from climate change and, hence, omits the economic benefits
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from mitigation policies that operate through reduced environmental disruption. And as underlined in
Section I, the damages from climate change may be large. Yet, innovation and climate change are slow
processes, as illustrated in a recent report by UNEP showing that an increase in green investments would
start producing positive employment outcomes in 2050 (UNEP, 2011b).
Labour market and skill policies
259.
Labour market and skill policies can play an important role within the overall policy framework
for achieving green growth. Labour market policies should ensure that workers and firms are able to adjust
quickly to changes brought about by greening growth, including by seizing new opportunities. By helping
workers to move from contracting to expanding sectors, they can also help to assure a fairer sharing of
adjustment costs occasioned by the transition.
260.
The OECD Reassessed Jobs Strategy (RJS, OECD, 2006d) provides a useful framework for
identifying policies that can reconcile the vigorous process of “creative destruction” required to achieve
green growth with a high level of employment and shared prosperity. One of the guiding principles of the
RJS, which is especially relevant, is that a carefully designed package of labour market, social protection
and skills development policies can assure that the labour market is both dynamic —continuously
redeploying labour from declining to growing industries and firms— and inclusive. There are three policy
areas that should be given priority in order to promote a smooth and just transition:
•

A strong skill development system and active labour market programmes that facilitate a quick
re-integration of jobseekers into employment are key supply-side policy elements for reinforcing
the structural adaptive capacity of labour markets.

•

On the demand side, moderate employment protection and strong product market competition are
important supports for vigorous job creation as environmental policies and eco-innovation create
new green competitive niches.

•

Policies that increase the adaptive capacity of labour markets need to be combined with flanking
measures, such as unemployment insurance and in-work benefits, which assure that dynamism is
not achieved at the cost of excessive insecurity or inequality for workers and their families.

261.
There is little historical experience with low-carbon and resource efficient growth from which
lessons could be drawn. However, historical analogies to other recent drivers of deep structural changes in
labour markets, such as the globalisation process and the information and communication technology
(ICT) revolution, may provide qualitative insights into the potential challenges that lie ahead. An in-depth
OECD study of structural adjustment policies in the context of deepening globalisation concluded that the
RJS framework provided the necessary orientation for labour market policy to facilitate adjustment while
also meeting social goals (OECD, 2005b). It also suggests that general programmes should be relied upon
as much as possible because specific programmes tend to increase administrative complexity and may lead
to inequities. The same is likely to be true for meeting the structural adjustment challenge posed by the
transition to green growth.
262.
However, whereas the ICT and globalisation revolutions appear to have generally raised job skill
requirements, it is not yet clear whether green growth will have a systematic impact on overall skill
demand. Ramping up the pace of eco-innovation will tend to raise skill demands, at least for an extended
period of time, provided that the expansion in green R&D does not imply an equal reduction in R&D for
less environmentally friendly technologies. This suggests that a high priority should be placed on
improving science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) skills at all levels, as well as the broad
range of technical, managerial and leadership skills that businesses will require to succeed in the green
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economy. The on-going development of an OECD Skills Strategy will thus represent a valuable support for
an effective Green Growth Strategy.
263.
Dedicated green education and training programmes will have an important role to play in
helping workers to participate fully in the emerging green economy. Evidence from a number of countries
suggests that skill shortages have already developed in certain sectors or occupations where green growth
policies have created a need for new skills, or new combinations of familiar skills (Martinez-Fernandez,
Hinojosa and Miranda, 2010). Energy-efficient construction and retrofitting, renewable energy, energy and
resource efficiency and environmental services appear to be among the most affected sectors. For example,
a report to the French government recently identified a number of emerging occupational specialties in the
construction sector (e.g. energy auditors and solar panel installers), which are not well served by traditional
training institutions and hence face potential recruitment bottlenecks (COE, 2010).
264.
Other examples of skill shortages include difficulties reported by employers in recruiting skilled
photovoltaic workers (Germany), design engineers for smart grids (the United Kingdom), installation and
maintenance of solar electrical systems (Spain), and project managers with competencies in renewable
energy in Denmark (CEDEFOP and ILO, 2010). However, it is difficult to assess how general and severe
these green skill shortages are based on evidence from highly diverse case studies. Recent OECD work has
shown that small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) face particular challenges in upgrading or adapting
their workers’ skills to meet emerging job skill requirements associated with green growth (OECD,
2010o).
265.
A recent OECD questionnaire on the green-related labour market programmes that governments
have implemented or are planning to implement suggests that training and education programmes were a
top priority; most countries regarding a well functioning training system as an essential element for green
growth (Table 5). By contrast, job subsidies in private sector or direct job creation in the public sector are
only rarely used as green employment measures.
Table 5. Green-related national programmes implemented by selected countries
Job
subsidies
Australia

Direct job
creations

X

Austria
Belgium

X

X

Canada

Education
and training
programmes
X

Japan

X

Korea

X

Mexico

X

Netherlands

Chile
Czech
Republic

Job
subsidies

Education
and training
programmes

X

X

Norway
X

Poland

Denmark

X

Portugal

Finland

X

Slovak Republic

France

X

Slovenia

X

Germany

Spain

Greece

X

Hungary

X

Israel

Direct job
creations

X

X

Sweden

X

Turkey
United States

X
X

X

X
X

X

Source: Chateau, J. and Saint-Martin, A. (2011), “Employment Impacts of Climate Change Mitigation Policies in OECD: A GeneralEquilibrium perspective”, OECD Environment Working Papers, No. 32 (forthcoming).
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266.
It is noteworthy that slightly more than half of the responding countries have implemented
specific green-related programmes at the national level, most of which were drafted in coordination with
other ministries. In part, this may reflect the fact that policies to foster green growth are still at an early
stage in a number of countries. And in more advanced countries, it may be the case that a green component
has been added to a number a pre-existing labour programmes, although these programmes cannot be
identified as specific green-related programmes. But this also reflects the fact that labour market and
training policies in support of green growth are typically implemented at the local level, including by
integrating them into comprehensive green development strategies.
267.
Local administrations and communities can provide a key contribution to the strategies for
human capital development as these must be integrated and matched to the economic reality on the ground
(OECD, 2010p and 2008c). One key to success is to identify transferrable skills in the local workforce that
is employed in declining firms and sectors that can be profitably employed in emerging greener sectors in
the local economy. One interesting example is the Transversal platform that has been launched by the
south Alsace region in France.
268.
Partnerships have also a key role to play in facilitating and managing the transition of local
labour markets to the green economy. OECD work has found that partnerships act as catalysers of market
opportunities and communicate the needs of the businesses and the sectors in general to the public sector,
improving the development of policies and enhancing their effectiveness. The example of the region of
Styria, in Austria, illustrates how effective public-private partnerships in a region can foster the
development of the green economy and drive eco-innovation to the highest levels (OECD, 2010q). Active
co-operation between management and workers’ representatives and governments in accordance with
national practices can also make an important contribution at the local, national and international levels.
Distributional impacts
269.
Major policy reforms have frequently paid insufficient attention to distributional concerns.
Claiming that policy changes will be “fiscally neutral”, as in many climate-related initiatives in OECD
countries, is insufficient. Details are needed. If the fiscal effects from green taxes, for example, are to be
neutralised by reducing direct taxes on labour income, then clarity on planned changes is much more likely
to assure constituencies that their interests are being taken into account. At the same time, the potential
growth dividend also needs to be communicated. Consulting on how distributional impacts will be dealt
with is a crucial part of policy communication. This includes taking careful account of how affected groups
want to be compensated.
270.
Managing the distributional consequences of policy is crucial to reform success in terms of
generating support and ensuring fair and positive outcomes. Concerns about distributional impacts can be
divided into potential competitiveness impacts on firms and welfare impacts on households.
Firms
271.
Firms will claim unfair adverse impacts from policy change either in terms of increased costs
vis-à-vis competitors or simply in terms of a change in the rules that undermines the ability to make a
return on investment.
272.
In most cases, such as pollutant pricing, cost increases are intended to drive a change in resource
allocation in the economy; demand for pollutant-intensive goods will decline, prices may fall and so will
returns on associated existing assets. While some firms will face costs, others will benefit. This is the
objective of regulating environmental damages or resource use. The question is to what extent firms are
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exposed to unintended loss of competitiveness. Answering this requires understanding how the economy as
a whole is likely to adjust in response to the introduction of such pricing.
273.
The perspective of a firm or industry is often quite different to that of a policy maker charged
with balancing the interests of society at large. Firms will focus on the upfront costs of environmental
regulation in assessing their competitive position. From the policy maker’s perspective this arithmetic is
incomplete because it does not account for economy-wide adjustments in costs and prices. Furthermore,
the principal economic driver of change in sectors facing cost increases is unlikely to be loss of
competitiveness. An analysis of climate policy by the Australian government found, for example, that
aluminium production was the only sector where a loss of competitiveness would cause output losses
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2008). Some sectors that face upfront cost increases can even end up in an
improved position as a result of domestic policy.
274.
Resistance can be strong but needs to be kept in perspective. There will be those who have
benefitted privately from activities that have imposed costs on wider society, such as unconstrained access
to natural resources and inadequate restrictions on polluting activities. In this context, the costs of change
need to be discounted, to the extent that change is not only necessary to facilitate increased welfare in
societies, but is also a feature of economic growth.
275.
At the extreme end of firms’ concerns are examples of stranded assets, where investors are
unable to recoup the costs of their investment due to a change in policy. Where firms can be identified and
costs evaluated, lump sum transfers to compensate asset owners is the most efficient policy as it does not
encourage continued pollution or unsustainable resource use, but this is often unpopular with the public.
On the other hand, more popular policies which allow continued use of otherwise stranded assets, such as
partial exemption of a plant or an industry, are likely to undermine the objective of reform. One is faced
then with a choice between policy effectiveness and political feasibility.
276.
The politics can be tough because the arithmetic of competitiveness is simple, easily expressed
and readily digested by a wide audience of taxpayers and workers concerned about job losses or lower
incomes. If a firm faces higher costs in its home country, it may struggle to compete, move offshore or lose
its business to offshore companies and jobs will be lost. This resonates with many constituents and cannot
be refuted in its entirety (Stephenson and Upton, 2009).
277.
In addition, there will also be some concern that changes in investment and trade flows will cause
a shift in polluting production to countries with less stringent regulations. This is known as the “pollution
haven” effect. This is of particular concern in the case of global public goods, like the atmosphere, because
it can undermine the achievement of the environmental objective which gives rise to the environmental
regulation in the first place. In the context of climate change this is usually referred to as “carbon leakage”.
278.
It is unclear if the pollution haven effect actually exists in practice and studies which suggest it
does tend to show that the effect is small. Indeed, recent work at the OECD (Kalamova and Johnstone,
2011) indicates that more stringent environmental policy can induce outward FDI flows, although the
effect is small relative to other factors such as regulatory quality more generally. Moreover, the effect is
non-linear, becoming negative when environmental policies in the recipient countries are too lax. This
may be due to the adverse ‘signalling’ effect of weak environmental policies for potential investors.
279.
The existence of pollution haven effects can be hard to argue against on the face of it. Other
things being equal, production will migrate to where regulatory costs are lowest. The result is a chilling
effect with respect to the introduction of stringent policies. The simplicity of this message gives it traction,
even though in reality the effects of environmental policies on production and investment decisions pale in
comparison to factors such as access to and cost of financing, exchange rate risk, certainty of supply,
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general regulatory or tax environment, quality of institutions and infrastructure, and proximity to input and
output markets.
280.
There are, however, sector-specific cases where environmental regulation is a potentially large
part of costs and therefore an important factor in firms’ location and production decisions. In these cases,
there is a much higher prospect of pollution haven effects. To the extent that these are related to global
public goods this is a priori justification for considering ways of managing this risk (see Toolkit:
Table A10).
281.

Policy options that are often considered include:
•

Exemption of at-risk firms or industries.

•

Financial compensation through offsetting tax changes, rebates, including free allocation of
pollution permits.

•

Making tax adjustments at the border so that imports face the same costs as domestic production
or domestic production is not disadvantaged in export markets.

282.
The most controversial policy option tends to be the use of tax adjustments at the border because
it imposes costs on other countries’ exports, would have very limited benefits in terms of reducing leakage,
and could exacerbate any contractions in production among energy intensive industries because it raises
input costs.
283.
Historically, exemptions tend to be most frequently used and these can be very costly. For
instance, exempting energy-intensive industries from the application of a carbon tax or a cap-and-trade
scheme could raise the global cost of achieving a given emission-reduction target by as much as 50%
(OECD, 2009b). Moreover, exemptions and other policies that are selective in application require policy
makers to determine which firms should be supported and which should not. There is no precise or
objective way to do this and thus the door is open to rent-seekers.
284.
There is also evidence of cases where exemptions can be shown to have been unnecessary while
also leading to substantial negative environmental impacts.
285.
Compensatory measures, such as free allocation of pollution permits, are likely to be much less
costly than exemption, but information and transaction costs can be high and difficult choices need to be
made about how such compensation is delivered. One approach is to grandfather any compensation to
existing firms. This helps to address the concerns of the principal opponents of policy, but it also
introduces risks around windfall gains to those firms and potentially creates barriers to entry of new and
potentially more efficient firms.
286.
Another approach is to provide offsetting compensation based on firm output. Because
production is effectively subsidised, firms’ competitiveness is in principle preserved (Reinaud, 2008).
Unlike grandfathered compensation, there should be little effect on sector-wide product prices, and new
entrants are treated the same as existing facilities (Smith, 2008). For the system to operate effectively, there
should be a single output upon which the refunding can be based and each plant’s output should be small
enough relative to the total output to form a competitive market (OECD, 2010m).
287.
With refunds, polluters are less likely to protest against an environmental charge, and it becomes
politically easier to set a high enough charge to generate substantial environmental improvements.
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Differential incentives that are inherent to the structure of the refund may even create a natural
constituency in support of the refund (Smith, 2008).
288.
Although these compensatory schemes can be useful in defusing competitiveness concerns, they
have also been shown to reduce rates of innovation among firms (OECD, 2010b).
289.
Moreover, any benefits from these schemes will decline with the increase in the number of
countries pursuing green growth policies. In this regard, multilateral policy coordination is one alternative
to unilateral measures. It is also critical in cases where collective action is needed to secure the objectives
of environmental policies. Recent work in the area of long-range transboundary pollutants has shown that
the transfer of knowledge and technologies is greater amongst signatories following adherence to a
Multilateral Environmental Agreement (OECD, 2011h).
290.
However, multilateral coordination will not remove all concerns about competitiveness and
pollution havens. Differences in national circumstances and domestic policy choices, whether in the name
of green growth or otherwise, mean that policies will continue to differ and firms are unlikely to ever
compete on an entirely level playing field.
Households
291.
In terms of households, invariably there are concerns about the potentially regressive nature of
taxes and the income effects associated with the reform of environmentally-harmful subsidies. Particularly
in the case of taxes on water and energy use for heating, such concerns have impeded implementation in
many countries or have led to modifications in the tax design in order to reduce the burden on low-income
households, which spend a higher proportion of their income on utilities. While progressivity is a
consideration, it is the progressivity of the entire tax/social system that is important.
292.
Therefore, such concerns are best addressed by means such as lower personal income taxes, tax
credits and increased social benefits rather than by reducing or exempting low-income households from the
environmentally-related tax, and thus removing their incentives to use water or energy more efficiently.
OECD country experiences show that strong communications and credible institutional arrangements, such
as a green tax commission and multi-stakeholder dialogue, can help to overcome some of the concerns
regarding green tax reform.41
293.
In principle, if any regressive relationship between an environmentally-related tax and income is
a tight one, then changing income taxation or income-related benefits would be a good way of
compensating poorer losers. However, in practice there may be a looser relationship, so it may be harder to
target compensation exactly. The details of the inclusion of measures to compensate politically sensitive
losers in packages will always depend much on the national institutional context, but as long as it is
accepted that all consumers will have to bear the economic cost of achieving a cleaner environment relative
to their income, a package can be constructed that improves overall welfare while reducing income
inequalities.
294.
Concerns of households about distributional effects are likely to be particularly strong in the case
of taxes to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases where there is no visible direct benefit to domestic
households (unlike, e.g. SOx emissions or congestion charges), and taxes are likely to be seen as
unrequited. This holds true also with respect to the global public good benefits associated with
biodiversity. It is important to note however, that distributional impacts of existing biodiversity policy may
41

One example of a forum for multi-stakeholder dialogue is the Grenelle de l'environnement in France
www.legrenelle-environnement.fr.
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already be skewed against the poor. This is because most biodiversity is located in developing countries.
Costs of biodiversity conservation and sustainable use are normally borne locally (hence by poorer
countries) while the benefits often accrue at local, as well as regional and global scale (see also OECD,
2008d).
295.
Similarly, attempted reforms to energy subsidies have faced public resistance, sometimes leading
to their reversal (Box 11). Energy subsidies are typically in place for social considerations to make
available a basic need at a price affordable to the poor. They affect real household incomes both directly
and indirectly. The direct effect is the gain in disposable income due to lower prices paid by households for
consumption of fuel products. The indirect effect is seen in the lower prices paid by households for other
goods and services stemming from the lower cost for fuel-based inputs of production.
296.
In many cases, however, the benefits of fuel subsidies tend to accrue mainly to high-income
groups while their cost falls on the whole tax-paying population. For example, an IMF study (Coady et al.,
2006) found that when direct and indirect benefits are considered, the bottom 40% of the population in
Bolivia, Ghana, Jordan, Mali, and Sri Lanka receive only 15-25% of fuel subsidies. In India, LPG and
kerosene subsidies, prior to energy sector restructuring, were mostly used by higher expenditure groups in
urban areas, and much of the subsidy was wasted because about half of the subsidised kerosene supplies is
diverted and never reaches consumers (Gangopadhyay, Ramaswami and Wadhwa, 2005). These findings
suggest that the subsidies are very ineffective in improving the welfare of the poor.
297.
While simply removing energy subsidies entails the risk of an increase in poverty, there is an
opportunity for the associated savings to be targeted more effectively to lead to overall positive effects on
poverty alleviation. The effects of energy subsidy reform on poverty will depend on the extent to which
low-income households are compensated for the rise in prices and on the efficiency of such compensation
policy.
298.
Resulting spare resources could be efficiently used to introduce compensating measures that
support the real incomes of the poorest households in more direct and effective ways. International
experience shows that transition support must be well targeted, coherent with underlying broader policy
settings of economies and carefully planned. Among all the available social policy tools, cash transfers
present advantages. They distort markets and incentives less than other programmes, they can be easily
targeted and their cost is usually known with certainty. When properly implemented, most of the cash
transfer funds can be channelled to the poor. Increasing subsidised energy prices would also facilitate the
financing of additional spending on health, education and infrastructure (de Mello, 2010), which are crucial
to raising living standards in the longer term.
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Box 11. Political economy challenges – the case of energy subsidy reform in India
In the context of its commitment as a member of the G-20 to reduce fossil fuel subsidies, India has recently made
welcome progress in reducing some energy subsidies. In the 2011 Budget the government announced that it would
start to move away from the current system of subsidies on kerosene, LPG and fertilisers. Its objective is to move, from
March 2012, to a direct cash subsidy to people with incomes below the poverty line.
The economic and environmental benefits of phasing out energy subsidies in India are far from trivial. For
example, modelling simulations indicate that the gradual removal of fossil fuel subsidies would increase real income by
around 2.5% in 2050 as a result of improvements in resource allocation across sectors. In addition, India’s greenhouse
gas emissions would also be over 15% lower relative to the status quo by 2050 (OECD, 2010c).
Such reform is not easy given the vested interests of those who benefit from the status quo (OECD, 2007b). A
high degree of transparency will be required for building support for reform and challenging those against it. This
requires good information on the magnitude of subsidies, their economic and environmental impacts as well as their
distributional consequences. This should provide the basis for a strong communication programme to increase
awareness of the benefits of subsidy reform. Building the case for reform also requires strong political leadership and
broad support across government departments, including finance, industry, energy, environment, rural development
and agriculture.
Well-targeted compensation to address distributional concerns is also a key element of successful subsidy
reform. Although low-income households only benefit from a small proportion of India's energy subsidies, they are
likely to be disproportionally affected by their removal as they spend a higher percentage of their household income on
energy. Also, effective strategies that encourage the poor to switch to cleaner and more efficient fuels can bring
considerable heath benefits (Wilkinson et al., 2009). Accordingly, a move to market-based pricing for petroleum
products must be carefully designed to not restrict energy access and increase energy poverty. As foreseen in the
2011 Budget, support to the poor should be directly targeted and allow the recipients to purchase petroleum products
at any retail outlet. A support system along these lines would not interfere with market pricing and thereby remove the
myriad arbitrage opportunities that have been abused for so long in India. By being much better targeted, direct
transfers to the poor would vastly reduce the extent of petroleum product subsidies.
Subsidy reforms are also more likely to be successful when they are done as part of a package of broader
structural reforms. In India, the reform and phase-out of energy subsidies needs to be accompanied by e.g. subsidy
reform in other areas, including reform of fertiliser subsidies and removal of cross-subsidies in electricity markets, in
conjunction with subsidy rationalisation in the coal and rail transport sectors.
Source: OECD (2011), OECD Economic Surveys: India (forthcoming).

International co-operation for green growth
299.
Global challenges require co-operation on a global scale in order to deliver public goods (climate
change mitigation, biodiversity) or protect the global commons (the environment, fisheries). International
co-operation is necessary because: a) no single country can successfully address the problems alone; b) the
costs and benefits of action may accrue to different countries, and individual countries may not be willing
to bear the costs of addressing global challenges if they cannot appropriate the benefits; and
c) uncoordinated efforts of many countries to address global challenges are likely to be more costly and
less successful than coordinated, cooperative efforts. Examples of recent international initiatives on green
growth by the OECD and partner organisations are summarised in Box 12.
300.
Creating a global architecture which is conducive to green growth will require further
strengthening of arrangements for managing access to the global commons, increased co-operation in the
field of science and technology, provision of finance to support action by developing countries, and
facilitating the diffusion of clean technologies. Increased effort to boost global trade and investment flows
would also help to underpin sustained growth and access to clean technologies. This could include
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resolution of the current round of WTO trade negotiations and increasing environmental dimensions in
regional trading agreements. At the same time, there is a need for increasing vigilance around the potential
spill-over effects of domestic policy measures on trade and investment and the potential for incoherent
policy which undermines development prospects in low income countries.
301.
Managing global public goods is a critical area for coordinated international action. A key
pressure point in this regard is balancing the benefits of biodiversity, which accrue globally, with the
opportunity costs of maintaining biodiversity, which are strongest in developing countries. The global
ecosystem services that these environmental assets can provide accrue to the whole world, and have
highest marginal value in the better off countries; however, the opportunity costs in foregone economic
development of maintaining them may be borne mostly by the poor population groups in the countries
themselves, leading to difficult policy choices. For example, choosing not to bring more land under
cultivation because of the high environmental costs associated with agriculture will be difficult for a
country with high levels of rural poverty. Systems to pay developing countries for ecosystem services can
help to capture some of the global value associated with these services, and increase the economic benefits
to accruing from maintaining the natural assets. These could play a pivotal role in building support for –
and ensuring the political feasibility of – green growth strategies.
302.
Climate change is a global challenge that also requires global co-operation because of
fundamental coordination and incentive failures and the fact that poor countries will be most severely
affected while capacity to address climate change tends to lie outside of these countries. Poor people in
developing countries are disproportionately vulnerable to environmental degradation as their livelihoods
are frequently dependent on agriculture and the use of other natural resources.
303.
In yet other areas, the shared nature of common resources will require international co-operation
to ensure against over-exploitation of some natural resources. Rapid depletion of catch fisheries and the
existence of policies which encourage over-fishing are an example of one area of concern for which there
appears little hope of remedy outside coordinated action in the multilateral sphere.
304.
While the international community has agreed a number of targets or plans to address these
challenges, sizeable gaps remain with respect to the action being taken on the ground to achieve them. For
example, there is widespread acceptance that countries have failed to meet the 2010 target to achieve a
significant reduction in the rate of biodiversity loss globally that was agreed in 2002 by Parties to the
United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity. Similarly, the climate change mitigation pledges
countries have made following the Cancun COP16 conference on climate change are insufficient to reduce
emissions so as to limit the increase in global average temperature below 2 degrees Celsius.
305.
There are many important complementarities between moves to green the economy and poverty
reduction. Natural capital comprises as much as 25% of the total per capita wealth in low-income
countries, and as such the sustainable and productive use of this natural capital can be a central part of
green growth in these countries and ensuring sustainable livelihoods for poor people. That being said,
mechanisms will be needed to ensure that the technologies to facilitate their actions are developed and
available, that the financial and capacity development support is provided, and that other policies - such as
those that affect trade and investment decisions - are mutually supportive of development and
environmental objectives, rather than conflicting. For instance, the Nagoya Protocol includes some
mechanisms to secure a fair and equitable sharing of benefits from genetic resources.
Science and technology
306.
International cooperation in science and technology has a long tradition, but the current
challenges require more concerted approaches to accelerate technology development and diffusion. The
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use of new innovative mechanisms for financing innovation (e.g. securitisation, risk sharing and forward
commitments) and for enhancing technology transfer (e.g. voluntary patent pools and other collaborative
mechanisms for leveraging intellectual property) will be particularly important. The search for solutions to
global challenges would benefit from a closer involvement of the developing world in science and
technology cooperation, and from the building up of research and technology capacity in these countries.
As was indicated in Section II, absorptive capacity in the receiving country is a critical factor in ensuring
successful technology transfer.
307.
An example of an important institutional framework that has potential to promote the transfer of
green technologies from developed to developing countries is the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).
There are two objectives of the CDM, (1) to assist developing countries in achieving sustainable
development and in contributing to the ultimate objective of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCC) and (2) to assist parties included in Annex I in achieving compliance with their
qualified emissions limitation and reduction commitments (greenhouse gas emission caps) under the Kyoto
Protocol. The second objective is achieved by allowing Annex I countries to meet part of their caps using
certified emissions reduction (CER) credits through CDM emission reductions projects in developing
countries. Most CDM activity has been in richer countries42, particularly China. A recent review of
whether the technologies transferred via the CDM correspond to the needs of developing countries (Kim
and Popp, 2011) suggests that there are noticeable and interesting differences between the technologies
demanded by low and middle-income countries. Some technologies for which demand in low-income
countries is likely to be high such as solar energy for remote locations, improved cook stoves, and efficient
lighting appear “neglected” by the CDM. Nonetheless, a review of costs for these technologies suggests
that they could be cost-effective for developing countries.
308.
In Cancun, climate change negotiators agreed to establish a Technology Mechanism, including
creating a Technology Executive Committee and a Climate Technology Centre and Network. The
Technology Executive Committee is in charge of providing an overview of technological needs and
analysis of various policy and technical issues related to the development and transfer of technology for
mitigation and adaptation activities, as well as to catalyse the development and use of technology road
maps or action plans to fight climate change. The Climate Technology Centre and Network will facilitate a
network of national, regional, sectoral and international technology initiatives and organisations. These
initiatives will help promote international co-operation and may lead to global economic and
environmental benefits.
Development co-operation
309.
Development co-operation has been an early mover in relation to environmental sustainability
and has already contributed significantly to greening growth in developing countries. ODA targeted to
environmental purposes amounted to USD 26 billion in 2009, a 45 % increase from 2007 (Figure 18). The
OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) is also tracking the bilateral aid that supports the
objectives of the three Rio Conventions: UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), and the UN Convention on Combating Desertification
(UN CCD). Sustainable natural resource management is a priority focus of many bilateral aid programmes
and Environmental Impact Assessments are a normal requirement of all significant aid-funded
infrastructure projects in developing countries.

42

Perhaps this is because the match between Annex I technologies and host country needs are greater there.
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Figure 18.

Aid targeting environmental challenges
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310.
ODA can continue to play an important role in areas where private sector flows are scarce – such
as essential infrastructure and human and institutional capacity development – to create enabling
conditions for green growth. For example, more than USD 2 billion by OECD donors were allocated to
railway transport to reduce greenhouse gas emission from the transport sector in 2009, and ODA for
renewable energies recently surpassed that of ODA for non-renewable energies. These public investments
play an instrumental role to avoid lock-in to carbon-intensive infrastructures and in many cases to mobilise
private investment in these areas.
311.
ODA is also often used to provide technical assistance to developing country governments and to
facilitate dialogue between international experts and partner country governments. Such capacity
development will be critical in the context of poor countries, enabling them to identify and implement a
green growth strategy that suits their particular circumstances, to tackle environmental challenges and to
maximise their efforts toward sustainable development. This aspect of international co-operation efforts is
front and centre in climate change negotiations, as a way to scale-up mitigation efforts to achieve the
desired stabilisation levels of greenhouse gas emissions, as well as to enhance adaptation actions aimed at
reducing vulnerability and building resilience in developing countries.
312.
ODA’s contribution to green growth in developing countries can be further strengthened by
ensuring that climate proofing and disaster risk reduction approaches are mainstreamed in aid-funded
public investments. Similarly aid for poverty reduction needs to promote livelihoods that are more secure
and resilient to climate change and environmental degradation. It should aim to assist with major
developmental shifts, such as urbanisation, where the scale of investment needed and the associated
planning needs make this a particular important front for advancing a green growth.
313.
Developed countries have also been providing financing to support international environmental
objectives through multilateral development banks, as well as a range of specific funds. The Global
Environment Facility (GEF) provides grants to developing countries and economies in transition for
projects related to biodiversity, climate change, international waters, land degradation, the ozone layer, and
persistent organic pollutants. To date, the GEF has allocated USD 9.2 billion in funding. A number of
Funds have been established under the UNFCCC to support action to tackle climate change in developing
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countries, including the Adaptation Fund, a Fund to support action in Least Developed Countries, and most
recently the Green Climate Fund that was established through the Cancun Agreements in December 2010.
314.
In addition to bilateral and multilateral finance, governments have an important role to play in
establishing the policy frameworks that can help facilitate private investment in low-carbon,
climate-resilient and resource-efficient infrastructure, and to use the scarce public resources available to
better leverage or crowd-in this private finance, as discussed in Section II. While the use of international
emissions trading and climate offsets, as initially embodied in the Kyoto Protocol, poses some challenges
such as in terms of ensuring additionality of action, such mechanisms hold considerable potential in terms
of international co-operation. They provide a natural mechanism for financial transfers, allowing for a clear
separation between where emission cuts take place (where it is cheapest to do so) and who bears the cost.
In this regard, countries pursuing or operating emission trading schemes on a domestic or regional basis
should do so with a view to linking schemes and leveraging them as a financial transfer mechanism.
Trade and investment
315.
Increased global trade is a key driver of growth and an important avenue for greening growth
trajectories. Similarly, international investment is a vital source of finance and a powerful vector of
innovation and technology transfer as countries seek to promote green growth.
316.
Policy makers should pursue the benefits from coordinated action and a degree of policy
harmonisation which allows for continued gains from trade and differential use of the global commons
according to different levels of development and comparative advantages. In this regard, successful
completion of multilateral trade talks could play an important role in greening growth, especially to the
extent that ambitious outcomes are achieved in environmental goods and services trade and commitments
are made to reduce harmful subsidies. Similarly, regional trade arrangements are showing increasing
promise as a way to lower barriers to trade in environmental goods and services and as a means of
improving policy coordination and capacity building.
317.
There is often a desire to see local industry benefit from business opportunities that arise from
policy changes. Governments may seek to build local manufacturing capacity to support deployment of
renewable electricity technologies or provide support to local vehicle manufacturers to make greener
vehicles. There may be a justification for governments to support the deployment of particular
technologies, but that support should not be based on domestic preferences. Long-term growth is fuelled by
gains from trade, whether within domestic or international markets. Including environmental
considerations in the pursuit of long-term growth does not change this calculus. The desire to see new jobs
created needs to be balanced against the gains to producers and consumers in having access to new
technologies and competitively priced products and services. Demands for government purchasing to be
directed locally need to be balanced against the need to get value for taxpayers’ money.
318.
For example, investment incentives to automotive firms can be beneficial if those firms are
pursuing novel technologies. But there is not so much benefit if investment incentives simply help firms to
retool with existing technology at the expense of the market share of firms who went in that direction on
their own. A number of stimulus programmes introduced in the wake of the recent economic crisis
included such investment incentives. As time-limited stimulus measures they may have been appropriate,
but they are not good candidates for longer term green growth measures.
319.
Preferences to domestic industry, whether explicit or otherwise, can be counter-productive
especially if there is a risk of counter-measures from other countries. In the extreme, this can result in tax
competition which favours specific firms at considerable fiscal expense. In other cases, it can hamper the
execution of public projects when local content requirements create bottlenecks in supply chains.
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320.
Even in the absence of explicit domestic preference, support for green industry can have
undesirable effects. In some cases, such as markets for solar photovoltaic panels, “large differences in
support levels across countries have created market distortions, diverting supplies to the countries that
provide the heaviest subsidies and raising prices for consumers elsewhere” (Steenblik, 2009).
321.
Demand side policies also need to be carefully scrutinised for undue negative effects on trade.
For example, in recent years there has been considerable growth in the use of labels that indicate the
environmental impacts of products. While labels that are based on international standards can contribute to
the mutual supportiveness between environment and trade, label information can be very sensitive to a
large number of assumptions about the impact of production methods on the environment. This introduces
the prospect of bias towards local information and production practices. At worst, the close involvement of
local producers could lead to ‘industry capture’ of the process with bias towards accounting for
information which favours domestic producers and thus an increase in barriers to trade (Vitalis, 2002).
322.
The OECD-hosted Freedom of Investment (FOI) Roundtable recently issued a communication
on “Harnessing Freedom of Investment for Green Growth” which aims at making governments’
environmental and investment policy goals mutually supportive (Annex 2). Governments are encouraged
to continue to monitor their investment treaty practices with regard to environmental goals. It is also
important that new environmental measures observe key international law principles such as nondiscrimination (creating a level playing field for domestic and international investors). This process is most
effective and efficient if it is integrated into policy design at an early stage. International investment
arbitration is assuming a growing role in resolving disputes involving environmental issues, placing special
responsibility on the investment policy community to ensure the integrity and competence of arbitral
tribunals and to improve their transparency.
323.
The FOI Roundtable communication also addresses the concern, expressed by some countries,
that investment could be affected if the green growth policy agenda were captured by protectionist
interests. However, none of the 42 countries that report regularly to the Roundtable about investment
measures have reported overt discrimination against non-resident or foreign investors in relation to
environmental policy. Neither have participating countries reported serious concerns about such measures
by other countries. Nonetheless, continued vigilance is encouraged, and the Roundtable will continue to
monitor investment measures to ensure that they are not used as disguised protectionism. Environmental
policy measures that appear to be neutral may potentially involve de facto discrimination or create barriers
to trade which constrain development. Some environment-related state aids (such as grants, loan
guarantees or capital injections for individual firms), may potentially pose risks to competition.
Policy coherence for development
324.
Policy coherence is also needed to ensure that all countries benefit from green growth and
domestic policy does not have negative consequences for others. Green growth in major economies,
especially OECD and emerging economies, is likely to affect smaller and less developed countries. The
nature of these impacts will be vary on a case by case basis, influenced by factors such as country’s trade
pattern, natural resource endowments, carbon intensity and sources of energy, as well as environmental
climates (Ellis et al., 2010).
325.
Developed and emerging countries should take into account how their policies for green growth
may affect developing countries. The European Union took such considerations into account in its fishery
access agreements with Mauritania. In 2006, the EU increased its financial contribution to EUR 86 million
per year and included in the agreement specific provisions for developing the local fisheries sector and
improving the control and surveillance of fisheries activities, thereby helping to conserve the resource
(OECD/Economic Community of West African States (2008), Agritrade (2007)).
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Box 12. International initiatives and co-operation on green growth
Alongside national plans and with a view to also contribute to the 2012 Rio+20 Conference, recent efforts to foster
green growth entail a growing number of international initiatives by a range of organisations including the UN (e.g.
ESCAP, UNEP, FAO) and the World Bank. The UNEP-led Green Economy Initiative (GEI) was launched in 2008 and
brings together the activities of over 20 UN agencies under the overarching objective to promote investment in
green(er) sectors. Since 2010, the GEI has been providing advisory services to a number of governments, with an
active presence in fifteen countries. In February 2011, UNEP launched its report Green Economy: Pathways to
Sustainable Development and Poverty Eradication (UNEP, 2011b), which asserts that a green economy is not only
relevant to more developed economies but can be a key catalyst for growth and poverty eradication in developing
countries as well.
As part of the efforts to support countries on assessing progress towards green growth, the OECD and UNEP are
working closely together and with other organisations, such as the United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD), other UN
agencies, the World Bank, EUROSTAT, and the European Environment Agency (EEA), to develop a common set of
core indicators for green economy.
Amongst some of the key international initiatives exploring the implications of green growth at the sectoral level is
the FAO's project on 'Greening the Economy with Agriculture'. The project aims to add to the definition and
implementation of the green economy in the context of sustainable development, food security and poverty alleviation
through the mobilisation of the food and agriculture sector. FAO seeks to team up with international partners on this
initiative, including collaboration with the OECD. A joint FAO-OECD international expert meeting will be held in
September 2011. In addition, the IEA and the OECD are developing a joint report on green growth in the energy sector
which will be launched in June 2011.
More broadly, in March 2011 the World Bank called on governments and development agencies to join a new
global knowledge platform on green growth. The platform, being developed jointly by the World Bank, UNEP and the
OECD, aims to bring together proponents of sustainable development to promote and implement green growth policies
by exchanging knowledge, information, and experience. The three organisations are also joining their efforts to provide
coordinated contributions to Rio+20, which will mark a key milestone for promoting a global green economic
transformation.
Other emerging institutions, notably the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI), are playing an increasingly
important role in the creation of a global architecture conducive to driving greener growth. Promoting a strong
partnership and knowledge-sharing between a diverse group of international and regional organisations as well as
governments, the GGGI aims to support the creation and diffusion of green growth that integrates objectives for poverty
reduction, opportunity creation, and social development, with objectives for environmental sustainability, climate
resilience, and energy security.
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IV. MEASURING PROGRESS TOWARDS GREEN GROWTH

Monitoring progress towards green growth requires indicators based on internationally comparable data. These
need to be embedded in a conceptual framework and selected according to well-specified criteria. Ultimately,
they need to be capable of sending clear messages which speak to policy makers and the public at large.
Four areas have been chosen to capture the main features of green growth:
• Environmental and resource productivity, to capture the need for efficient use of natural capital and
aspects of production which are rarely quantified in economic models and accounting frameworks.
• Economic and environmental assets, to reflect the fact that a declining asset base presents risks to
growth and because sustained growth requires the asset base to be kept intact.
• Environmental quality of life, capturing the direct impacts of the environment on people’s lives, through
e.g. access to water or the damaging effects of air pollution.
• Economic opportunities and policy responses, which can be used to help discern the effectiveness
of policy in delivering green growth and where the effects are most marked.
A first assessment across some of these measures shows that while there are significant differences between
countries, the growth of GDP tends to outstrip growth in environmental inputs into the production system.
However, improved environmental productivity is not necessarily accompanied by absolute decreases in
environmental pressure or the sustainable use of some natural assets.
An important measurement agenda remains, including the selection of a small set of headline indicators. The
present set comprises about 25 indicators, not all of them measurable today.
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326.
Integrating economic and environmental policies requires a matching framework, definitions and
comparable data to measure progress towards green growth. For convenience, the definition used in this
report is repeated here: green growth is about fostering economic growth and development while ensuring
that natural assets continue to provide the resources and environmental services on which our well-being
relies. It is also about fostering investment and innovation which will underpin sustained growth and give
rise to new economic opportunities. Green growth has thus several dimensions, ‘greening growth’ and
harnessing new growth possibilities from environmental considerations. By its very nature, such a process
is not easily captured by a single indicator, and a small set of measures will be needed. Also, the ambition
of the indicators is pragmatic: green growth indicators are seen as markers or milestones on a path of
greening growth and of seizing new economic opportunities.
327.
The set of green growth indicators listed below and elaborated fully in the companion document
on indicators constitutes work in progress. It is a starting point rather than a final list and will be further
elaborated as new data become available and as concepts evolve. Indeed, a central conclusion from the
work on indicators is the measurement agenda that is drawn up at the end of the section. It provides the
way forward towards addressing the most pressing data development needs in the area. Further discussions
will be needed in the implementation of the measurement agenda.
328.
Any quest for measuring green growth has to start with a measure for ‘growth’ and the first
candidate in this context is gross domestic product, GDP. GDP is and remains a central metric of economic
growth. But it needs to be used for the purpose for which it was conceived, namely measuring market and
government production and the associated economic activity. In the context of green growth indicators,
GDP is a useful measure when it comes, for example, to comparing emissions from production with a
country’s production. GDP also enters as the appropriate metric to gauge the importance of the
environmental goods and services sector.
329.
However, GDP largely reflects market valuations of economic goods and services and
consequently does not reflect environmental externalities associated with production and consumption.
Also, as a gross measure, GDP takes no account of depreciation, depletion and degradation of assets. In a
context of measuring societal progress and well-being, GDP will be insufficient as the only measure of
growth. For instance, GDP generally overlooks the contribution of natural assets to well-being, for instance
through human health. Even as a measure of living standards or material well-being, GDP is a less-thanperfect indicator. Here, household consumption or real net income measures are preferred: one reason is
that distributional information can be attached to measures of consumption or income. Ultimately, it may
also be possible to value depletion and degradation of natural assets in a measure of net income. A green
growth strategy therefore has to target several measures of economic growth: GDP for production,
consumption or real income and possibly their distribution among households for material well-being.
Except for a small set of measures that relate to the environmental quality of life, no attempt is made in the
context of the green growth strategy to draw a more comprehensive picture of well-being. This is left to
other complementary work on measuring progress undertaken by the OECD.
Measurement framework
330.
A natural starting point for defining green growth indicators is the sphere of production where
economic inputs are transformed into economic outputs (goods and services) (Figure 19). A direct source
of economic growth is therefore the growth of inputs, in particular labour, produced capital such as
machines, and intermediate inputs that are used up in production such as steel in the automobile industry.
But production also uses services from natural assets, either in the form of natural resource inputs into
production (these may be non-renewable such as minerals extracted from the ground or renewable such as
fish stocks) or in the form of disposal services where the natural environment provides services as a sink
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for pollutants and residuals emitted during production43. Services from natural assets are rarely quantified
in economic models and accounting frameworks and yet they are central to examining the greening of
growth. A first set of indicators is therefore environmental and resource productivity, representing the
volume of output per unit of services from natural assets. Rising environmental and resource productivity
would appear to be a necessary condition for green growth.
331.
Changes in environmental and resource productivity can reflect several effects, including
substitution processes between natural assets and other inputs, shifts in industry composition or overall,
‘multi-factor’ productivity change. In a first instance, it will not be able to empirically distinguish between
these effects but such work figures prominently on the measurement agenda. Some care must therefore be
taken when interpreting partial productivity measures although the caveats relating to environmental
productivity are not different from those relating for instance to labour productivity. But environmental and
resource productivity indicators would appear useful nonetheless. The choice of specific indicators in this
area was governed by the idea of capturing key aspects of a low-carbon, resource-efficient economy. As
these indicators deal with the production side of the economy, growth has been captured by GDP.
332.
It is also of interest to introduce the notion of demand-based environmental services, i.e. those
flows of environmental services or emissions that are induced by domestic final demand but not
necessarily by domestic production. In the case of emissions, this ‘footprint’ approach tracks the emissions
embodied in imports, adds them to direct emissions from domestic production and subtracts the emission
contents of exports. The resulting figure informs about the direct and indirect contents of environmental
services in domestic final demand – essentially consumption of households, governments and investment.

43

Alternatively, emissions could be treated as negative or undesirable outputs rather than as inputs of
environmental services. This is a matter of convenience and labelling but measurement implications are
unchanged.
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Figure 19.

Framework for green growth indicators
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The socio-economic context and characteristics of growth

333.
The production perspective outlined above is not sufficient to monitor the transition towards
green growth. For sustained growth, the asset base has to be kept intact. One reason is that a declining asset
base constitutes a risk to growth and such risks should be avoided. ‘Asset base’ should be understood in a
comprehensive way, encompassing produced as well as non-produced assets, and including in particular
environmental assets and natural resources. Broader concepts44 such as sustainable development would
also include human capital or social capital. For purposes of the green growth strategy, however, the focus
will remain on economic and natural assets. Loosely speaking, ‘keeping the asset base intact’ implies that
net investment is positive – more needs to be added to the asset base in the form of investment or natural
regeneration than is subtracted though depreciation or depletion45. Whether a particular growth path of
consumption or income can be sustained depends also on expected rates of multi-factor productivity
change46, thus adding to the central role that innovation and technical change play in considerations about
44

See in particular the work by UN-ECE/OECD/Eurostat (2009). The World Bank’s Genuine Savings
Indicator rests on the same foundations: a necessary condition for sustainability is that net savings are
non-negative.

45

For a rigorous formulation of this condition and an overview of the academic literature, see Heal and
Kriström (2005).

46

The discounted cumulative flow of expected rates of multi-factor productivity change can be considered an
intangible asset. See Nordhaus (1995), Weitzman (1997) and Hulten and Schreyer (2010) for theoretical
discussions and some back-of-the envelope estimates.
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green growth. A major question is how easily one type of asset can be substituted for another asset, i.e., if
the decline in one type of asset can be made up for by an increase in another type of asset. In a world of
perfect measurement and perfect markets, this information should be contained in asset prices, reflecting
society’s preferences and vision of the future. Absent such prices for most assets, measurement has to start
with monitoring the physical evolution of natural assets and this constitutes the second type of green
growth indicators. Over time, measurement efforts should be undertaken to advance on the valuation of
(net investment) in at least some important natural assets. This has been reflected in the measurement
agenda.
334.
Considerations about keeping society’s asset base intact relate direct to one dimension of the
quality of life that is relevant for the work at hand, namely the direct impact of the environmental on
people. Environmental outcomes are important determinants of health status and wellbeing more generally.
They provide an example where production and income growth may not be accompanied by a rise in
overall well-being47. For instance, air pollution, in particular exposure to particulate matter, is much higher
in some of the emerging economies than across the OECD countries. In addition, a larger share of the
population lives under medium to severe water stress, while low levels of wastewater treatment and
pollution contribute to the incidence of waterborne and preventable diseases. The third group of green
growth indicators thus deals with the environmental quality of life.
335.
A fourth aspect is the opportunities arising from environmental considerations. One way of
framing relevant indicators is by examining the role of ‘green industries’, trade in ‘green products’ and
creation of ‘green jobs’. While widely discussed, closer inspection of these concepts shows that they are
often difficult to pin down statistically. There is a more basic question whether the potential for green
growth is adequately captured by measuring the output and jobs of those companies that produce
environmentally related goods, services and technologies. For instance, an economy could move towards a
low carbon growth path if traditional industries (say mining or steel production) increase their energy
efficiency through new modes of organisation – process innovation – or if there is product innovation that
leads to products that are less energy intensive in their use, triggered by cost or competitiveness
considerations rather than environmental concerns. Thus, the production of environmental goods, services
and technologies is only one aspect of the potential for green growth.
336.
Another central aspect in the context of economic opportunities is innovation and technology.
These are drivers of multi-factor productivity change through new products, entrepreneurship and business
models, and new consumption patterns. General innovation has to be distinguished from green innovation.
The latter mainly relates to research and technological development aimed at innovations that can address
environmental challenges. A trade-off arises from the perspective of constructing green growth indicators.
Focusing on green innovation indicators does not do justice to the full importance of innovation but
general indicators of innovation are not very helpful in monitoring society’s responses to the green growth
challenge. The work at hand covers both aspects.
337.
Clear and stable market signals are key to affecting the behaviour of producers and consumers.
‘Getting the prices right’ has to be one of the major policy concerns when producers and consumers cause
negative externalities to the environment through their economic activity. Several of the policy response
indicators relate to environmental taxes and transfers. Regulatory instruments should not be forgotten as a
tool to reduce negative effects on the environment. Constructing indicators of regulation is tricky, however,
as the information is often of a qualitative nature and hard to compare across countries. No results are
shown here but the point has been marked in the measurement agenda.

47

Conceptually, and in terms of a model of economic growth, this implies that society’s utility is driven not
only by consumption possibilities but also by the state of natural assets.
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338.
Overall, then the measurement framework explores four inter-related groups of indicators:
i) indicators reflecting the environmental efficiency of production and consumption; ii) indicators of the
natural asset base; iii) indicators monitoring the environmental quality of life, and iv) indicators describing
policy responses and economic opportunities.
Emerging messages
339.
The first set of indicators brought together provides a wealth of information and a few general
messages arise already at this point. The first relates to environmental productivity: while there are
significant differences between countries, the picture that emerges in many environmental areas is one of
rising environmental and resource productivity. For example, as shown in Figure 20 for the case of CO2
emissions, the growth rates of GDP and other measures of output tend to outstrip the growth rates of
environmental inputs into the production system or the need for sink services provided by the environment
to human activity.
340.
Rising environmental productivity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for pursuing less
environmentally harmful economic growth. For this, rising productivity should be accompanied by
absolute declines in environmental services in those areas where there is unsustainable use of
environmental assets. A second message that arises here is that although such absolute ‘decoupling’ has
occurred in some countries and in some areas, it is less prevalent than relative decoupling. Cases of
absolute decoupling in OECD countries are, for example, found for emissions of acidifying substances and
related trans-boundary air pollution.
341.
Further, trends in rising environmental and resource productivity can partly be explained by
displacement effects. Substitution of domestic production by imports can lead to domestic decoupling
without there being decoupling at the global level. For example, the decrease in the amount of CO2
emissions per unit of GDP in many OECD countries is at least partly explained by imports of goods with a
relatively high carbon footprint from other countries, notably China.
Figure 20.
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342.
While the demand perspective is important in the debate on global environmental issues, the
policy implications of the demand-based indicator are less clear. The links between trade, economic growth
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and the environment are complex and any argument has to be weighed against the benefits of trade in
enabling growth and development. Thus, at this time, the empirical findings should be taken for what they
are, an attempt to measure economic phenomena but not a policy conclusion how to deal with them.
343.
Green growth cannot be discussed without attempting to measure the economic importance of the
production of environmentally-related goods, services and technology. A look at the evidence48 about the
size of production activities of goods and services produced for “green” purposes leads to several
conclusions.
•

As a share of GDP or employment, environmentally-related goods and services industries is
comparatively small (Figure 21). For instance, a study by the United States Department of
Commerce (2010) finds that green products and services comprised between 1% and 2% of the
total private business economy in 2007. This must be put in perspective, however. As a share of
imports and exports, the OECD has found larger numbers and several studies49 foresee a significant
growth potential, in particular in the emerging economies. Also, even small sectors can have large
growth contributions when they grow quickly.

•

Much depends on how exactly ‘green’ industries are defined. A standard exists at the European
level and guidance is emerging in at the broader international level through the UN System of
Environmental Economic Accounting (SEEA), but remains to be implemented.

•

More generally, whereas the production of green goods, services and technology are of interest,
they only tell part of the story. Much of the environmental and many of the growth effects are likely
to be associated with greening the economy as a whole, independent of whether particular products
are put to environmental use. Quantifying these effects is much more difficult and in the realm of
modelling rather than simple indicator development.
Figure 21.
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48

United States Department of Commerce (2010); New Zealand Ministry for the Environment (2010); UK
Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (2009); Eurostat Environmental Goods and
Services Sector Data.

49

For example Kennett and Steenblik (2005), New Zealand Ministry for the Environment (2010).
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Remaining measurement issues
General – the need for a consistent accounting framework
344.
Measurement issues constrain the full and timely production of green growth indicators. Some
issues are located at the conceptual level and many issues are of an empirical nature. By their very nature,
green growth indicators have to combine economic and environmental information, and do so in a
consistent way. While there is a substantive amount of economic and also environmental data, it is often
difficult to combine them due to differences in classifications, terminology or timeliness. A first and
crucial ingredient of the measurement agenda is thus to develop and populate a consistent environmenteconomy accounting framework. The new and forthcoming System of Environmental and Economic
Accounting (SEEA) provides such a framework. Measurement efforts should be placed within this
framework so as to maximise consistency and international comparability.
Specific areas
345.
Apart from the general usefulness of integrated statistics, the present preliminary set of green
growth indicators revealed several important gaps in the information base. These areas should form part of
a green growth measurement agenda, to be implemented over the coming years. In particular,
•

There are significant gaps in environmental-economic data at the industry level. Improving
the data situation would for example help quantifying the effects of industry structures on
international comparisons of economy-wide indicators. More sectoral information is also
useful from a policy perspective if policy tools are industry-specific.

•

There is a need to develop and improve the physical data for key stocks and flows of natural
assets. A prominent example is information on land and land use changes. Land is not only a
major asset in a country’s balance sheet, land use change is also a meaningful indicator for
the interaction between economic activity and biodiversity. Another example is non-energy
mineral resources that often constitute critical inputs into production.

•

Better physical data also helps improving material flow analyses that could be undertaken at
a more granular level and be extended to demand-based measures, akin to the methodology
used to assess the CO2 contents of domestic final demand. Such work would fit with the
measurement agenda on material flows and resource productivity spelled out by OECD
Ministers in 2008.

•

Information on biodiversity remains scarce. Further efforts are needed in particular with
regards to species and ecosystem diversity, and species abundance, and the genetic diversity
of domesticated plant crops and livestock and their wild relatives (which is the basis for
innovation and adaptation in the agricultural sector).

•

Efforts should also be directed at developing monetary values for (changes in) key stocks and
flows of natural assets. In particular, valuation of investment and depreciation (in the case of
produced assets) and natural growth and depletion or degradation (in the case of nonproduced natural assets) should be advanced. Guidance on measurement approaches is being
provided by the forthcoming SEEA and by UN-ECE/OECD/Eurostat (2009). Such
valuations, even if incomplete and imperfect are required:
− to extend traditional growth accounting to include natural assets, thereby deriving new
measures of multi-factor productivity growth;
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− to develop more comprehensive balance sheets;
− to take first steps towards measures of real income that have been adjusted for natural
growth and depletion of natural assets.
•

The information base on how environmental concerns trigger innovation in companies
remains limited. Regular innovation surveys and exploitation of other microdata sets could
help advancing relevant knowledge about the drivers and impediments to innovation in
conjunction with businesses’ environmental and resource efficiency.

•

Government consumption accounts for a sizeable part of economic activity and demand. In
its production and public procurement activities, governments have important leverages to
pursue green growth objectives. Yet there is hardly any quantitative or qualitative information
on procurement that would permit tracking greening growth in this area.

•

Environmentally related policy tools are more easily framed in indicators when they are
economic instruments such as taxes or subsidies. The construction of indicators is more
complicated when it comes to regulatory instruments. Thought should be given how
indicators on economic instruments can be complemented by indicators on environmental
regulation to balance the picture of international comparisons of policy responses.

•

Measuring the effects of environmental conditions on quality of life and on life satisfaction is
not an easy task. It requires improvements in both objective and subjective measures of the
quality of life, in particular:
− Environmentally induced health problems and related costs; and
− Public perceptions of the environmental quality of life that provide insight into citizens’
preferences and sense of well-being.

Headline indicators
346.
The present set comprises about twenty indicators, not all of them are measurable today
(Table 6). The multi-dimensional nature of green growth requires a sufficient number of indicators to do
justice to the various aspects of the issue at hand. But a large dashboard also carries the danger of losing a
clear message that speaks to policy makers and helps communication with the media and with citizens.
347.
One way of addressing this issue is to construct a composite indicator. The advantages of ease of
communication and concise presentation of a composite number must, however be weighed against the
problem of choosing units and weights required for aggregation across very different elements. Although
there are ways to accommodate some of the issues involved in aggregation (Nardo et al., 2005), the present
work does not pursue this avenue. Rather, it is proposed that a small set of ‘headline’ indicators be selected
that are able to track central elements of the green growth concept and that are representative of a broader
set of green growth issues. This is a task that still lies ahead and requires broad consultation and discussion
because, inevitably, opinions on the most salient set of indicators will vary among stakeholders. The
OECD stands ready to take this task forward.
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Table 6. Overview of proposed indicator groups and topics covered
Main indicator groups

Topics covered

The socio-economic context and characteristics of growth
Economic growth,
productivity and competitiveness

Economic growth and structure
Productivity and trade
Inflation and commodity prices
Labour markets, education and income Labour markets
(employment / unemployment)
Socio-demographic patterns
Income and education
Environmental and resource productivity
Carbon and energy productivity
Resource productivity

Multi-factor productivity

1. CO2 productivity
(demand-based, production-based)
2. Energy productivity
3. Material productivity
(demand-based, production-based)
Non-energy materials, waste materials, nutrients)
4. Water productivity
5. Multi-factor productivity
including environmental services

Natural asset base
Renewable stocks

6. Freshwater resources
7. Forest resources
8. Fish resources

Non-renewable stocks

9. Mineral resources

Biodiversity and ecosystems

10. Land resources
11. Soil resources
12. Wildlife resources

Environmental quality of life
Environmental health
and risks
Environmental services
and amenities

13. Environmentally induced health problems and related
costs
14. Exposure to natural or industrial risks and related
economic losses
15. Access to sewage treatment and drinking water

Economic opportunities and policy responses
Technology and innovation
Environmental goods and services
International financial flows
Prices and transfers

Training & skill development
Regulations & management
approaches

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

R&D of importance to GG
Patents of importance to GG
Environment related innovation
Production of environmental goods and services
International financial flows
of importance to GG
21. Environmentally related taxation
22. Energy pricing
23. Water pricing and cost recovery
Indicators to be developed:
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V. DELIVERING ON GREEN GROWTH

Green growth should be conceived as a strategic complement to existing environmental and economic policy
reform priorities. If governments wish to green the growth paths of their economies, they need to treat the
policy challenges as being ones that go to the core of their economic strategies. This implies a leading role for
finance, economy and environment agencies.
Strategies for green growth need a long-term vision incorporating:
• Diagnosis of key constraints limiting returns to green investment and innovation.
• An assessment of environmental conditions and risks going forward.
• Links to structural economic reform priorities.
• Stakeholder engagement and cost-benefit analysis.
• Regular review of policies and measurement of progress.
To support green growth strategies, the OECD will work in conjunction with countries, other international
organisations and interested parties to further develop:
• A comprehensive measurement framework and appropriate green growth indicators.

• Analytical tools for evaluating the relative effectiveness of green growth policies.
• Country and sector specific recommendations based on ongoing policy surveillance.
348.
Green growth encompasses a vast number of policy measures e.g. fiscal reform; regulatory policy
reform; changes to education, research and innovation policies; jobs strategies; climate change mitigation
instruments; energy efficiency measures; competition policy in network industries. Bringing together all
these elements into a cogent framework is a challenge.
349.
Green growth should be conceived as a strategic complement to existing priorities and areas for
environmental and economic policy reform. Green growth strategies should target areas where there is
clear beneficial overlap between environmental and economic policy and focus on finding cost-effective
ways of attenuating environmental pressures, to begin the transition towards new patterns of growth that
will avoid crossing critical environmental thresholds.
350.
This section of the report describes a process for constructing green growth strategies through
prioritisation of policy reform. It also proposes a future work programme based on cross-country
comparisons and benchmarking to further efforts to understand the effectiveness of policies aimed at
raising living standards while accounting for the environmental risks that can undermine them.
Constructing green growth strategies
351.
Green growth strategies should establish environmental priorities, diagnose key market
constraints to delivering improvements, and match these with structural economic reform priorities. 50
50

In this discussion we draw on structural economic reform priorities from the OECD’s Going for Growth
work. This is by way of example. Other economic reform priorities could be considered in the application
of this framework.
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352.
At the core of green growth are constraints or distortions in the economy which inhibit returns to
“green” investment and innovation, i.e. activities which can foster economic growth and development
while ensuring that natural assets continue to provide the resources and ecosystem services on which our
well-being relies. Green growth strategies should focus on the most binding constraints, identifying major
environmental priorities, and investigating any overlap between structural economic reform priorities and
major constraints to green growth.
Constraints to green growth
353.
Conceptually, three kinds of constraint to green growth might be addressed: government failures;
market failures; and market imperfections. Government failures include policies like fossil fuel subsidies
which reduce overall economic activity and result in environmental damage. Market failures, often
associated with public goods like air quality or common pool resources like fisheries, include excess
pollution due to environmental externalities or barriers to improved energy efficiency arising due to split
incentives. Market imperfections are features of markets that can have problematic effects from the point
of view of social welfare but for which there is no easy solution from a policy perspective i.e. these are
inherent imperfections like economies of scale or natural monopoly characteristics in network industries
which are not necessarily resolved by government intervention.
354.
The resolution of government failures should be the top priority as these failures work against the
cost effectiveness of other reforms and are more cost-effective to resolve than other kinds of failures. It
would not, for example, be cost effective to introduce policy to control nutrient run-off on farms while
fertiliser is being subsidised. Market failures should also be accorded high priority as there is a clear
rationale for policy action and, in general, clear cost-effective policy options for dealing with them.
355.
While these failures and imperfections represent fundamental constraints, in practice they overlap
and do not necessarily map well to different economic circumstances and so do not provide a very rich way
to think about constraints on green growth.
356.
An alternative schematic, presented in Figure 22, divides low returns to “green” investment and
innovation into two aspects. The first is low overall economic returns. This encompasses factors which
create inertia in economic systems (i.e. fundamental barriers to change and innovation) and capacity
constraints, or “low social returns”.
357.
Low economic returns to new activities can be a function of inertia in economic, human and
physical systems. This inertia constrains the expansion of new or innovative production techniques,
technologies and patterns of consumption. Constraints to green innovation are a mixture of market failure
and market imperfection. Low returns to R&D are a market failure. Network effects (e.g. barriers to entry
that arise from increasing returns to scale in networks) and the bias in the market towards existing
technologies are examples of market imperfection. The exception to this is that government failure can
arise from attempts to deal with these market failures (e.g. regulatory barriers to competition and
government monopolies in network industries).
358.
"Low social returns” implies the absence of enabling conditions for increasing returns to low
environmental impact activities. These constraints reduce the choices of consumers and producers to
pursue low impact activities. For example, inadequate electricity or water sanitation infrastructure may
leads to water pollution or the use of high emission fuels or inefficient production of electricity. They can
also include insufficient human capital such that people are not aware of alternative sources of energy or
there is insufficient technical know-how to deploy them. In addition, at low levels of development a
mixture of poor infrastructure with low human capital and institutional quality can mean heavy reliance on
natural resource extraction and little incentive for improved natural resource use like sustainable forest
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management. These constraints reflect a mixture of government failure, market failures and market
imperfections.
359.
The second is low appropriability of returns. This is where market and government failures
prevent people from capturing the full value of improved environmental outcomes and efficiency of
resource use. Examples of market failure include a lack of incentives for energy efficient buildings (split
incentives) or excessive agricultural water use and pollution or road transport emissions (i.e. negative
externalities) which reduce local air quality. This also encompasses a lack of incentives to provide new or
cheaper ways of doing things which can improve returns to “green” activities such as low emission energy
sources or crop strains which lower the need for fertiliser use.
360.
There are, however, some overlaps between market and government failures. For example,
incomplete property rights are in many cases a market failure but they are listed as a government failure to
reflect the inefficacy or absence of policy to address these well-known failures in cases such as
over-fishing. Similarly, the presence of regulatory uncertainty is a major impediment to private actions to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions even though excessive greenhouse gas emissions are essentially a result
of market failure.
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Figure 22.

Green growth diagnostic

Low returns to ’green’ activities,
innovation and investment

Low economic returns

Inertia

Low social
Inertia
returns

Low
Lowappropriability
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of
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Government
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Government
Market failure
failure

Low returns to R&D

Low Inadequate
returns to R&D
infrastructure
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Inadequate
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perverse subsidies,
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Networks effects
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capital
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capital

and
Negative
regulatory
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Barriers to competition

Low social capital
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and poor
toinstitutional
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Source: OECD, concept based on Hausmann, Velasco and Rodrik (2008), “Growth Diagnostics” in J. Stiglitz and N. Serra, (eds), The
Washington Consensus Reconsidered: Towards a New Global Governance.

361.
The importance of constraints to green growth will vary according to level of development,
economic context, and existing economic and environmental policy settings. Low human capital or
inadequate infrastructure will tend to be associated with lower levels of economic development. Rectifying
these constraints will be of high priority and perhaps a precondition to resolving many other constraints.
362.
Where human capital is relatively abundant and infrastructure relatively well-supplied, the focus
should first be on resolving government and market failures. In some countries and on some issues policy
is already relatively advanced in this regard (such as in the case of fuel taxes in much of Europe). In these
cases attention should turn to the inherent disadvantages that new technologies have relative to the installed
capital base and policies that can help advance these.51 Sequencing is important to the extent resolving low
returns to activities with low environmental impact will create market conditions that are conducive to the
introduction of new green technologies.
363.
Identifying which constraints are most important is not, however, entirely sequential. In
particular, while institutions in some countries may not presently be equipped to address some
environmental externalities, government failures or split incentives may be able to be addressed. In other
51

The nature of this disadvantage will vary according to existing regulatory environments. In some cases, the
regulatory environment will be such that incumbent firms enjoy an advantage over new entrants. In other
cases the lack of a supporting network may prevent deployment of innovative technologies.
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cases, environmental externalities may not be fully addressed but there may still be scope to address low
returns to R&D.
364.
One constraint which is likely to be common to all countries, regardless of development, is
regulatory certainty i.e. the extent to which governments articulate and ideally legislate a clear plan for
closing the gaps between private and social return so that people can plan and act without too much risk
that governments will change the rules of the game.
Establishing environmental priorities
365.
The relative importance of constraints to green growth will vary depending on environmental
priorities. Table 7 maps constraints to green growth by key environmental challenges as discussed earlier.
Table 7. Constraints on green growth by environmental challenges
Climate change

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Health impacts of pollution

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Inadequate infrastructure
Low human and social capital
Incomplete property rights
Subsidies and preferences to incumbents
Negative externalities
Low returns to R&D
Network effects
Barriers to competition
Norms and habits
Information externalities and split incentives
Biodiversity loss

•
•
•
•

Inadequate infrastructure
Low human and social capital
Subsidies and preferences to incumbents
Negative externalities
Low returns to R&D
Barriers to competition
Norms and habits

Water scarcity
•
•
•
•
•

Low human and social capital
Incomplete property rights
Subsidies and preferences to incumbents
Negative externalities

Inadequate infrastructure
Low human and social capital
Incomplete property rights
Subsidies and preferences to incumbents
Network effects

366.
Environmental country-level priorities will be dictated to some extent by regional variation in
terms of local environmental challenges alongside global environmental priorities, resource endowments
and income levels. As a guide, these priorities should account for:
•

Certainty of impact. As many environmental impacts are uncertain, the degree of evidence and
probability of damages should be taken into account. Other things being equal, the more certain
the impact, the more importance it should be given in the design of policy. One exception may
be climate change because of the risk of non-linear catastrophic change.

•

Potential for non-linear change. The greater the likelihood of non-linear, abrupt or catastrophic
change, the higher the priority.
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•

Timing. When are impacts likely to become severe or critical? The connection between actions
now and longer term damage should be taken into account i.e. potential path dependency and the
risk of irreversibility.

•

Severity of impact. How large, in absolute terms, could the costs be? Where there are threats of
serious or catastrophic damage it is not appropriate to use the lack of full scientific certainty as a
reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent or minimise this damage.

•

Distribution of impact. If environmental impacts are concentrated in a particular sector of the
economy, how important is that sector in terms of economic size, for low income groups or
cultural or other values what is its potential to affect other sectors of the economy. More
generally, would the environmental impacts affect vulnerable groups disproportionately?

367.

The formulation of strategies should follow a well-defined and iterative process:
•

Objectives should be informed by an assessment of business as usual (BAU) projections with
respect to economic and environmental trends (taking into account population and economic
growth).

•

Assessment of BAU should form the basis for developing a long-term vision, with high-level
buy-in and through dialogue with major stakeholders within and outside government.

•

The establishment of a long term vision should also be informed by robust cost-benefit analysis.

•

Given a set of objectives, the policy process should proceed to identify least-cost policy options
and areas for intervention - to identify policy priorities and sequencing. Policy should be robust
but flexible, with capacity for adaptation as new information becomes available.

•

Implementation of policies should incorporate regular monitoring and review of the effects of
policy and procedures for adapting policy settings.

368.
The diagnosis of key constraints will require country-specific information and data from across
the environment and the economy as well as an appreciation for links to global economic and
environmental trends. The indicators discussed in section 4 of this report provide high-level measures
which can be used to inform a diagnosis of constraints to green growth.
Links to structural economic reform priorities
369.
Ranking of reform efforts should also take account of the links between conventional structural
economic reform and potential key constraints to green growth (Table 8). Priority should be given to cases
where constraints on green growth translate equally into constraints on growth more generally. This might
include improving infrastructure or increasing innovation incentives. Indeed, many of the constraints
identified in Figure 22 might equally feature on a structural reform agenda.
370.
In other cases there will be apparent trade-offs between strengthening the market economy and
pursuing green growth. However, these should be scrutinised for false trade-offs where reducing
constraints to green growth might result in higher wellbeing not reflected in structural reform priorities.
This would be the case in targeting many environmental externalities.
371.
There will also be cases where green growth priorities conflict with structural reform priorities
because of the need to take a precautionary stance to deal with systemic environmental risks. This is most
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likely to occur where the major constraints to green growth are related to path dependency, such as
subsidising new network infrastructure or incentivising deployment of renewable energy. These sorts of
actions carry both a high risk of policy failure and a potentially high pay-off in terms of reducing systemic
environmental risk. In this regard the apparent conflict between structural reform and green growth
priorities is an indication of the need for caution and perhaps the need to explore whether resolution of
other constraints should not be afforded higher priority.
Table 8. Constraints on green growth and structural economic reform priorities

Inadequate infrastructure
•
•

Negative externalities
•

Improve the quality of infrastructure
Strengthen competition in network industries

•

Low human and social capital and institutional quality
•
•
•

Strengthen the legal system
Improve educational efficiency/outcomes
Improve incentives for formal labour market
participation

Incomplete property rights, subsidies, preferences to
incumbents
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce barriers to foreign
ownership/investment/trade
Reduce regulatory barriers to competition
Reform/simplify product market regulations
Phase out environmentally harmful energy
subsidies
Reform/strengthen the structure of the tax
system

Reform/strengthen the structure of the tax
system
Reduce barriers to foreign
ownership/investment/trade

Low returns to R&D
•
•

Strengthen R&D and innovation incentives
Improve intellectual property rights regime

Network effects
•

Strengthen competition in network industries

Barriers to competition
•
•
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Next steps of the Green Growth Strategy
372.
The delivery of the Synthesis and Indicators Reports at the 2011 Ministerial Council Meeting
(MCM) will mark the starting point of OECD's longer term agenda to support national and international
efforts to achieve green growth. Building on the Organisation-wide work underpinning these two Reports,
green growth would be further mainstreamed in OECD policy surveillance to provide continued guidance
on a number of country-, sector- and issue-specific areas. Table 9 provides an indicative overview of
potential directions for future work.
Table 9. Examples of OECD work on green growth, 2011-2012
Timeline
2011 MCM

Post 2011 MCM

Deliverables
•
•

Towards Green Growth – Green Growth Strategy synthesis report
Towards Green Growth - Monitoring Progress: OECD Indicators

•
•
•

A Green Growth Strategy for Food and Agriculture: Preliminary Report
Joint IEA/OECD Green Growth Study for Energy
Green growth monitoring work:
o Green growth indicators
o Further green growth chapters in Economic Surveys and Environmental
Performance Reviews
o Green growth reports for emerging economies
o Monitoring green investment protectionism concerns
Report on green growth and developing countries
Report on green innovation
Green growth and biodiversity
Green growth and water
Green Cities Programme
Renewable energy and rural development
Project on green financing
Environmental regulations and growth
Green fiscal revenue
Job potential of a shift towards a low-carbon economy
Report on the local transition to a green economy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Towards cross-country comparison and policy evaluation
373.
To support green growth strategies, the OECD should continue to further develop and determine
a suite of appropriate green growth indicators that could be used to evaluate the relative effectiveness of
green growth policies in the future.
374.
A diagnostic exercise could build on the methodology used by the OECD in its flagship
publication Going for Growth for evaluating economic performance and structural economic policy
settings in OECD countries and major emerging economies. The Going for Growth methodology combines
indicators of countries’ economic performance and indicators of policy settings with empirical evidence on
the links between the two and country-specific expertise. Three reform priorities are identified based on
areas where indicators show that both economic performance and policy settings are weak relative to other
countries. A further two reform priorities are chosen based solely on country-specific expertise and
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analysis. Steps taken to address these priorities are evaluated annually and priorities are updated every two
years.
375.
A first step would start with monitoring environmental performance. Section four highlights
some of the issues and indicators that might be used (Table 6). For instance, these might include changes
in: CO2 emissions intensity; nutrient intensity; intensity of water use; and air pollution.52 Candidate
environmental priorities would be established based on relative performance in these different areas
compared to other countries (e.g. the average).53
376.
Indicators of environmental policy settings would then be compared against environmental and
economic performance to identify candidate priorities for policy improvement. Relatively weak policy
which overlapped with poor environmental performance would indicate a candidate reform priority.
Relatively heavy reliance on inflexible policy instruments which coincided with relatively poor economic
performance would imply growth improvements from altering the composition of environmental policy
and thus suggest another candidate priority.
377.
Indicators of environmental policy settings will have to be further developed for this task.
Discussion in this Report has been focussed on understanding the cost effectiveness of environmental
policy instruments and their relationship with economic policies for which we have evidence of links to
growth. Indicators of environmental policy settings should be developed in ways that enable policy
analysis to go beyond this and to provide a more complete assessment of the way that policy affects both
economic and environmental performance.54
378.
Candidate environmental policy reforms would then be linked to Going for Growth by
considering potential synergies with candidate economic policy reforms e.g. over-reliance on direct taxes
intersecting with the need for price instruments to deal with local air pollution.55 The resulting economic
and environmental policy priorities would collectively constitute green growth reform priorities.
379.
As is the case of Going for Growth, there would need to be some green growth priorities which
are established through country-specific analysis. Indicator-based priorities would also need to account for
country-specific economic and environmental circumstances. The diagnostic framework described above
would be useful in this regard.
380.
Ultimately, the objective would be to institute a mainstreamed process of policy monitoring and
evaluation. This kind of project would, over time, become a tool to increase collective knowledge about
how policies contribute to green growth. It would be a way for countries to measure their own progress
relative to others and learn from the experience of others. Most importantly it would be a step towards
reframing growth in a way which better accounts for natural assets and for the environmental risks that
could ultimately undermine economic growth and development.

52

Existing measures may need to be adapted for use in cross-country analysis to account for underlying rates
of change in the composition of economic activity; in much the same way that economic performance
measures are decomposed to take into account different drivers of economic performance.

53

This would also need to be supplemented by considerations of the absolute levels of environmental
performance and the extent to which an economy is decoupling environmental impacts from growth in
absolute or relative terms.

54

To do this, policy indicators will need to reflect both the degree of stringency of policies (e.g. effective
price of carbon), the design of policies (e.g. flexibility) and anticipated environmental outcomes.

55

These priorities would not necessarily need to be the ones finally identified for Going for Growth.
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